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Porifera.

I.

By

William Lundbeck.

The
present treatise is the first part of a work on the Porifera collected b\- the Ingolf-expedition.

The material for this work, however, does not consist of that of the Ingolf-expedition only, bnt

I have, for the sake of completeness, inclnded all the sea-sponges, fonnd in our Museum, from Green-

land, Iceland and the Faroe Islands, and upon the whole from the territory treated of here. The latter

material has especially been collected by the Greenland-expeditions that have been sent by the Com-

mission for the geological and geographical examination of Greenland; partly also by the men of war

that have navigated the seas round Greenland and Iceland, as also by some other collectors; especially

must be mentioned a considerable collection, made by Dr. Morten sen in 1899 at the Faroe Islands.

Of the whole material, howe\-er, the portion collected by the Ingolf-expedition during its two cruises in

1895 and 1896 forms by far the greater part. The collection of sponges made by this expedition was

quite exceptionalh- great, greater, I think, than an\- made by any single expedition before. Finally I got

from the museum in Bergen by the kindness of Dr. Brunch horst the sponges of the Norwegian

North-Atlantic Expedition, which I have included here, as the earlier work on those sponges needed

a revision. The geographical territory of the present work may therefore be given thus: the eastern

part of the Davis Strait and the sea north of a line through the southernmost station of the Ingolf

at about 57" L. N. across to the south of the Faroe Islands, that is to sa>-, the whole of the North-

Atlantic (species from the Norwegian fjords, however, have not been included). From this territory I

have endeavoured to include all the species, also those that are not found in the material, but have

been mentioned in the literature as found within the territor\'.

With regard to the terms used in the descriptions I shall premise a few remarks. The

terminology employed in describing the spicules is mainly the same as has been used by Ridley

and Dendy and by Topsent, and upon the whole by all recent authors, .so that an explanation will

be unnecessary.

For the more or less membranous part of the body of the sponge which forms the surface

and covers the subdermal cavities, the term dermal membrane has been employed. It may be

thinner or thicker, and more or less pronounced; where the subdermal cavities are large and widely

The Ingolf-Expedition. \ I. i. I



PORIFERA. I.

spread it is distinct and easily separable, while in forms with small siibdermal cavities it may be

little or not at all marked off inwardly. The term Ectosome, which is now most frequenth' used

of this part, I have not employed, as the question is not here of a structure of a definite morpho-

logical value, and the term dermal membrane is therefore only used as a descriptive term. The dermal

membrane may be a thin membrane without spicules, but may also be provided with spicules variously

grouped, and in the latter case we may speak of a dermal skeleton, but this .skeleton is frequently

not distinctly marked off from the other skeleton of the sponge, being only its outer part. The

dermal membrane is frequently, especially when it is a thin membrane without spicules, supported on

spicules projecting from the skeleton; in such cases I have emploved the descriptive expression that

the dermal membrane is pierced by spicules and the surface shaggy. In the undamaged sponge a

real piercing hardly takes place, but is only apparent; it is also probable that it is especially prominent

in specimens kept in spirit, on account of the contraction.

It has been correctly observed by Vosmaer in tPorifera (Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen),

and by many other authors, that tlie terms pores and oscula have certainly been used of structures

far from always being homologous. Of late the term pore has often been used of the apertures of

the incurrent canals in the subdermal cavities, and then the pores of the surface have been called

dermal pores (Ostia Mi n chin). This I think unnecessary, as it does not come nearer the homology.

Vosmaer (Tijdschr. d. Nederl. Dierk. Vereenig. (2) III, 1890
—

92, 238) has proposed other terms, trying

to establish homologies with regard to the excurrent apertures, so that he calls the aperture with

which his vcloaca» opens outward, osculum, and the openings into this cloaca of the excurrent canals

procts, when there is only one opening, and proctions, when one canal has more than one opening;

in certain sponges the osculum is wanting, and then the apertures of the excurrent canals on the

surface are procts or proctions. In the same way he uses the term stomata for the pores on the sur-

face of the sponge, or stomions, if there are more than one pore for each canal. Hitherto he has

only tried to establish this terminology in the Hexactinellids and Tetractinellids; whether it may be

used there may be doubted, and at all events it cannot be used in the Monaxonids; in forms with

large subdermal cavities, for inst, it will be impossible to distinguish between stomata and stomions.

Therefore I always use the term pore of the incurrent openings on the surface of the sponge, while I

use the term osculum or oscula of the excurrent opening or openings on the surface, but in the latter

case it may sometimes be a matter of judgment what is to be called osculum. In a tuljular sponge

as a Siphouoclialiiia or many species of Reniei'a I call the opening of the tube osculum, and in a

leafshaped sponge with the excurrent openings on one side I use of those the term oscula. The diffi-

culty occurs at forms of transition between the above mentioned, as for inst. funnel-shaped or open-

calicular sponges, but in these cases the signification of the terms used will appear from the description.

Minchin is surely right, when he says (Lankester: A Treatise on Zool. II. The Porifera and Coelen-

terata, 1900 pp. 23 and 36), that most frequently these questions can neither be decided by outer study

nor by anatomical examination, but only by the knowledge of the development of the individual forms.

For the present we must therefore be satisfied with knowing that the terms used do not imply

homologies.

Although, of course, the pores of a given sponge may be found in all degrees between open
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and sliut, I have thouglit it serviceable, as a rule, to give the measured limits of the sizes of the pores

in the different species.

By the examination of the spicnlation and the spicules I have especially endeavoured to give

exact measures, as also to give figures of the different forms. As the spicules prove to be upon the

whole constant with regard to size and form, they form the best specific characters. At the same time

I have tried, as far as possible, always to find the younger phases of the individual forms of spicules,

which I have drawn together with the pictures of the fully developed spicules. B}- this examination

it has proved to be a general rule that almost all spicules are begun in about their full length, and

then the growth takes place exclusivel>- by apposition, and sometimes by apposition after fixed lines.

A growth in conformit}- with the organic growth does not take place, neither any growth by con-

temporaneous resorption and apposition. According to this the yoimger spicules must always be

inscribable in the full\- developed ones, and from this follows again with regard to the microsclera

that the smaller forms are not, as is commonh' stated, forms of development of the larger ones, but

independent, full\- developed spicules')- If, for instance, we have a sponge with sigmata, and these,

as is generally the case, are varying in size, then the smaller sigmata are not young forms of the

larger ones; by apposition the smaller ones would only become thicker, but very little longer. That

this view is correct is corroborated by the finding of quite thin young forms having almost the same

length as the grown ones. In the single cases account of this fact has been more particularly rendered

by the description of the species. In this respect the sponge-spicules, as will be seen, form a parallel

to the silicious shells of the diatoms, which, once formed, do not show an\- growth, properly so called,

but only grow b\- apposition partl\- after fixed lines. Of microsclera I have in this part only treated

of the forms found in Heterorrhaphidse. With regard to the chelte and anchorse quite the same thing

has been fully shown by Levinsen (Studier over Svampe-Spicula. Vidensk. Medd. fra den naturh.

Foren. i Kobenhavn for 1893. 1894), and in the next part of the present work I expect to corroborate

the statements of this author for a great number of forms.

As to systematism I have, for the forms treated of here, chiefly followed Ridley and Dendy,

partly also Topsent. I have kept the family Heterorrhaphidce of Ridley and Dendy, as it seems

to me to be naturally enough bounded, and I do not, as does Topsent, think that we are more

justified in using the megasclera than the microsclera as distinguishing characters. The famih- Poeci-

loscleridce of Topsent, which is chiefly characterized by monactinal megasclera, includes nevertheless

the genus Desmacidon s. 1. with diactinal megasclera, and this genus is chiefl\' distinguished from

Gellwdes by its having chelate microsclera; if no regard is paid to the microsclera as a distinguishing

character, Gelliodes might as well be classed with the Poeciloscleridce. On the other hand I think

with Topsent that Tcdaiiiiiia; b\- their spicnlation are related to t\\e DendortcmcB, and therefore they

have not been included here; at present more genera without chelate microsclera or quite without

microsclera are known, which nevertheless no doubt must be classed with the Desinacidonidcv.

As I have explained more particularh- in the mentioning of the genus Phl(Eodictyoii [Rliiso-

) I must, however, here notice that O. Schmidt (Spongien d. adriat. Meeres 1862, p. 9
—

10), although with regard

to these spicules supposing a growth like the organic growth, says of (die charakteristischen hakenfomiigen Korper der

Gattung Esperia : In eiuigen .\rten kommen ... kleinere und grossere Formen vor, allein dies sind in einer und derselben

Species zwei Arten solcher Korperchen, nicht junge und alte >. Thus he has correctly interpreted this phenomenon.
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chaliiia oliin) I have thoTight it correct to break up tlie group Phlceodictyincs^ and classed its two

genera, one with Homorrkapkidce, the other witli Heterovrliaphidce.

It would seem as if the larvae in the Motiaxonida show group characters (Maas, Top sent),

and it is not improbable that the systematism will be highly altered, as for inst. Bidder has altered

the systematism of the calcareous sponges according to quite new and at all events verv interesting

views. At present, however, I think the division of the sub-order Halichoiidriiia into the families

Homorrhaphidce ^ Heteyorrhaphidcv , Desinacidoiii'dcr and Axinellidce to be the most natural — as also

the most practical one.

Order Monaxonida.

Suborder I. Hdlichondrina.

Fam. I. Homorrhaphidae.
Subfam. I. Chalininae,

The subfamily Chalinina; the onh- distinghuishing character of which is the amount of spongin

uniting the spicules into fibres, cannot, as has also been generally recognized, be kept sharply distinct

from the Renierince^ as the least sponginous forms form a transition to these latter, while on the other

hand forms with much spongin and reduced spiculation form a transition to the horn\- sponges. In

the present work I have tried to make the distinction in the following way: to be referred to the

Chalinince a species must have at any rate the primary fibres quite sponginous, even if the mass of

spongin is small. If this is not the case, I refer the species to the Rcniera, even if, as is the case in

several species of Reniera^ separate longitudinal fibres with a rather large amount of spongin are to

be found; neither do I take into consideration a higher development of spongin in the basal part or

stalk of the sponge. When the distinction is established in this wa>-, we shall, in by far the most

cases, get an outer characteristic, viz. the consistency; even Chalinina' with very little spongin will

show an elasticity that is not found in the Reniera-'i^tci&s. Thus the distinction seems to me to be

in most cases quite natural, although it cannot be said to have solved the question.

While it is thus very difficult to mark off the whole group, it is not much better with regard

to the genera. Many of these are based on characters running gradually into each other, as for inst.

on the number of spicules in the fibres, by which character it has been tried to distinguish between

Pachychaliiia and Chaliiia, although there is no distinct difference; also the outer form has been

used as a distinguishing character, by Lendenfeld even to an extreme degree. It is to be supposed

that the great number and richness in forms of the Chalinince have led to this condition of things,

for it may be said, I think, that this subfamily, a few particular forms excepted, has no more value

as a systematic group than the genus Reniera\ this genus might be divided into genera after the

same characters, but the limits between these genera would be doubtful; several of the characters,

taken for inst. from the skeleton and the surface, by which genera of the Chalinince are characterized,

are in the Reniera iised as specific characters. There has, however, been no opportunity for a more
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thorough stud\- of tlie Chaliiiiiuv^ as tlie wliole material has only comprised six species belonging to

three genera.

The Clialinince are forms generally found in more shallow water, although a few species reach

to a depth of ca. 150 fathoms.

A phenomenon frequenth- seen in the C/ia/iiu'iue and with special distinctness in dried speci-

mens where only the skeleton is left, is a formation like yearly rings. In longer branches they are

often seen in great numbers above each other, their form most frequently more or less resembling a

conical surface. If a branch is cut through, one or more concentrical rings will be seen. These

vvearly rings* are formed by the meshes of the skeletal net being in these places finer than in other

places, and especially by the presence of more transversal fibres than in the part just inside of the

spot, and in this respect these layers are constructed in the same \va\' as the surface. The phenomenon

evidently is one of growth. It has already been mentioned by Bowerbank (Mon. of. Brit. Spong.

I, 152) who also thinks it to be a phenomenon of growth.

Pachychalina O. Schmidt.

The form lobose or digitate^ branched or unbrauched^ the sponge solid. The fibres polyspicular

luith more or less spicules. Spongiii differently developed.

I. P. Schmidtii n.
.sp.

PL I, Figs. I, 2. PI. VIII, Figs, i, 2, 3.

Club- or Jingershaped. The fibres fonniiig a rather regular skeleton of primary longitudinal

fibres a)id secondary transverse fibres., the meshes mostly rectangular. The longitudinal fibres ruith

numerous spicules., the transverse fibres most frequently zvith fcTver spicules ; always a distinct spongin-

sheath. Oscula spread on the surface, sometimes zvith a tendency to a marginal position. Spicules

0-178—o-2o8""".

The specimens in hand of this species are unbranched, finger- or clubshaped, in the lower part

generally narrowed to a short stalk. The specimens are of about the same size, of a length between

80 and 100™'", and a diameter of about 15
—

30"™. A specimen which I take to be a young one, and

which is attached to a shell, is much sjnaller; it is cushionshaped and has a height of 10""". The

colour (in spirit) is vellowish grey. The consistency, as in most ChalinincB, is firm, but very elastic.

The surface is even, but not quite smooth, the ends of the primary fibres rising a little above the

skin. The dermal membrane is transparent and very thin, and consequentU' it is often lost; jud-

ging b>- what I have been able to observe, it has no spicules and rests on the skeleton below, the

ends of the primary fibres rising through it. Oscula are scattered on the surface, in some places more

thickly than in others, and in one specimen that is somewhat compressed, a tendency towards a mar-

ginal position of the oscula is to be perceived. The openings of the oscula are almost circular, with

a diameter of from a little more than i"""to3""", their edges are often somewhat rising. I have not ob-

served the jjores, as the skin was mostly wanting in the specimens.

The skeleton consists of stout polyspicular fibres of a thickness of 0-09—o-i6""'. There is always

a copious and distinct mass of spongin; in some fibres the spicules are very numerous, and then the
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spongiii is either not seen to surronnd the fibres at all, or onh' to surround them to a slight degree, but

most frequently the spicules form the middle part of the fibres and are enclosed b\- a strong sheath

of spongin. In the transverse fibres the spicules are fewer and often not so regularly arranged after the

longitudinal axis, as they are in the longitudinal fibres, but there is plenty of spongin. In the stalk

the spongin is particularly copious, and therefore the consistenc)' is harder than in the other parts of

the sponge. The fibres form a rather regular skeleton; from the base and middle of the sponge the

longitudinal fibres, the primary ones, spread, in a sheaflike way, on ever>' side upward and bend to-

wards the surface, in some places branching off in acute angles; perpendicularh- on those the tran.s-

verse fibres are found, which only stretch from one longitudinal fibre to the next one without forming

longer coherent fibres; neither are they present in any great number, and accordingly in most places

the}' are far from each other, so that the meshes formed get a rectangular shape; only at the surface

are the transverse fibres closer together, and here the meshes become quadratic; iunnediately at the

surface the transverse fibres form a dense, but irregular net of meshes on which the dermal membrane

is resting. Farther down in the sponge may be found the la\ers mentioned in the introduction to

the ChaliiiUicr, running more or less parallel with the surface, and with more closely set transverse

fibres, so that these layers remind of the structure of the surface of the skeleton. This peculiarity

must be connected with periodicity in the growth. The distance between the longitudinal fibres

generally varies from o^™"' to 0'6"'"\ On account of the above mentioned structure of the skeleton it

will in the middle part of the more or less cyliudric sponge show a rather irregular texture, from

which longitudinal fibres radiate on every side running upward and bending outward to the surface.

This structure of the skeleton is distinctly seen as well in a transverse section as in a longitudinal

one through the middle of the sponge.

Spiciila are oxea slighth' curved and \-er}- gradually tapering; the tapering is so gradual, that

the thickness decreases from the very middle of the spicide; but the decreasing in thickness is not

great, so that tlie point proper commouh- is not especialh- long. The length is between o'ljS""" and

o-2o8'""\ and the thickness in the middle varies between ca. o'Oi"'"' and o'oi4"™'. Among the oxea some

styli are seen which are almost always short, and are to be regarded as monstrous forms. Some

needles a little shorter and especially finer, up to very fine ones, are seen, which I take to be deve-

lopmental forms; they are, however, seen in the fibres, and fibres exclusiveh" filled with such needles

may be found.

It has not been possible to refer this species to any one hitherto described; among species that

had to be taken into consideration, were especially Pachychalina compi'essa Schmidt and P. excelsa

Schmidt. Both these species have been mentioned so briefl}- that it woidd be impossible to recognize

them, but the original .specimens of both species are in the museum of Copenhagen. P. compressa

was founded by Schmidt 1870 (Grundziige einer Spongieufauna d. atlant. Gebiet p. 37) as occuring at

Iceland; an examination of the original specimen, however, has now pro\ed it to be, not a Pachycha-

lina but a Homceodiciya, the chelse so characteristic for this genus having been found in it, although

in small numbers')- The other species was founded by Schmidt in the same place as occurring at

') I must here call attention to the fact tliat the Chalinince and the genus Hommodictya, which latter, at all events

some of its species, as to skeleton and outer form is verv like the former, maj- easily be confounded when the specimens
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the Scaw; it is a digitate, branched species, by the structure of its skeleton and the form of its spiciales

closely related to the present one, with which, however, it would seem that it cannot be identified.

Locality: Onundafjord in Iceland, depth lo fathoms, 3 specimens (the author); west of Iceland,

depth 22 fathoms, a little fragment (Drechsel); the bank southwest of Sudero, one specimen (Jorgensen);

the Faroe Islands, a little specimen (^Miiller).

2. P. caulifera \"osm.

PI. II, Figs. I, 2. PI. VIII, Figs. 4, 5, 6.

1882. Pachychalina caulifcya Vosmaer, Niederl. Arch, fiir Zoologie, Supplementsband I, 1881—82, 33,15,

Tab. I, Fig. 14, Tab. Ill, Figs. 64—66.

1887. Pachylhia caulifera Levinsen, Dijmphna-Togtets zool.-bot. Udbytte. 1887, 350, 8, Tab. XXIX,

Fig. 4, Tab. XXX, Fig. i.

Stipitate, club- oy fingershaped^ imbranched (younger specimens) or more or less richly bratiched

(older specimens) ; the branches cylindrical or someivhat compressed. The Jibres form a regular ske-

leton of longitudinal and transverse fibres, the meshes quadratic or rectangular. The longitudinal

fibres zvith a few spicules., sofnetimes loith only a single series., the transverse fibres formed of single

spicules. Only little spongin^ forming no distinct sheath, or only a very thin one. The surface quite

delicately shaggy from projectitig spicules. Oscula spread ; sometimes especially found on one side of

the branches, sometimes they are placed in roius on the edges of the compressed branches. The spicules

oxea^ evenly tapering^ O'liS— 0'i4S""".

Pachychalina caulifera was etablished in 1882 by \"osmaer on an unbranched, oarshaped

specimen; in 1887 Levinsen referred some unbranched, or at most twobranched cylindrical sponges

from the Kara Sea to this species. I have before me two specimens, both richly branched and con-

siderably larger than those described. The larger specimen has a height of 49''", and is richh- branched,

the originally few branches di\-iding into more and more; and the branches, being at the base some-

what compressed, are at the top cylindrical or all but cylindrical, and are here rather thin, their dia-

meter being between 5""" and 10""". The other specimen is shorter; is has a height of 27^"', but the

branches, which are also somewhat compressed, are comparatively thicker, and do not become c}lin-

drical at the top, where the larger diameter is 10— 18"'". Both specimens have a distinctly marked

stalk being in both full 5"" long. The colour (in spirit) is light brown to light yellow. The stalk is

darker brown, so that we have here a colouring similar to that shown in the figure of Vosmaer (I.e.),

but not, however, with the sharp boundary shown in that figure. The consistency is spong\' and

elastic, the stalk is hard. The surface of the sponge is even and looks almost smooth, although it is

densely, but quite short shaggy, the spicules of the ends of the primar}- fibres projecting a little. The

dermal membrane appears as a thin transparent membrane; it rests on the subjacent .skeleton, and if

of Homoeodictya are dried , as is often the case with old specimens in museums. These specimens have perhaps been

washed out at the preparation, or, what is also often the case, they have been found dead on the beach, and the soft parts

have long ago rotted and been washed away. In such cases the chete, which are not connected with the skeleton,

would either be quite wanting or only a few be left. It is also to be supposed that such a confounding has taken place
more than once.
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a piece of the skin is cut off, the meshes of the subjacent skeleton is b\- the microscope seen through

the skin, and the ends of the primary fibres project from the nodes. As the transverse fibres of the

skeleton are mostly formed of single needles, this skeleton appears as an irregular, mostly imispicular

reticulate work, most frequentl\- onl\- in the nodes united b\' spongin. Otherwise no spicules are found

in the dermal membrane. The pores are round or oval openings, and are found, single or two or

three together, in the meshes formed by the subjacent skeleton; the size is from 0'03""" to o'i2"'"\

Oscnla are round, sometimes a little oval openings of a diameter of i— 4"'"', they are found dispersed

ever\-where on the branches in rather great numbers; when the branches are somewhat compressed,

they are often set in rows on the edges, and the\- may also be more numerous!}- or almost exclusively

found on one side of the branch; but upon the whole the>- are best characterized as dispersed. The}-

are often a little projecting, and these projections may grow into papillae of a length of 7'"™ (in whicli

cases we have, perhaps, a beginning branch). On the stalk there are no oscula at all.

The skeleton is chiefly of the same structure as in the foregoing species, and built upon the

principle which upon the whole is found in the Chalinhio'. Longitudinal fibres (priinar}- fibres) run

longitudinall}- through the sponge, and spread to all sides like a sheaf, reaching to the surface where

the}- project a little; the}- are united b}- transverse fibres (secondar}- fibres) into a rather regular net-

work. Far the greater part of the longitudinal fibres are poh'spicular, but with far fewer spictiles

than in the foregoing species, and also uuispicular fibres are seen; otherwise the fibres are somewhat

different with regard to their thickness and the number of spicules, the thickness being about between

the thickness of a spicule and 0-09""", and the distance between the longitudinal fibres is ca. o'i2"""

—
O'ly"'"'; thus the fibres are considerably thinner and the reticular work finer than in the foregoing

species. Neither do the transverse spicules here form coherent fibres, but reach onl}- from one longi-

tudinal fibre to the next, and are for a great part formed of but one spicule; in the inner part of the

sponge they are far from each other, so that the meshes are more or less rectangular, but towards the

surface they are nearer to each other, and here the meshes are more or less quadratic. The spongin is

not by far so strongly developed as in the foregoing species, and most frequentl}- it forms no distinct

sheath or onl}- a ver}- thin one round the spicules of the fibres; in tlie nodes it is distinctly seen;

the transverse spicules are not general!}- quite surroimded b}- spongin, but onl}- cemented at the ends.

Besides the skeletal tissue thus constituted, some fibres are seen here and there running longitudinally

along the branches witliout going to the surface, which filjres mav divide and anastomose; the}- are

a little stronger than the regular longitudinal fibres, and have more spongin forming a distinct sheath.

Towards the base of the sponge the amount of spongin is greater, and the spicules of the fibres are

here surrounded b}- a distinct spongin-sheath. In the hard, solid stalk the amount of spongin is ver}-

considerable, and at the same time it passes from colourless to yellow; the intervals between the

fibres are here very small, and tlie whole mass forms a very solid tissue.

Spicula are straight ore most frequentl}- slightl}- curved o.xea, exenl}- tapering. The length is

between o-ii8 and o-i48""", and the thickness o-oo8—0-0114'"™. Shorter and finer needles, to quite fine

ones, developmental forms, are also found in small numbers, as also a few styli.

Although Vosmaer does not give the length of tlie needles, the species is so well consistent

witli his description and pictures that I think the determination to be sure; \'osmaer seems to attach

\

K.
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some importance to the presence of the outermost little, marked off point in the oxea; such a form of

the point, however, is frequent in many species of sponges. I have been able to examine the original

specimens of Levin sen, and have found them to be quite consistent with my specimens. The spe-

cimens both of Vosmaer and Levinsen are presumably yotinger forms, and therefore unbranched

or twobranched, while during growth the species becomes more richh- branched.

GemnmUr. The two specimens in hand have both been attached to the shell of a large

Modiola modiolus together with a Homccodictya and a Myxilla\ the\- have both been broken off,

but the shell has been kept. The stalk spreads at the base into a little incrusting part with a

skeleton of irregular!}- arranged, very sponginous, polyspicular fibres, and between these a mostly

unispicular network. This part was closely filled with the bodies described by Bowerbank under

the head of Diplode7ma vcsckiila as ovaries (Mon. Brit. Spong. 11, 357, III, PI LXX, fig. 12); but

when Diplodemia vescicitla b\- O. Schmidt (Grundziige einer Spongienfauna d. atlant Gebiet. 1870)

had been declared to be a fragment of a ChaHnine, Topsent in 1888 (Compt. rend. CVI, 1299) referred

it to Chaliiia ociiiafa, and described the structures, by Bowerbank called ovaries, as gemmulae. The

gemmulae of the present species are, witli regard to their whole structure and the place where they

are found, quite consistent with the description gi\en of those in Chalina oculata. They are found in

the very lowermost part of the stalk adjoining the underlayer, and in the basal spreading of the stalk

to a number of about a hundred in one specimen and a little fewer in the other. They are closely

crowded together, the form is oval, the length is on an average i-37">'" and the breadth 0-83""". The colour

(in spirit) is }-ellow. They are situated in the skeleton of the basal spreading closely connected with

the fibres. Thev consist of a capsule of quite the same appearance as the spongin and furnished with

rather close-set spicules, running parallel to the surface and of the same kind as the other spicules

of the sponges, and also here as in Ch. ocit/ata fibres seem to run through the capsule. I have not

been able to find anv foramen. The contents of these gemmulse appear under the microscope, but

without an\- more close examination, as a whitish, strongh' granulous substance. The specimens are

taken towards the end of May.

Besides in Chalina octtlata Topsent 1. c. mentions similar structures in Ch. gracilenta Bow.; in

this incrusting species they are also found towards the substratum, but tlie\- are here smaller, 0-25'"'".

Thus we know at present three Chalinina, in which these structures are found. That they are reall)-

gemmulse cannot of course be decided with certainty, until their development has been examined.

Their being found, at all events in Ch. ocnlata and in the present species, quite down at the base of

the hard, compact and apparenth' dead stalk would, if the)' are gemmulse, seem somewhat particular.

Locality: Vestmanhavnsfjord in the Faroe Islands, depth ca. 70 fathoms, two specimens (Th. Mor-

tensen).

Geogr. distrib.: The species is before known from the Barents vSea (the localit>- with a query)

(Vosmaer) and from the Kara Sea, deptli 6 fathoms (Levinsen).

Remarks. The Pachycha/ii/a oblonga Arm. Han.s. enumerated b\ \'anh6ffen (Gronland-Expe-

dition der Gesellsch. fiir Erdkunde zu Berlin, II, i, 1897, 248) from Karajak-Fjord in North Greenland,

is a Reniera (see pag. 51).

The Ingolf-Expedition. VI. i.
2

\
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Chalina Grant.

Form someivhat varying^ often digitate and more or less branclied^ or leafs/taped. Fibres icni-

spiciilar or at all events z\.ntli quite Jew spit /lies ; spongin variously developed^ often copious.

I. Ch. oculata Pallas.

PI. VIII, Fig. 7.

1766. Spotigia oculata Pallas, Eleiich. zooph}t., 390, 239.

1767. Spongia dichotorna Linn., Syst. Nat. Ed. XII, 1299, 14.

1776.
— — MuUer, Zool. Dan. Prodrom., 256, 3088.

1842. Halichondria oculata Johnston, Hist. Brit. Spong., 94, 2, PI. Ill, figs, i and 2.

1864. Chalina oculata Bowerbank, Mon. Brit. Spong. I, 208, PI. XIII, fig. 262; II, 361; III, 169, PI. LXVI,

figs- 1—3-

1887. Euchalinopsis oculata Lendenfeld, Zool. Jahrb., II, 815, i.

1893.
— — Levinsen, Det vidensk. Udbytte af Kanonbaaden Hanchs Togter, 418, 15.

1896. C/ialina oculata Lambe, Sponges from the Atl. coast of Canada. Transact. Roy. Soc. of Canada,

Ser. II, Vol. II, Sect. 4, 184, Tab. I, fig.s. 2, 2 a.

Of this species I have, from the territory treated of here, only two specimens; one is a little,

nnbranched, presumably young specimen of a length of 30'""'; it has a well marked stalk, 9™'" long

and very thin; the other specimen is larger, of a height of 85™"'; it is branched and is upon the whole

of the typical form. The skeleton., arranged in the usual wa)-, is chiefly unispicular, but also poh-

spicular fibres are found towards the middle of the branches; but they contain onl)' few spicules. In

specimens from the Danish seas, howewer, polyspicular fibres may be seen in greater numbers, so that

most of the primar)- fibres are polyspicular; but also here the number of spicules is only small. Thus

the species is somewhat varying with regard to this character, and therefore it is on the border between

Chalina and Pacliychalina^ between which two genera no quite distinct limit can be drawn. The

spongin is in the present specimen rather strongl}- developed, so that most frequently a distinct spongin-

sheath is found round the spicules; also the transverse fibres are most frequently quite surrounded

by a layer of spongin, however thin. The distance between the fibres is on an average ca. 01""".

Spicula are slightly curved, more rarely straight oxea, evenh- and rather gradually tapering. They

are more varying in length than is commonly the case, from o-i2—0-178'""', and the thickness varies

from about 0'Oo8—0-013™™; a few of the largest needles are found with a thickness of up to o-ois™";

but the longest needles are not always the thickest ones; an average size of ca. 0-149'"'" in length and

a thickness of o-oii""" is by far the most common. Besides these needles which on account of the

proportion between length and thickness convey an impression of being fully developed, some finer and

quite fine needles are found measured to a length of from 0-08—0-13'"'". Some few st)li may be found.

Locality: Vestmanhavnsfjord in the Faroe Islands, dejjth ca. 70 fathoms, a little nnbranched

specimen (Th. Mortensen); the \'estman Islands, depth unknown, one specimen (Ssemundsson).

Geogr. distrib. This species seems to be very widely spread, almost cosmopolitan; it is frequent

at the coasts of England (Bowerbank), in the English Channel at the French coast and at the southern

point of Britany at Croisic (Topsent), as also along the western coast of Jutland (Levinsen); on the
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Atlantic coast of America it is found from Florida to Labrador (Carter, Lambe, \'erril). It is further

enumerated as found in the ba>- of Bengal, the Mergui archipelago (Carter, var. fibrosa^ this deter-

mination, however, is likeh- to be doubtful), and finally with regard to Polynesia from the Fidji Islands,

New Zealand and the Auckland Islands south of New Zealand (Lendenfeld). Thus the species is spread

from 63' 20' Lat. N. to about 50' Lat. S. Its bathymetrical distribution reaches from shallow water,

about 4 fathoms to about 80 fathoms, which seems to be the largest depth, in wliich it has hitherto

been taken.

2. Ch. spatula u. sp.

PI. II, Fig. 3,
Pi. VIII, Figs. 8—9.

Leaf-shaped or spattilate, stipitate, the blade oval. The fibres form a regular skeleton of longi-

tudinal fibres and transverse fibres zuith quadratic meshes. The fibres almost e.xclusively nnispicular,

the transverse fibres consisting of single spicules connecting the primary fibres. Only little spongin

forming no visible sheath. Irregularly running., polyspicular longitudinal fibres ivith more spongin

are present. The surface finely sliaggy from projecting spicules. Oscula liave a somezi'hat projecting

edge, they are spread arid found on both sides. Spic?tla oxea o-tg—o-22""".

This species has a fine and regular form like an erect, oval leaf running below into a stalk

passing evenly into the leaf. The height is full 14"", of which ca. 6"" may be put down as stalk; the

largest breadth of the blade is 65""". Below the stalk is cylindric, and passes b}- degrees into the flat

blade. The thickness of the stalk in the middle is ca. 8™™; the blade is thickest below, and has here

a thickness like that of the stalk, 8—9""", in the middle its thickness is ca. 6""". The nether half of

the margin of the blade where the transition from the stalk is still felt, is rounded, while in the upper

half part it is drawn out to a rather sharp edge. The colour (in spirit] is whitish yellow. The con-

sistency is elastic, but the sponge is rather soft. The surface is smooth, but finely shagg\- from the

projecting spicules. The dermal membrane is very thin and transparent, and rests on the skeleton

below, the ends of the primar> fibres projecting through it. When the sponge is seen in spirit the

ver\' close-set round subdermal cavities or mouths of the incurrent canals shine through the
skin;

the\- have on an average a diameter of i"""; in some places they are seen to be incompletely separated,

so that the\- run into one another and form irregular lacunae. Oscula are spread on both sides of the

sponge, a single one is placed quite at the edge; they are also found on the stalk down to the lower

third part of it; the>- are circular openings with an average diameter of 3"""; their margin is some-

what projecting, so that they have a sharp edge; the canal into which the>- lead, does not run hori-

zontally inward, but obliquely downward, and therefore oscula do not point horizontally outward, but

a little obliquely upward, so that the margin is most projecting at the lower edge of the oscular

aperture. The pores are situated in the thin dermal membrane; they are round or roundish holes of

\er\- varving sizes measured from o-oii—o-27"'™. They are found on both sides of the sponge, and

continue also down on the stalk. In most places the pores are placed close together; they often

reduce the membrane to a network, so that the pores are only separated by thin strings of tissue; in

such cases they get an irregular polygonal form, and may get a still greater size than the measures

given. When a piece, cut off parallel to the surface, is examined under the microscope, the skeleton
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under the skin is seen as a unispicular, irregular net work, from the nodes of which the ends of the

primary fibres rise.

The skeleton is chiefly constructed according to tlie principle common in the Chalinines. It

consists for the greater part of a rather regular network of more or less quadratic meshes. In the

middle of the stalk and the leaf a more open and irregular network is foiind in which primary and

secondary fibres are not to be distinguished; from here fibres issue towards the surface; these primary-

fibres are directed a little upward on their way to the surface, but they bend a little, so that tliev meet

it at a right angle; especially in the lower part of the sponge the bending upward is quite slight,

and the fibres go almost quite horizontally to the surface; in the upper part of the leaf the bending

upward is more conspicuous. The secondary fibres consist only of single spicules comiecting the

primary fibres, and forming together with those the reticular work, but they do not form, or form

only to a small degree, coherent fibres. The primar)- fibres are mostly unispicular; they may, however,

especially in the lower part of the sponge, be polyspicular, but only with a few spicules alongside.

The distance between the primary fibres is about the length of a spicule, or ca. 0-15
—o-iS'""'. The

spongin is only present to a small degree, it is distinctly seen in all the nodes, and under sufficiently

magnifying powers it may in most places be seen as an exceedingly thin layer covering the fibres;

the elastic consistency of the sponge implies also that the fibres must be richer in spongin than is

the case in the J^em'era-species. In the stalk the spongin is more richly developed than higher up

in the sponge. Besides the regular skeleton described above, some more fibres are found, viz. some

rather powerful ones, beginning in the stalk and running as longitudinal fibres up through the sponge

branching off and anastomosing. Down in the stalk the}' are polyspicular and surroimded hv a strong

spongin-sheath, here tliey may reach a thickness of o'i2"""; in branching off upwards thev become

thinner, and the number of spicules smaller down to only a couple of spicules, or they become quite

unispicular; the spongin also decreases, but ma\', however, still be seen as a thin, but distinct sheath.

Outside the skeletal net some spicules are found dispersed; they are generally shorter and finer than

the spicules of the skeleton.

Spicula are slightly curved, sometimes straight or almost straight oxea, evenly and rather

gradually tapering; the curve sometimes is quite even, but sometimes it may also be confined more

or less distinctly to the middle part. The length is between 0-19
—

0'22""", most frequently it is about

caoS""", the thickness is o-oio—ooia™'". As before mentioned some spicules are found spread in the

sponge; they are found in no small numbers, and are shorter and finer, up to quite fine ones; by all

transitions in size they are connected with the spicules of the skeleton.

With regard to the outer features this species recalls the description by Fristedt of the Cha-

lina groenlandica from the eastern coast of Greenland, mentioned below, but the spicules of this latter

species are abruptly pointed and more curved.

Locality. Only one specimen of this beautiful species has been taken. Station 34, the Davis

Strait, 65° 17' Lat. N., 54" 17' Long. W., depth 55 fathoms; the specimen is attached to a stalk of a hy-

droid together with two species of calcareous .sponges, an ascidian, a couple of hydroids, a bryozoa,

and two octactinite of the genera Voeyingia and Paranephtkya.
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3. Ch. groenlandica Frstdt.

1887. Chalina groenlandica Fristedt, \'ega Exp. vetensk. lakttagelser, IV, 417, PI. 23, fig. 19.

This species I have not seen. It must be closely allied to the preceding one, is leaf-shaped,

and has presumably been of a similar form, but among other particulars it differs from it by having

the spicules more curved and more abruptly pointed. Fristedt gives the length of the spicules to

be o-a""". The species is onl\ known in a couple of fragments.

Locality. The eastern coast of Greenland, depth 140 fathoms (Fristedt 1. c).

Siphonochalina O. Schmidt.

T?tbiclar, often sonieivhat branched forms, the surface of the tubes smooth, both inside and out;

each tube zuith a round opening at the summit. The fibres various^ unispicular or polyspicular, and

ipith little or much spongin.

I. S. pulcherrima Frstdt.

PI. I, Figs. 3—4, PI. VIII, Figs. 10— II.

1885. Chalina pulcherrima Fristedt, Bidrag till kannedom. om de vid S\eriges vestra Kust lefvande

Spongije. Kgl. Sv. \'etensk.-Akad. Handl. 21, Nr. 6, 49, Tab. IV, fig. 3 a, 3 b.

Tubular., most frequently several tubes issuing from a common base or stalk, sometimes anasto-

mosing., the single tubes ivith slight, irregular, annular swellings. The fibres form a regular netzuork

of longitudinal fibres (running towards the surface) and transverse fibres ; the meshes quadratic. The

fibres generally unispicular. Only very little spongin. Particular polyspicular fibres running longi-

tudinally, are found, especially in the inner part of the skeleton. The surface is finely shaggy from

projecting spicules. Each tube ends zuith a large osculum. Spicula oxea o-jj
—

o-2p""".

The specimen in hand of this species agrees in its habitus very veil with the figure of Fri-

stedt 1. c. It is formed of a short stalk from which issue several tubes, altogether there have been four

of them, but cue has been torn off. The tubes are coalesced in a part of their length, two of them

have a side branch, but this is for some part of the length coalesced with the principal tube. All the

tubes end at the summit with an osculum the edge of which is rather sharp, the tubes being conically

tapering at the summit. The tubes show some slight irregular, annular swellings. The total height

of the sponge is las*"", the tubes have an average diameter of ca. 20""", the thickness of the wall is

5
—

6""", somewhat thicker where the swellings are found. The colour (in spirit) is grayish yellow.

The consistency is of a middle firmness, the sponge is rather soft for pressure, but elastic. The surface

is finely shaggy from projecting spicules. The dermal membratie is a thin transparent membrane

resting on the skeleton below. Each tube ends, as has been mentioned, in an osculum the edge of

which is sharp, as the wall, on account of the conical tapering, becomes thinner at the summit. The

cscula have a diameter of 5
—8""" according to the size of the tube; they are smallest in the two

younger branches. The oscula lead into an oscular canal of the same width, which, narrowing only

a little, continues quite down to the stalk; the oscular canals of the branches open into those of the

principal tubes. Into this canal the excurrent canals open with round apertures of a diameter of
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i_-2""n, but also smaller openings are found between them, down to a diameter of 0-2'"'". The greater

openings are partly placed in transverse rows, however with some irregularit)-. The course of the

canals is chiefly very regular; below the skin the openings of the incurrent canals are found as small

round subdermal cavities, and the canals stretch almost directly from here, by and b\- uniting to

principal canals, in a curved manner obliquely inward and upward, and open into the oscular tube;

accordingh" all the openings in this tube are turned somewhat upward. The membrane covering the

oscular tube, rests on the skeleton below, which forms an irregular net of meshes, but no spicules

project, so that the inside of the oscular tube is not shaggy as the outer surface of the sponge. The

pores are found rather closely in the dermal membrane, sometimes so closel)- set, that the membrane

forms only thin strings between them; they have been measured to a size of 0-04
—0-268'""'.

The skeleton is chiefly of the common structure, onh- with the modifications necessitated by

the form. Immediately below the skin covering the oscular canal, an irregular network is found,

corresponding to the skeletal tissue found in the middle of a cylindric or leaf-shaped Chalinine. From

this primary fibres bending upward in a curved manner, run to the surface which they meet at a

right angle, and there the>- are projecting. These fibres are connected to a rather regular net of

meshes by spicules that form no coherent fibres, but most frequently are single; the meshes are quadratic

or rectangular. The rather regular net formed in this way, gets a less regular appearance on account of

the many canals running through it; as these grow in width inwardly, the net apjjears to be closer

towards the surface and more open inwardly, but this appearance is only owing to the lacuna; made

by the canals, while the skeletal net itself is of the same width. This skeleton is almost exclusively

unispicular, primary fibres with two or three spicules alongside being only found here and there; the

distance between the primary fibres is fixed by the length of the spicules and is on an average 0-2'""'.

Besides the skeleton described some polyspicular longitudinal fibres of different thickness are found;

they originate in the stalk, which is almost exclusively formed by such fibres and consequenth' is

very firm and hard, and they run longitudinalh through the sponge branching off and also anasto-

mosing. Upwardly they become thinner; they have a thickness of from 0-24""" down to o-o6"'", but at

their base in the stalk their thickness may be up to o-5""". They run in greatest number in the inner

part of the wall of the sponge towards the oscular tube, but they have otherwise no regular course.

The spongin is in the skeleton present only to a comparatively small degree, it is seen copioush and

distinctly in all the nodes, and it may often under sufficienth- magnifying povers be seen stretching-

down along the spicules or quite surroimding them with an exceedingly thin layer, but in many

places it seems to be confined to the nodes. Neither do the polyspicular longitudinal fibres show any

spongin-sheath, but they are nevertheless, as is seen by coloiiring, quite or almost quite surrounded

b}- an exceedingly thin layer of spongin. The spicules are in these fibres rather regularly arranged

in bunches, and where the ends of the bunches catch each other the spongin is most distinct and is

seen as a slighth- yellow-coloured transverse band.

Spiciila are oxea, most frequently slightly and e\euly curved, rarel\- straight; the>- are rather

gradually and sharply pointed; the length varies from 0-23—0-29'""', the thickness is between 0015 and

0-02™". Shorter and finer spicules up to exceedingh- fine ones are found, but in rather small numbers,

the finest ones have a length of ca. 0-13'"'".
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Locality. Jakobshavn in Greenland, one specimen, depth unknown (Pfaff).

Geogr. dtstrib. Fristedt gives two specimens from Bohuslan, depth ca. 90 fathoms (175 metres).

2. S. moUicula n. sp.

PI. VIII, Figs. 12-14.

0/(1 soinezvhat irrcgnlay form co)/sisting of a steni^ from the ends oj zvhich tubes issue. The

fibres form a regular skcletoii of longitudinal fibres (running towards the surface) and transverse

fibres^ the meshes are quadratic^ rectangular^ or polygonal. By far the greatest part of the fibres uni-

spicular, only sometimes ivith a couple of spicules. Only little spongin. Particular longitudinal fibres

xvanting. The surface finely shaggy from projecting spicules. Each tube ends tvith an osculuin. .Spi-

cula oxea somezvhat curved, o-ij—o-ifS""".

The only specimen in hand of this species has a somewhat irregular form; it is in two places

fastened to pieces of laminarian fronds, and from here originates on one side a cylindric stem, dividing

into two branches each ending with an osculum; on the other side of the fastening two shorter tubes

issue. The principal stem seems to have been lying more or less horizontally, while the tubes have

risen more or less verticalh- from the stem. The total length of the specimen is ca. 60""", and the

diameter of the stem 10— la""'". The colour (in spirit) is light brown. The consistency is very soft,

but elastic. The surface is finely shagg)' from projecting spicules. The dermal membrajie is thin

and transparent, and rests on the skeleton below. Each tube ends with an osculum of a diameter of

2—2'"™; the ends of the tubes are rounded, and accordingly the edges of the oscula are not sharp.

The osculum leads into an oscular canal of the same diameter, and the oscular canals of the tubes

are continuations of the canal of the stem. As far as I have been able to decide, the canals run from

the surface obliquely upward and inward as in the preceding species, and the excurrent canals open

into the oscular tube. The pores are found in great numbers and very close together in the dermal

membrane, often reducing this to a reticular work; most frequentl}- the}- are round; their sizes have

been measured to 003—o-i8"""").

The skeleton is of quite the same structure as in the preceding species; accordingly it consists

of primary fibres running from the wall of the oscular tube in a curved manner upward and outward

to the surface; these fibres are connected by transverse spicules mostly single or only forming incom-

plete fibres. The net is rather regular, and the meshes quadratic, rectangular, or polygonal. The

distance between the primary fibres may be somewhat varying; most frequently it is equal to the length

of a spicule, or o'i2'"'", but it may be considerably greater, up to 0-23'"'", and upon the whole the ske-

leton is more open than in the preceding species; its regular structure is distinctly seen in the tubes,

but is far less marked in the stem. The skeleton is almost exclusively unispicular, some of the pri-

mary fibres may, however, be composed of a few spicules in their whole course or part of it; jDolyspi-

cular longitudinal fibres as in the preceding species, are not found here. In spite of the soft consist-

ency of the sponge the spongin is comparatively more developed than in the preceding species, it is

'
I
This species shows a particular structure, which I have not been able quite to interpret ; besides primary fibres

projecting through the dermal membrane, there are also here found transverse spicules, so that we get a net of spicules out-

side of the dermal membrane. This peculiarity may perhaps be due to contraction on account of the sponge ha\-ing been

kept in spirit; it is also possible that the real dermal membrane has been lost.
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copious in all the nodes, and in the priman- fibres it may frequenth- be seen to surround the spicules

completely, while the transverse spicules most frequently appear to be onl\- cemented at the ends.

Spicula are rather small oxea; they are always more or less curved; sometimes the cur\-e is

even, but frequently it is more sharplj* localized in the middle of the spicule. The pointing varies

somewhat, from a fairly long to a quite short, sometimes even rounded point; in the latter case the

rounding has a quite small point marked off. The length \aries from 0-13— o- 178""", most frequently

towards the latter figure, also the thickness is somewhat varying from o'OoS— o-oii"'"". The thickness

and length are in no fixed proportion to each other. Shorter and finer needles, up to exceedingly

fine ones are found in no small number spread in the tissue, the shortest ones measured had a

length of o-oga""".

Locality. Egedesminde, Greenland, depth unknown, one specimen (Levinsen).

^j
Subfam. 2. Renierinae.

.7
Halichondria Heming.

Without definite form, fanning incrustations, lumpy or more or less erect. The needles zoiihout

any real order spread in the tissue, sometimes forming fibres, but no regular reticulate skeleton.

Spicula oxea, commonly long and slender, rarely strongyla. Spongiti zvantitig (or present only to a

scarcely appreciable amount).

The sponges belonging to the genus Halichondi'ia are usually of no definite form. The\' mav

form incrustations, be formed as thicker or thinner crusts, or be irregularly massi\-e or lump\', or the}'

ma\- finally be more or less erect and sometimes slightly branched, and it is to be supposed that

several species may appear under more or less of these various forms, or at all event vary much in

form, and these variations ma\' even to a certain degree influence the other structure (the skin, the

skeleton 1. The recognition of the species must therefore primarily be done by means of the spicules,

and the other skeletal structures, the nature of the surface etc. can only be of secondary importance.

In spite of the general recognition of the secondary importance of the outer form, not onh- here, but

upon the whole in many Monaxonids'), there has not uncommoul)- been laid too much stress upon

this feature. The species of the earlier authors will, when no exact figures and measures of the needles

are given, commonly not be identifiable. Bowerbank thus under the genera Hymeniacidon and

Halichondria has twenty and odd species belonging to the genus Halichondria in the signification

used in this work; this, no doubt, is too large a number, but most of these species will not be iden-

tifiable without an examination of the original specimens.

'J It is to be supposed, however, that the secondary importance of the outer form applies especially to the genus
Halichondria (and a few other genera, for inst. Hymeniacidon), and is connected with the only little differentiated skeleton of

this genus; it is also seen that species of this genus, when they have a skeleton made of fibres, get a more definite form.

Ifaliclioitdyia paiiicea is a good type of an especially varying and polymorphous species. The outer form of the sponge species,

however, is often little known, because many species have been etablished on slight material, fragments or more or less

damaged specimens. I am inclined to think that it will be seen by and
b_\-, when new collections procure well-kept specimens,

that the species often, within certain limits, have a rather definite form.
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I. H, panicea Pall.

PL IX, Fig. I.

1842. Halichondria panicea Johnston, Brit. Sjiong. 114, PI. X, PI. XI, fig. 5.

1866. — — Bowerbank, Mon. Brit. Spongiadse, II, 229, III. PI. XXXIX and XL.

1870. Pellina bibula O. Schmidt, Spongienf. atlant. Gebiet. 42.

1870. Amorphina panicea O. Schmidt, 1. c. 77.

1881. Amorphina megalorrhaphis Carter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 5, Vol. VII, 368.

1887. Halichondria bibula h&^insen^ Dijmphna Togtets zool.-boL Udbytte, 352, 11, Tab. XXX, fig. 4 a—b.

1887. Halichondria panicea Ridley and Dandy, Challeng. Report, Monaxonida, Vol. XX, 2, PI. II, figs. 2, 3.

1887. Amorphina panicea Fristedt, Vega Exp. Vetensk. lakttag. IV, 421.

1887. Amorphina grisea Fristedt, 1. c. 425, PI. 24, fig. 10, PI. 27, fig. 10.

Of this common species we have a large number of specimens. Itjis most frequently incrusting,

especially on algae, and from this form it grows out into large cushions or lumps, and consequently it

is formed as flat cakes, cushions, or roundish or lengthy lumps. Only one specimen, from Reykjavik,

has a more definite form, conical, tapering tubes, or cylindrical, at the summit flat tubes rising from

a flat spreading; the tubes have at the summit an osculum leading into an oscular canal. This form

corresponds with the picture of Bowerbank, PI. XXXIX, fig. 5 and PI. XL, fig. i. In the lumpy

forms the oscula are spread and most frequently only present in small numbers. In almost all the

specimens the dermal spicules form the well-known regular net of meshes with three, four, or many

sides, in which net the pores are lyiug, often so close that the membrane is reduced to a mere net-

work. Now this net may be rather varying in appearance, and may also be quite wanting, so that

the dermal spicules are h'ing closely packed and in all directions. The character on which the species

must chiefly be based, is the form of the spicules; they are ver)- long tapering, always a little cur\ed,

and this curve is exceedingly frequently seen as a rather sharp bend in the middle. The size of the

spicules is somewhat varying from 0-35—1"™; this latter size is given by Carter for his species H.

megalorrhaphis^ his own opinion of which is that it is only a variety of panicea^ and Ridley and

D e n d V give, 1. c, several sizes between the measures given above. The largest length of spicules

measured by me, is ca. o-6""". Among the spicules are also seen styli and monstrous forms, but always

only sparingly. The genus Pellina of Schmidt, which was based on the presence of a distinct skin

with a net of spicules, is, as has been shown by Grentzenberg (Die Spongienfauna d. Ostsee. Inaug.

Dissert. Kiel, 1891, 12) and Levinsen (Det vidensk. Udbytte afKanonbaaden «Hauch»sTogter, 1893, 415)

by an examination of the original specimens of Schmidt, not to be distinguished from the genus

Halichondria^ and the species Pellina bibitla is identical with H. panicea. I have had occasion to

examine one of the specimens of Fristedt of Amorphina grisea, and have not been able to find any

character separating this species from //. panicea.

As has already been mentioned, some of Bower banks species will, no doubt, prove to be

identical with H. panicea, what can only be decided with certainty by an examination of original

specimens. Levinsen, in the work quoted above, has referred Spongia coalita Mxiller (Zoologia

Danica, III, 71, Tab. CXX) to panicea, and judging by the figure it can scarcely belong to any other

.species. Also Johnston's H. coalita (Brit. Spong. and Lithophytes 135, PI. XII, fig. i) has by Le-

vinsen been referred to this species; the spicules pictured by Johnston, do not, to be sure, resemble

The IngoI!-Exp-'lition. VI. i. _ 3
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those oi panicca, but I have had the opportunity to examine a piece sent by the Rev. A.M.Norman

under the name of H. coaliia, and the spicules of this piece agree very well with those of H. panicea.

Schmidt's Rrnirra shnitubulosa (Die Spong. d. adriat. Meeres, 1862, 75) would, according to his

expressions in Grundziige einer Spong. Faun. d. atlant. Gebiet 1870, 42, also seem to belong hither,

but this species is otherwise not easily judged. Grentzenberg, I.e. 13, is of opinion that Aiiiorphii/a

pasisccns from the North Sea, established, but very incompletely described b}- Schmidt (Jahresbericht

d. Commiss. zur wissensch. Unters. d. deutsch. Meere in Kiel fiir 1872
—

73, 115) is also H.panicea^ what

also seems rather likely. Finally Tops en t in his account of the species of Bowerbank (Revue biol.

du Nord de la Fr. VII, 1894, 14) expresses the opinion that further Hal. cadnca. iiiccrta, ambigiia,

Hym. Thomasii and tegeticula are synonymous with panicea. It must howe\er, be remembered that

Hal.incerta and Hym. Thomasii belong to those species, to which Bowerbank attributes two forms of

oxea; if we are to regard it to be correct that they have been referred to paiiicra, it must consequently

be supposed, that Bowerbank has interpreted developmental forms of the needles as special forms.

In Johnston I.e. a complete list is found of the earlier, more or less certain synonyms of the

species ;
to this list may thus Idc added as probable or certain : Spongia coalita Miill., Halichondria coalita

Johnston, Halichondria scvosa ]oh.nsto\\ (according to Bowerbank), Pellina semihibulosa O.'&.l Amorphina

pasiscens O. S.?, as also the species of Bowerbank: Halichondria cadnca, iiiccrfa and awbigtia, Hyvic-

7/iacidon T/iomasii and tegcticula.

Locality : Halichondria panicea is a very common species in the northern and arctic seas, and

we have it from Greenland: Holstensborg, Egedesminde, Godhavn; from Iceland: Reykjavik, Hvam.s-

fjord, Seydisfjord, Faskrudsfjord, Finnefjord, as well as from station 127, north of Iceland, 66° 33' Lat. N.,

20° 05' Long. W. ;
from the Faroe Islands: 6 miles to the N.W. of Kalso, Klaksvig, and Ejdesound. The

species is found to no great depth; the greatest depth from which we have it, is 60 fathoms, which

is also the greatest depth from which it is given with certainty in the literature.

Geogr. distr. The species seems to be completely cosmopolitan ;
it is found from the arctic seas

to the Mediterranean, and is known from Ceylon, Kerguelen Island, the Torres Strait and Japan, and

it was taken on the Belgian antarctic expedition between 70" and 71° 18' Lat. S. (TopsentjM-

2. H. genitrix O. Schmidt.

PI. IX, Fig. 2 a, b, c.

1870. Amorphina genitrix O. Schmidt, Grundziige einer Spongienf. des atlant. Gebiet. 41, Tab. \\ fig. 9.

1887. Amorphina nodosa Fristedt, Vega Exp. vetensk. lakttag. IV, 423, PI. 24, figs. 7
—8.

The form most frcipicntly rojindish. more or less irregular. The surface groo'eed and ruffled.

Tlie dermal membrane 2vifh a somewhat irregular reticulation 0/ spicules. Oscula spread. The spicules

form no fibres. Spicula oxea falling, as to their sizes, into t7i<o rather Tiuil bounded groups, tlie smaller

ones o-io— o-i'j'"™, tlic larger o-2j8— o'6y""".

Under the name of Amorpfiina genitrix Schmidt I.e. established a species on a few specimens

from Greenland, and these original specimens of S c h m i d t I have had before me. The description

) Topsent (Arch, de Zool. Experimentale et Generale. Notes et Revues. 1901. i) gives the depth 011 which all the

sponges of the expedition were taken, to be 400—569 metres; according to this H. panicea seems there to live at a considerable

greater depth than hitherto known.
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by Schmidt is very incomplete, but in giving a new description of the species I shall have chiefly

to restrict mvself to the needles and their forms, all the specimens being in a rather bad condition.

We have several specimens of the species. One of them mentioned by Schmidt as having

<sDie Gestalt eines i' , Zoll dicken, handgrossen Fladens s is a piece of a ver>- compact, almost snberite-

like consistenc\-; it has been growing as a plate over a group of Balani. The surface is more even

than in the other specimens; the spicules are closeh' packed in all directions, and no dermal membrane

can be separated from the tissue below. We cannot, however, be sure that the specimen has kept its

original skin, and consequently, when Schmidt says: mit zahlreichen, verschieden grossen Osculis
,

this is not certain, as the openings in the upper surface of the specimen do not appear to be naturall\-

boimded oscula.

The other specimens of the species, of which Schmidt .says: Andre gelbHche, faustgrosse

Stiicke haben eine krause, wabige Oberflache, mit Osculis im Grunde der Waben>, are roundish pieces

of a much looser consistency than the preceding one. The specimens ha\e a higlih' ruffled surface,

which is, perhaps, only so conspicuous, because the skin is wanting, or is only left in places; but where

it is left, the surface is grooved, and the grooves separated by sinuous swellings; the dermal iiicnibranc

is onh- found undamaged in a smaller part of one .specimen, and here it appears to have a reticulation

of spicules about as in H. pauicea, although coarser and more irregular. Oscula are spread and appear,

as stated by Schmidt, especially in the grooves of the .surface, but as to their number and size no-

thing can be said on account of the skin being destroyed. In s^^ite of the difference of the specimens

as to consistency- their relation is seen by the fact, that all the specimens have spicules of the same

form and size. In the skeleton^ as far as I have been able to observe, no fibres are found, but the

spicules are lying in the tissue in all direction.s. Spiciila are the caracteristic feature of the species;

they are oxea, and are exceedingh- varying in length, from 0-09—o'Gj""". The medium sizes are the

scarcest, so that the spicules may also be said to fall into two groups as to size; the smaller ones are

most frequenth- of a length of between ca. O'lo—o-ij""", the larger ones ma)- be of a length between

0-238—0-67""", but, as has been mentioned, the distinction is not sharp. Although the smaller needles

are found throughout the .sponge, they seem to be most frequent in the dermal membrane and in the

membranes bounding the canals; they are, ho-wever, far from exclusiveh- forming the spiculation of

these membranes, but are found between the larger needles, and seem alwa\'s to be arranged more or

less perpendicularl}' on the larger ones. The larger needles are slender, long tapering, and most fre-

quenth- with a rather sharp bending in the middle; upon the whole they are formed like the needles

in H. pam'cea\ the smaller needles are more or less curved, and evenh-, but not long tapering. That

the smaller needles are not developmental forms is seen by the fact, that the thickness is about the

same in the smaller and in the larger ones, about o-oi"""; the smaller ones being, however, frequenth-

somewhat thinner. On the other hand finer needles may be found, which by their length are seen

to be developmental forms of the large ones. The smaller needles resemble to a certain degree the

/?e/2/errt-needles, and thi.s, I suppose, is the fact that Schmidt thinks of, when he writes: Die Form

ist interessant, weil sie die Uebergange der Nadeln vom Renierentypus in den der Amorphinengruppe

direct zeigt-. As has been correctly observed by vSchmidt, monstrous forms of the needles are rather

frequent in this species; especially frequent is among the smaller needles a form as fig. 2 c. Schmidt's
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figures, PI. \', fig. 9, are altogether mon.stroiis forni.s, while he gives no figures of the normal needles

of the species.

The examination of the spicules in the Aiiiorphiiia nodosa of Fristedt, of which I have had

a little piece, has shown this species to be identical with H. geiiitvix. Its outer form, as described bv

Fristedt, 1. c, agrees also ver\' well with this \iew. In the .spiculation onl\- the smaller spicules

seem generally to be a little finer than in the specimen of Schmidt, and of monstrous forms I have

onlv seen a few. Othervise the figure by Fristedt, especially of the smaller spicule, is not correct.

It is easil\- understood that Fristedt has not been able to determine the species according to the

description and figure by Schmidt, especially, because Schmidt, as before mentioned, only gives

figures of monstrous needles. In Fristedt we get the information that the species can reach the

size of a human head.

Locality. We have of this species four specimens and some fragments, all from West-Greenland;

only for one specimen a more particular localit}-, Umanak, is given.

Geogr. distr. West-Greenland and Spitzbergen (Fristedt).

3. H. fibrosa Frstdt.

PI. IX, Figs. 3 a, b, c.

1887. Amorphina fibrosa Fristedt, Vega E.xp. vetensk. lakttag. IV 426, PI. 24, figs. 11— 12.

Irregular., more or less roimdisli or i/icriistnig masses. The dermal membrane in some places

with a close reticulatioii op spicules^ in other places the spicules closely packed. Osciila /ezi\ spread.

The skeleton, consists of loose fibres, not distinctly marked. The spicules oxea., Jailing as to size in

tiL'o groups ; the larger o-jj
—

o-jp""'\ the smaller o-iy
—

o-2p""".

Of this species there are in the collection some more or less roundish pieces, all fragments, and

some irregular crusts growing on calcareous algte. The best conserved specimens are of a rather firm

consistency. The skin shows in most places a reticulation of spicules, closer, but looking coarser than

in H. panicea; in other places the spicules are closeh' packed without forming any reticulation. Oscula

are few and spread. The pores are found in the meshes of the dermal reticulation as in H. panicea.

The skeleton, consists of loose and irregular, not sharph' marked fibres, which form, at all events

frequently, a very irregular and indistinct network. The skin is not, or is only in the places where a

dermal reticulation is found, separable from the body itself as a dermal membrane properly so called;

in the other places the outermost layer of the sponge is remarkable by the closely packed spicules;

in a section perpendicular on the surface, this part appears distinctly marked off from the tissue below,

and this la\-er, which is developed into a skin, has a thickness of ca. o^'"™.

Spicula are oxea, falling into two rather well defined groups of size, which are also of different

occurrence in the sponge. The larger ones have a length of 0-35
—

o-59""", most frequently they are

0-47""" long; they are .slightly bent, almost of the same thickness throughout their length, and are

evenly, but shortly pointed; their thickness is ver\- varying, but ma\- be rather great, up to o-oi7'"'";

a .swelling is not unfrequently found in the middle or nearer to one of the end.s. The smaller spicules

are finer, more or less curved, and vary in length between 0-17 and 0-29""". The larger spicules form

the .skeleton and the dermal reticulation, while the smaller ones are found in the outermost part of
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the skin outside the dermal reticulation, and form, especialh- where no reticulation is found, a dense

la\er in the outermost part of the skin; they are further found in the membranes that bound the

canals and cavities, and these membranes have often chiefly these smaller spicules, while the_\- do not

seem to form part of the fibres.

It is with some hesitation that I have determined this species as H. fibrosa, although I have

had one of the original specimens of Fristedt for comparison. They agree, however, as to form

and structure, the fibres have the same degree of development, and the dermal layer shows also in

some places reticulation, in others closely packed spicules. The spicules also fall into two groups, but

the larger ones are somewhat differing from the spicules of my specimens; the\- are finer, reaching

onlv a thickness of o'Oii""", b>' which fact the difference between the smaller and larger spicules

becomes less marked; further the>- are often more strongly and more irregular!}- curved, and often

longer pointed; Fristedt, who does not mention two .sizes of the .spicules, states their length to be

0-5
—

o-g™'", and declares the latter length to be the more frequent; it is to be supposed that an error

has taken place in the measuring, as the greatest length measured by me in the specimen of Fristedt

before me, is o-sg""'"; nor does the figure of F'ristedt agree with what I have ob.served; the spicule

pictured b\- him in fig. 11, is far too long tapering and recalls the spicule of H. pa-jiicea, while the

.spicules of the .specimen sent to me, are almost altogether more shortly pointed; finally must be men-

tioned that spicules with a swelling are also foiuid in the specimen of Fristedt. The .smaller .spicules

agree in form and structure with those in my specimens. According to this I must regard my speci-

mens as belonging to this species, and especialh', as also the thickness of the large spicules appeared

rather varying in m\- specimens.

Locality. West-Greenland; we have two glasses from an earlier time, one without any nearer

localit)- gi\-en, the other from Proven. Later the species has been taken on Ikertokfjord, depth 30

fathoms (Th. Holm).

Geogr. distr. Like the preceding species this latter one is onl\- known as arctic; besides in

West-Greenland it has been taken in the Behring-Strait, depth 25 fathoms (Fristedt I.e.).

Note. As we have seen, these two species, H. genitrix and fibrosa belong to the group of

Balic/ioiidria-s^&c\&s having spicules of two sizes; the smaller spicules here correspond to those which

Bowerbank calls tensioji spicula\ and as species, in which tension spicula are different from

skeleton spicules, we find in Bowerbank: Hynieniacidon Thomasii. Brettii. fragilis. lactca^ Halichon-

dria inconspiciia, incerta and editsa\ it will, however, only b\- an examination of original specimens

be possible to get a sure idea of these species; as has been mentioned under H. paiiicea, Hymoiiacidon

Tlwniasii and Halichondria incerta are perhaps synonymous with tliis species. Fristedt (op. cit. I\
,

424) mentions a species, Aiiiorphiiia renieroides, a piece of which I have liad for examination; the

spicules of this species, var\ing from 0-15
—

o-G""", remind of the spicules in genitrix, but it seems to

be distinguished from this species by the fact that the spicules are thicker and not so long tapering,

and besides, otherwise contrary to the observations of Fristedt, con.siderably thicker than the small

.spicules of the species; it is likewise distinguished from genitrix by the fact mentioned by Fristedt,

that the outermost spicules are more or less perpendicular on the surface.

V
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4. H. velamentosa Ann. Hans.

PL I, Fig. 5.
PL IX, Figs. 4—6.

1885. Reiiiera velamoitosa Armaner HaiLsen, The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition XIII, 4, Tab. I,

fig. 10, Tab. \T, fig. 3.

Formed as erect leaves of an irregular shape, most freqiiejitly triangtilar or sometvhat cordate,

that is to say, uarrcnvmg below and zvith a curved upper edge, sometimes of an irregular, very obliqtiely

cut off and compressed calicular form. The surface rather smooth. The dermal membrane ivith a

spiculation of irregularly spread spicjcles forming here and there an irregular net. Oscula numerous,

small, chiefly confined to one side. The skeleton consists of fibres, forming an irregular network, longi-

tudinal fibres are especially conspicuous. Spicula oxea o-^8
—oyV""".

This sponge is formed as lamella; of different forms and thicknesses. Most freqnenth' the

form is somewhat triangnlar with a cnrved upper edge and the sides converging downwards; they

seem to have been attached by the lower part, bnt here they have been broken off. The largest

of the specimens, whose form is irregular, has a height of 16'^"', a breadth of 14"", and a thickness

of ca. 4'='".
Besides the more or less regularly formed lamellse, there are found in the material

some fragment.s, a few of which seem to suggest that the lamelke may be drawn out to a stalk down-

ward. Two of the least damaged specimens are of an irregular, very obliquely cut off and compressed

calicular form, and have certainly had a short stalk; this form is, perhaps, the normal form of

the sponge. These two .specimens have a height of 9
—

lo''"', a breadth of 8—
9'^^'",

and the wall has a

thickness of 1-5
— 2"". The surface is rather smooth, but has more or less conspicuous, irregular folds

and swellings. The colour (in spirit) is dirtily grayish brown or brown. The dermal membrane is

easily separable from the tissue below, and is provided with a rather close spiculation of irregularh-

spread spicules forming, however, here and there an irregular net. Oscula are present in great num-

bers, they are small, round or oval, of a size of from ca. a-a™'" down to o-s""". Most frequently the

dermal membrane surrounds the oscular aperture as a little, higher or lower cone; in some places

oscula are close-set in groups, in other places spread. The pores are situated in the dermal membrane

in the intervals between the spicules, sometimes ver}- close-set; their measured sizes vary between

0-023
—

o'ly"^'". As in man\- leafshaped sponges, oscula seem also here to be found chiefh- on one side

of the sponge, and the pores on the other, but this feature is, however, far from being strictly carried

through; on the side chiefly provided with pores, groups of oscula and spread oscula may be found,

and on the other hand a few pores may be seen on the oscular side.

The fibres of the skeleton are rather well marked, and form an irregular network; longitudinal

fibres are especialh- marked, and may reach a considerable thickness and firmness.

Spicula are oxea, they are evenly and rather gradually tapering, but not to so high a degree

as in H. panicea; they are .slightly curved or more rarely straight; the length varies between 0-58—

0-8'""', but is most frequently ca. 075'"'" with a thickness of 0-017'"™. Shorter and finer oxea are onh-

seen singly. A few styli are found, which seem especialh- to occur in the dermal membrane; in this

strongj'la may also be found quite singh-.

As I have had a piece of one of the specimens of Armauer Hansen, I have been able to
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detenniiie the species with certainty; without a comparison with an original specimen an identifying

would have been impossible, as the descriptions, as well with regard to this species as to the other

species established by Armauer Hansen, are exceedingly short, and the figures of the spicules very

incorrect and not to be recognised.

Locality. From stations 53, 95, and 96 we have some rather well preserved specimens; from

stations 21, 27, 28, 104, 106, and 128 we have only fragments, and from the three stations last men-

tioned these fragments are so small and damaged, that the only point of support for the determination

is the spicules, which, however, agree completely with those of the other specimens. The depths on

which the specimens have been taken, vary between 393 and 1330 fathoms; the whole specimens are

from a depth of ca. 700 fathoms. The above mentioned stations are situated: in the Davis Strait (27

and 28), south of Greenland (21), in the Denmark Strait (95 and 96), north of Iceland (128), and east of

Iceland (53, 104, 106).

Geogr. distr. The species has been taken, besides by the Ingolf-expedition, at the northern

coast of Norway, depth 271 metres (The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition).

5. H. osculum n. sp.

PI. Ill, Fig.s. 3-7. PI. IX, Figs. 7-9.

The /ortn somewhat varying, but a/ways erect and more or less compressed. The surface rather

smooth. The dermal membrane Ti'ith an irregular, large-meshed net of spicules. Only one osculum is

found, formed like a spout; it may be found near the top or more or less Jar dozvn the side, and

sometimes on a special projection. The skeleton consists of an irregular netiuork of loose fibres and

here and there spread needles. Spicula oxea o-6—o-p2'""'.

This sponge has an erect, more or less compressed form, which ma\' however be somewhat

varying. The height of the specimens in hand is about 35'"™. The colour (in spirit) is light brown-

gray or yellowish gray. The surface is smooth, but on account of the dermal skeleton it has a

wrinkled or coarsel}- reticular appearance. The dermal membrane may as a thin, transparent mem-

brane be separated from the tissue below, and is provided with an irregular net of spicules with com-

paratively large meshes. With regard to oscula this species is rather interesting, each specimen having

only one osculum, which may be situated in a somewhat different way, close to the sunnnit of the

sponge or farther down the side, and sometimes it is found on a special projection, which is in one

specimen a side-branch'). This osculum has a form about as a conical spout formed by the dermal

membrane, and the dermal needles are here arranged in a parallel way with one end towards the

oscular opening; from here the}- radiate into the .skin, and pass b\- degrees into the dermal reticula-

tion. Sometimes the osculum is only found with difficulty, as it is situated in a depression. The

oscular opening leads into a kind of oscular tube, stretching as a hollow through the whole sponge

or the greater part of it; in this hollow the openings of the canals are found; the}- are round or oval,

and have a diameter of ca. o-i— 1-5""". Round these openings the spicules of the membrane covering

the hollow, are grouped as a coarse network. The inner hollow is often for a longer or shorter way

') 111 this .specimen (PI. Ill, fig. 6), the upper end i.s somewhat damaged; here there might perhaps have been an

osculum.
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ill the reo'ion of the osculmn hing so near the siirface, that the wall is here reduced to a thin, trans-

parent membrane; this is especiall>' the case, when the osculum is situated on the side of tlie sponge,

and then this part is often formed like a groove, and in this groove the osculum nia\' be more or less

retired. The pores are lying in the meshes of the dermal reticulation; they do not seem to be nume-

rous, and are very small, ca. o-02'""\

The skeleton consists of a rather dense, but irregular network of loose or not sharply marked

fibres or bundles of spicules, and in some places it seems to be only formed b}- irregular spread spi-

cules; most frequenth- the fibres or bundles contain man\- spicules. The dermal skeleton, as has been

mentioned, consists of an irregular and large-meshed net of spicules, and a similar one is found in the

membrane lining the inner hollow.

Spiaila are slender oxea, .slightly curved in the middle; the>- decrease in thickness from the

middle towards the ends, and are long and finely tapering; thus they, as to their form, resemble the

needles of Halichondria paiiicea^ but they are longer than is common in this species, and most fre-

quently their curve is hardly so sharp. The length varies from o-b""" up to 0-92""", but in by far

the most cases it is 078"'"', the breadth is about o-oij"""; shorter and finer spicules are onl\- ver\'

rarely seen.

Locality. Of this interesting species, which, though somewhat \-arying in form, is well charac-

terized by its single, spout-shaped osculum and the structure of this organ, the Ingolf-expedition has

taken ca. 15 specimens, station 27, 64° 54' Lat. N., 55° 10' Long. W., depth 393 fathoms; we have further

a couple of specimens, taken by the East-Greenland expedition 1891
—

92 at the south end of Jameson's

Land, dejutli 10—60 fathoms. Thus the species has hitherto been taken in the Davis Strait and at

the eastern coast of Greenland.

H. oblonga Arm. Hans.

PI. II, Fig. 4. PI. IX, Fig. 10.

1885. Reniera oblonga Armauer Hansen, The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition XIII, 4, Tab. II,

fig. 5 A, Tab. VI, fig. 2.

Erects more or less cylindrical. The surface grooved on account of the projecting ends of the

fbres. Osctila spread. The dermal membrane thin., zvithont spicules., pierced by the ends of the fibres.

The skeleton consists of fibres forming an irregular netzuork. A small amount of spongin present.

Spicula oxea, rather thick, and shortly and abruptly pointed, the length 0-41
—

0-44']""".

Of this species we have four specimens, all rather cylindrical, of a length of
'i^-'i^

—
4-'" and a

diameter of 10—14"'™; they are, however, all broken off at the lower end; one specimen seems to ha\-e

divided into two branches above; according to this the tvpical form of the sponge seems to be cylin-

drical, erect, unbranched or with a few branches. The colour (in spirit) is light yellowish or brownish

gra>-. The surface is uneven and grooved, and the ends of the fibres project. The dermal membrane

that is supported by the ends of the fibres, is exceedingh- thin and transparent, and contains no spi-

cules; the examination of it is difficult, as it contracts when torn off. Oscula are rather numerous,

spread on the surface, of a diameter of ca. i"'"\ but somewhat \arying in size. On account of the diffi-

culty attending the examination of the dermal mem!:>rane, I ha\-e not with certainty seen an\- pores.
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As mentioned above, no particular dermal skeleton is found, but the dermal membrane is sup-

ported by the ends of the fibres. Otherwise the skeleton consists of an irregular network of loose

fibres; most frequenth- the fibres have a thickness of 3
—

5 spicules; sometimes they contain still more

spicules. The s\stem of canals is ver>' .-strongly developed, and therefore the soft tissues are scarce in

proportion to the skeleton, and of spread spicules outside the fibres as good as none are found. Here

and there the ends of the spicules are seen to be cemented b\' a very scarce and completely clear

mass of spongin, which is, however, onl\- observed with difficult}- on account of its clearness and the

small amount of it.

Spiciila are comparative!)- thick, somewhat cxirved oxea; they are almost of equal thickness

in their whole length, are abruptly pointed, and the point is bounded by rather straight lines, so that

they approach tornotes in form. The bending ma\ be more or less pronounced, but the\- are rarely straight;

most frequently the bending makes an even curve, sometimes, however, it is rather sharp. The size

of the spicules is very constant; the length is between 0-41
—

0-447"""; they may be a little shorter, and

ma> also reach a length of up to 0-52""', in one specimen especially they often reach a length of o-s™"'.

The thickness most frequenth is 0-023""", but ma>- also be a little less. Spicules being to a consider-

able degree shorter and finer than those mentioned, are very scarce.

As I have had before me one of the specimens of Armauer Hansen, I have been able to

determine the species with certainty; the specimens of Armauer Hansen are somewhat larger than

those described abo\-e; they have a height of 5'"', and a diameter of ca. a'S^", as may also be seen from

the habit-figure cited (PI. \T, fig. 2), but otherwise they are of the same form; the specimen I have

seen, was likewise broken off at the base.

Locality: Of this species we have three specimens from East-Greenland, obtained b\ the East-

Greenland expedition 1891—92 in the following places: 72° 24' Lat. N., 19 42' Long. W., depth ca. 130

fathoms, two specimens; the south-end of Jameson's Laud, depth 10—60 fathoms, one specimen, and

further one specimen, taken on 63° 15' Lat. N., 9- 35' Long. W., depth 270 fathoms (Wandel).

Geogi: disti: East-Greenland and west of the Faroe Islands; with regard to the specimens of

the Norwegian North-Atlantic expedition the station is unknown.

On station 85, 63-21' Lat. N., 25' 21' Long. W., depth 170 fathoms, station 89, 64^45' Lat. N.,

27° 20' Long. W., depth 310 fathoms, and station 97, 65' 28' Lat. N., 27° 39' Long. W., depth 450 fathoms,

the Ingolf expedition has taken some fragments and a little specimen, which, I think, must be referred

to this species. The whole specimen has a height of ca. 20""", and also the fragments seem to have

belonged to small specimens. As to outer form and skeletal structure the\- agree completely with the

typical specimens, and also the form of the spicules is the same; on the other hand the spicules of

these specimens are a little smaller, the length varying from o-36"""' quite down to 0-268""°, while the

thickness is about 0-014"'"'. In spite of this rather considerable difference in the size of the spicules,

I feel obliged to refer the specimens to this species, as the other structures show no difference, and

we also in the topical specimens may find spicules of a length not exceeding 0-36"'"".

One specimen has further been taken at station 64, 62 06' Lat. N., 19" 00' Long. W., which I

must also refer to this species. It is of a similar size as that of the t>-pical specimens, but is irregu-

larly flattened
;
in all other respects it is of quite the same structure, only the skin is 'somewhat incrusted

The Ingolf-Expedition. VL i. 4
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with sand, but such incrustations may also be found in the other specimens. The dermal membrane is,

perhaps on account of the incrustation, better preserved than in the other specimens, and therefore I

have been able to observe pores, which were found to be spread and were measured of a diameter of

up to o'oSj""". The membrane is otherwise thin, transparent, and contracts when torn off, as in the

other specimens. The principal difference is that the spicules have an average length of o'49'"'" and

a thickness of o-oiy'"'" or a little thinner, and thus they are a little longer and thinner than in the

t\pical form; but as the spicules in other respects are of quite the same form, the specimen most likely

is only a variety of the species, the spicules in one of the typical specimens, as we have seen, already

showing a tendency to be a little longer and thinner. The specimen is from a considerabl)- greater

depth than the others, viz. 1041 fathoms.

This species belongs to those Hah'cko/idria-s^tcies most closely allied to the Reiiiera; the feature

of the skeleton that the ends of the fibres project through the dermal membrane, is a particular cha-

racter of most of the /?^«/^r(?-species, and also the presence of spongin (or a sponginlike substance) as

well as the form of the spicules point to the Rcjtiera. The species must however, on account of the

loose, irregular skeleton, only consisting of polyspicular fibres, be referred to the genus Halic/toiidria.

Remarks. In Gronland-Expedition der Gesellsch. fiir Erdkunde zu Berlin, II, i, 1897 Van-

hoffen mentions a species by the name of Pachychalina oblonga Arm. Hans., and thus he is of opinion

that the Reniera oblonga of Armauer Hansen is a Pachychalina; as will have appeared from the

preceding description, the Roiiera oblonga Arm. Hans, is a Halichondria, and the species mentioned

by Vanhoffen, is not identical with Halnlioiidrta oblonga A. H., but is a Rc/iicra (see pg. 51).

7. H. tenuiderma n. sp.

PI. X, Figs. I— 2.

Ctishzonshafied^ attached^ the surface finely spiiiitlojis from projecting spicules. The dermal

ntembranc thin., zoithout spicules^ the ends of the lihres projecting through it. The skeleton consisting

of an open and irregular netzvork of fibres. Spicula oxea o-jj
—

^-^j""".

We have this species in only one specimen, plate- or cushionshaped and attached to a frag-

ment of a shell of a Buccinide. It has a greatest length of 20'"'", and reaches to a thickness of 7""".

The colour (in spirit) is greyish white, the consistency is tolerably firm. The surface is finely spinulous

on account of the projecting ends of the fibres. The dermal membrane is a thin, transparent mem-

brane without spicules; it is supported bv the ends of the fibres projecting through it. In this mem-

brane some round or oval holes are found which are no doubt oscula; they have a diameter of up to

jmm. pores, on the other hand, have not been observed.

The skeleton consists of an open and irregular network; especially it is irregular in the deeper

parts of the sponge, but towards the surface it shows distinct primary fibres running more or less

perpendicularly on the surface and jjiercing it; these fibres are polyspicular, but with few spicules, on

an average 3—6 spicules alongside; while these fibres are distinct and rather regular, the transverse

fibres are only represented by spicules found singly and without any regular position, but irregularly

spread, so that the network becomes irregular. No spongin has been observed.
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Spicula are slightl\ curved or, rareh', straight oxea, with very evenh-, but not exactly long

tapering- ends. The length varies from 0'33
—

0'43""'', but appears to be most frequently towards 0-4""".

The thickness is quite constant 0-013—o-oisj'"™. Shorter and finer spicules are seen quite singh.

Locality: Station 81, 61^ 44' Lat. N., 27" 00' Long. W., depth 485 fathoms, one specimen.

On account of its distinct primary fibres that support a dermal membrane without spicules,

this species like the preceding one belongs to those species of Haliclioiidria approaching the Reniera.

8. H. colossea n.
.sp.

PI. Ill, Figs. 1—2, PI. X, Figs. 3—7.

Of ail irreg^nlar ca/rc/ilar, somewhat compressed form. The surface of the outside of the sponge

mostly smooth, but the upper surface and that of the calicular cavity shaggy from, projecting spicules.

The skin provided iijith closely packed spicules of the smaller form, running parallel to the surface;

where the skin is shaggy, this layer is pierced by projecting large spicules. Oscula arc found in the

calicular cavity. The skeleton consists of closely packed needles., and is without fibres ; consequejttly

the consistency is firm and hard. Spicula oxea varying in length from n-r^""" to about 2""" ; they

divide into tivo, not sharply distinct, groups of sizes, of luhich the smaller are found in the skin and

on the membranes of the canals.

The onl\- specimen in hand of this species is very large and of an irregular, somewhat com-

pressed calicular form. To be sure it cannot be decided with certainty, b\- which part the sponge has

been attached; but probabh" the calicular cavity has been turned upward, and the sponge has been

attached \i\ the opposite part. The specimen has a height of 30™, a length of 50™, and a breadth of

25^'".
The cavitv has a depth of about 14™ and a breadth of about 8"", and, as shown b\' the picture

pi. Ill, fig. I, is Iving somewhat in one side of the sponge. The surface has irregular, flat depressions

and folds, but on the outside of the sponge it is otherwise mostly rather smooth; on the upper side

and in the calicular hollow, on the other hand, it is provided with projecting spicules, so that here it

appears shagg^. The colour (in spirit) is gray-brown. On account of the needles that are closeh-

packed throughout the sponge, the consistency is firm and hard. The dermal membrane is only with

difficult\- to be separated from the tissue below; it is provided with closelying spicules parallel to the

surface. Oscula are found in the calicular cavit)-; they are rather large and ver\- irregular, the larger

part of the walls and bottom of the cavity being occupied h\ oscula and \>\ the folds between

them, and thev pass so gradually into the wide canals, that no distinct boundar>- is to be found be-

tween osculum and canal; strictly speaking the cavity is a large groove, divided into smaller ones

passing at last into the system of canals. Also outside of the calicular cavity smaller depressions

with oscula ma\- be found on the upper surface. In spite of an examination of several stained pieces

of the dermal membrane, no pores have been found; on account of the dense spiculation of the mem-

brane they are perhaps onh- found in particular places.

The skeleton consists of an exceedingly dense tissue of needles King without any order among

each other in every direction. The dermal membrane is provided with a ver\- dense spiculation; the

needles lying side by side in every direction parallel to the surface, but in such a way, that they are

situated in groups in which the .spicules are parallel to each other
( pi. X, fig. 4 ). These spicules are all

4'
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.small, up to a length of 0-47""", and thus the\- belong to the smaller of the spicules occurring in the

sponge. The skeleton consists otherwise of large and small spicules lying without any order among each

other in every direction, and ver\' closely packed. No fibres are found. The spicules are most closely packed

towards the surface, which is, accordingly, \ery hard. Where the surface is smooth, the large spicules

inside of the dermal membrane are seen, in a section perpendicular on the surface, to be arranged

chiefly parallel to this (pi. X, fig. 6); where, on the other hand, the surface is shaggy from the project-

ing spicules, the section shows these, which are all large, to be arranged more or less perpendicularly

on the surface and piercing the dermal layer of small spicules also present here (pi. X, fig. 7).
The

system of canals is lined b\' a membrane, provided with .spicules of the same size as those of the der-

mal membrane, but they are not here so closely packed (pi. X, fig. 5).
When the dermal membrane is

examined over the edges of the oscular openings down into the canals, all degrees between the more

or less close packing of the needles are found, the spicules in the membrane becoming more and

more spread. The larger canals are comparatively few, and their chief direction seems to be perpen-

dicular through the sponge from the supposed base to the oscular openings of the upper sitrface.

Spic/tla are oxea, slightly curved in the middle and exceedingly long and evenly tapering from

the very middle to the ends; their sizes are exceedingly varying, from 0-14
— 2-o2""". The middle sizes

are scarce, and thus the spicules convey the impression of occuring in two groups of sizes. In the

smaller ones the bending is not so distinctly in the middle as in the larger, Ijut they are more

evenly curved.

Thus the way in which the spicules occur in the sponge, is in this species about the same as

in //. gniilrix, the small oxea partly occuring throughout the tissue, partly forming the spicnlation

of the dermal membrane and the membranes of the canals; but contrary to the case in H. goiitrix,

the spicnlation of these membranes is here exclusively formed by the smaller oxea without any ad-

mixture of the larger ones.

Topsent (Resultats des Campagn. scient. du Prince de Monaco, Fasc. II, 66, pi. IX, fig- 3) de-

scribes a new species, //. pacliasfrelloidcs^ which, as to the form and \'arying in length of the spicules

as well as the firm consistency, agrees with the present species, but the largest length of the spicules

is stated to be 1-4'"'", and the common length o-93'"". The species of which only one specimen is

known, grew incrnsting on a stone. On account of the stated difference in the size of the spicules

and the fact, that Topsent does not at all mention that the smaller spicules form an outermost der-

mal layer, the present species must be different from pac/iasfrclloidcs , although it is surely nearh'

allied to it.

Locality: Station 90, 64° 45' Lat. N., 29' 06' Long. W., depth 568 fathoms, only one specimen.

9. Halichondria? difficilis n. sp.

PI. II, Fig. 7, Pl.X, Fig. 8.

Of a very irregular, most frequently tuberous or lobate form. The surface smooth. The outer-

most layer forming a dermal layer with closely packed spicules more or less parallel to the surface. The

skeleton consists of irregularly spread needles, not closely set. Fibres are not formed. In the skeleton

is fo7ir/d incrusted a great n?imber of e.xtraneints bodies. Spicula oxea o-o6— o-jy'"'".
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This species is of a ver\- irregularl\- lumpy or lobate form; deep grooves or furrows ma\ be

found, and projecting lobes seem sometimes to coalesce, so that narrow hollows may arise, stretching

far into the sponge. The largest specimen has a length of ca. ii'"'" and a breadth of 85'^"', the smallest

specimen that is of a roundish form, is ca. 4'^" long by a breadth of hardly 3'^"'. Among the .smaller

specimens one is of a depressed form with irregular deep furrows in the edges, another is formed like

a rather long staff, strong!}- and irregularly curved, of a length of about
7'^"'.

Whether the sponge

has been attached or not, is not to be decided with certain t\- from the specimens in hand; most of

them, to be sure, are somewhat damaged, pieces being broken off, and thus they might be supposed

to have been broken off at the place of attachment; most things, however, favours the belief that the

sponge has not been attached, or only loosely stuck into the bottom; neither is the upper or lower

surface to be decided. The colour (in spirit) varies from dirtily dark gra>- or bluish gray to black

violet; in the interior it is dirtily gra>-. Such is the colour in most specimens, but in a couple of

instances it is differing; thus one specimen is grayish white, but has distinct remnants of the violet

colour, and another is brown gray. Whether the more or less black violet colour is the original self-

colour of the sponge, or it is due to the fact that the colour has altered in the spirit, or the sponge

has been discoloured b}- King in spirit together with other sponges, is now hardh" to be decided. That

it is the original colour of the sponge is indicated by the fact that it is most .strongly pronounced in

all the furrows and grooves, where the surface has not been exposed to being scraped. If in such

places we cut off a thin layer of the skin and examine it under the microscope, we shall see, above the

dense layer of spicules of the skin, remnants of a violet-coloured, exceedingly thin and transparent

membrane, mostly wanting in the places where the colour is less pronounced ;
these remnants probably

are remnants of the epidermis of the sponge. The con.sistency is rather firm, fleshy and somewhat elastic.

The surface^ as has been mentioned, shows some larger and smaller grooves and folds, but is otherwise

smooth. The outermost layer of the sponge is marked off as a dermal layer of a thickness of ca. 0-2""";

this la\-er has its origin from the fact that the spicules here are closely packed; they are lying in all

direction-s, often, however, in such a wa>-, that they are arranged somewhat like bundles, the spicules of

which are parallel to each other; in some places this disposition may pass into a partly band-shaped

arrangement; the spicules are chiefl\' arranged parallel to the surface, only a smaller number are placed

obliquely or perpendicularly on the surface; sometimes, however, some projecting spicules may be found,

but that, perhaps, is due to the contraction of the skin. Osaila have not been observed in the specimens

in hand. The pores seem in most places to be rather scarce, only here and there they are seen more

closely gathered in greater numbers; in such places the spicules in the skin ma>- show a coarse, net-

like arrangement, which, however, is only seen under the microscope. The sizes of the pores have

been measured from 0-03
—

o-5i'""; often they do not go perpeudicularh through the skin, but more or

less obHquelv, and consequently the\- are easily overlooked, when the skin is examined from above;

thcN- continue as fine canals without au}- formation of larger sub-dermal cavities, but some of them

mav branch off under the skin as horizontal canals. If a piece of the dermal layer is cut off and exa-

mined under the microscope from the in.side, a rather large number of canals are seen to be cut through; when

in such a case no pores are seen b>' an examination of the outside of the piece, the fact is, I suppose,

that they are closed, or they cannot be seen on account of their oblique direction. The mentioned
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canals vary in size up to ca. 0-5""". As separate oscnla are not seen, we have here probably both the

incurrent and the excnrrent systems of canals, so that the larger canals and pores are the excnr-

rent ones.

The skflrfoii. Besides the above mentioned closely packed la\'er of spicules found in the dermal

layer, the skeleton consists of spicules spread through the tissue in all directions without any order,

or sometimes arranged somewhat like bundles; here and there they may be gathered into larger

numbers forming something like fibres; where they are spread in the tissue, they are not close packed,

for instance not nearh' so close as in //. colossrn. The membranes lining the canals, have no spicules.

Besides the skeleton constructed as above described, elements are found, which certainly bear a pro-

minent part as skeleton, the species receiving to a high degree extraneous bodies, chiefly Foraminifera

and especiallv sponge-spicules. Thus I have found needles of Desmacidonids, .Suberitids, and of several

T'etractinellids, as well as pieces of skeletons of Hexactinellids '); the\- ma)- be present in so great

numbers as quite to disguise the real skeleton of the sponge.

Spiciila are oxea; they are slightly curved or straight, and long tapering; a few o.xea ma\"

show a swelling in the middle, and this peculiarit}' seems to be more frequent in some specimens

than in others. The spicules are very much varying in length, from o'37""" down to o-o6™"\ the thick-

ness varies from o-oo4"'"' in the smallest ones to 0'Oo8™"\ in a few specimens up to o'oio"""; the thick-

ness is generalh- proportionate with the length; in the shorter spicules the tapering is comparativeh-

shorter than in the longer ones. Whether the short needles are developmental forms of the long

cannot be decided with certainty, but it would seem rather probable with regard to some of them,

and the very few spicules that were finer than the given measures, belonged also to the short ones;

some of the short spicules, however, and especialh- the very shortest ones are scarcely- developmental

forms, to judge by the proportion between length and thickness.

This sponge shows a peculiar tissue of a vesicular structure; it consists of round, more rareh-

a little oval cells, lying close together with a comparatively slight intercellular substance. The cells

have an average size of ca. O'Oi™'". The\- stain rather slighth' iir fuchsine, and frecpienth- show a

little, more strongly stained calotte in one side, where perhaps the nucleus is found. It is no doubt

a consequence of this structure of the tissue, that the sponge by drying up contracts very strongh-

to an unrecognisable mass, almost as hard as bone. Also the specimens kept in spirit convey, espe-

cially on account of tlieir dermal la^er being in many places wrinkled and folded, an impression of

being somewhat contracted.

Locality: Station 78, 60° 37' Lat. N., 27 52' Long. W., depth 799 fathoms, four specimens and

some fragments; .station 90, 64' 45' Lat. N., 29° 06' Long. W., depth 568 fathoms, two smaller specimens.

Note. I have not thought it justifiable with certainty to refer this species to the genus

Halichovdria, to which genus it would have to be referred by its spiculation and .skeletal structure.

It is no doubt very closeh" allied to Ifnlicliondria iiigrociitis Cart. (Aiiiorphi/ia Carter, Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist. 1886, vSer. V, vol. XVII, 50, 2. — Halicliondria? Dendy, Proceed. Roy. Soc. Vict. 1895, vol. VII, 239)

') Both the stations, 78 and 90, on which the species was taken, gave exceedingly rich earnings of sponges, especially

many Tetractinellids, among which accordingly the species must have grown.
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from South-Australia; the spicules of this species are said by Carter to divide into two groups of a length

of respectively o-i—0-13""" and o-358™'", and a thickness of 0-006'""; these measures, as we have seen,

agree very well with those of the spicules of the present species; the only difference is that the spi-

cules are said to divide into two groups, of which the smaller one should be chiefly found in the skin,

while in the present species spictiles of all intervening sizes are found, and the smaller ones sure

enough may be found in the skin, but are not chiefly found there. Dendy describes the skin as

provided with a dense feltwork of oxea«, that may be arranged in a netlike manner on account

of the pores, that is to say, a structure quite resembling tliat of the present species, with which, more-

over, the description agrees exactly. When Dendy 1. c. supposes //. nigrociifis to be allied with cer-

tain of the Sicllettinopsis-a^Qcies described by Carter, it seems to me to be quite justified, which is

also the case with regard to the present species')- On the other hand the species seems to be allied

to Halichoiidria colossta and the species most closely allied to this latter one. Therefore the possibility

of a relationship between HaUcho)idria and the Tetractinellids through Halichondria-StrUettinopsis

(Coppatias Sollas), suppo.sed by Sol las (Challeng. Report, Vol. XXV, Tetractinellida, 208), as also men-

tioned by Dendy, I.e., might be of some probability.

Eumastia O. Schmidt.

Front ail nftaclird. f/iiiiitrr or thicker basal part comparatively slender papilhr rise. The skeleton

consists of loose, irregular fibres and spread needles. The needles slender, long tapering oxea.

I. E. sitiens O. Schmidt.

PI. IV, Figs. I—6. PI. X, Figs. 9
— 12.

1870. Eumastia sitiens O.Schmidt, Grundziige einer Spongienf. des atlant GebieL 42, PI. V, fig. 12.

1887.
— —

Fristedt, Vega Exp. vetensk. lakttag. IV, 426, PL 24, fig. 13, PI. 27, fig. 11.

1896.
— — Lambe, Sponges from the Atlant. Coast of Canada. Transact. Roy. Soc. Canada,

Ser. 2, II, Sect. IV, 182, PI. I, fig. i.

The form different, often more or less irregular. From the attached basis rise close-standing,

slender, nnbranched or slightly branched papillce, some of 7vhich bear oscula. Tlie surface smooth. The

dermal membrane is on the papillcE provided with a reticulation of spicules. 'The skeleton consists of

loose fibres and numerous spread spictiles. Spicula slender, long tapering oxea ca. o-j6— /""".

This species has a rather constant form; the nethermost part is expanded on the substratum,

and from this part slender, close-standing papillae rise. In its most regular form it is of almost equal

extent in all direction.s, but it ma\- also be more expanded and become somewhat more irregular, and

the comparative development of the lower part and the papillae ma>' also be somewhat different. The

largest specimen has a largest extent of ca.
15'='".

The other specimens vary in .size from ca. 2^1f" to

ca. 7'=". All the specimens have been attached; the largest one has grown round the stalk and root

of a Laminaria; most of the others are either attached to shells of Pecten and living specimens of

Pecten (Pecten islandicus Miill.) or on Balanoids; a single one is attached to an old anchor. The

I) By the boiling of the spicules of this species, I have in several instances found asters; I regard it, however, to be

quite sure, that these asters that have only been found quite singly, are extraneous bodies.
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papillse are more or less close-standing, always, however, rather close; they are slender and slightl\-

conical, decreasing in thickness npward, and the}' are unbranched or slighth branched. They may

otherwise be rather different with regard to length and thickness, and there nia>- be some difference

in individnal specimens. The papillse are stubb\- at the summit and apparently closed, or thcN- ma\

be tapering and show an osculum. The colour (in spirit) is white and somewhat transparent, in some

.specimens with a slight yellowish red tint. In the middle of the transparent papillse is seen an opaque

whitish part. The consistency, especially in the lower part of the sponge, is rather firm. The surface

is smooth, without projecting spicules. The derma! mciiibraiif is thin and transparent, but rather solid,

and may easih- be torn off to some extent; it is provided with spicules forming in the upper part of

the sponge and especially in the papillae a beautiful reticulation of fibres. The reticulation may, with

regard to the width of the meshes, be somewhat different in different individuals. Towards the base

of the sponge the reticulation disappears most frequently, and passes into another arrangement of the

spicules, which are here lying close-packed in all directions in several layers, but parallel to the sur-

face. In the papillse the meshes are of the largest size, and here some of the fibres of the dermal

reticulation have a marked longitudinal direction. The porrs are found in the meshes of the dermal

reticulation, often so close as to reduce the membrane to a network. The sizes of the pores are

measured from o-o2—o-i™'". They are chiefl\- found on the papillse, and here very close, but the\- are

also numerous on the other parts of the surface of the sponge, where nets of spicules are found in

the skin; on the other hand they are wanting or only found in very small numbers on the lower part

of the sponge where the spicules of the skin is close-packed. In the specimens examined they appeared

to be largest on the papillse, and to become smaller lower down, and the few pores found, where no

reticulation was present, were very small. Oscula are found in the ends of some of the papilUe; then

these papillse are conically tapering, and the spicules are here arranged parallel to the longitudinal

axis of the papilla and close together, and thus one of their ends is txirned towards the oscular

opening.

The structure of the papilla'. The structure of the j^apilke of this species has never been

exacth- examined. Schmidt, however, mentions that they are hollow and thin-walled, and that a

fibre goes from the skeleton into each papilla, in which it radiates in an irregular wa}-. Fristedt

says that the inner structure is very characteristic, but does not enter into further details as to these

characteristic features. — The papillae are of two different kinds: pore papillae, and oscular papilla;.

Commonly they may already- be distinguished by their outer appearance; the pore papillae, at all events

their upper parts, are more slender and rounded at the top. Through their middle stretches a power-

ful fibre from the skeleton, from which pillars branch off to the network of the skin, supporting the

skin; the hollow of these papillse is a continuation of the subdermal cavities spread over the whole

surface, and the papillse are abundantl}- provided with pores leading into the hollow. The oscular

papillae most frequently are somewhat thicker than the pore papillae, and at the top the\- are, as has

been mentioned, conically tapering, and end here with an osculum; and in this tapering part the spi-

cules are lying close together parallel to each other and with one end turned towards the oscular

opening. The papilla is hollow and thin-walled; also here a fibre from the skeleton stretches up into

it, but this fibre runs along the wall, and most frequenth- it disappears in the uppermost part of the
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papilla. If the wall is examined, it is found to be abundantly provided with pores, and so it would

be an obvious conclusion that these pores are leading directly into the oscular canal. A closer exami-

nation shows, however, that the oscular papilla is double-walled, or, in other terms, that the subdermal

cavities continue over the oscular papillse. These subdermal cavities are oftenest narrow, so that the

wall without any closer examination may convey the impression of being single. Where the fibre

passes into the oscular papilla the subdermal cavities are somewhat wider, and the fibre runs in the

partition-wall between the oscular canal and the subdermal cavit}-, so that in a transverse section the

large oscular canal is seen with some smaller cavities around it, which are subdermal cavities; some-

times these cavities are so large, that it cannot be seen immediately in the section, which of the cavi-

ties is the oscular canal; generally, however, the oscular canal is seen in the transverse section to be

lying at one side and the subdermal cavities at the other, and to be arranged in such a way, that the

outer wall and the partition-wall form two excentric rings, one within the other (PI. X, fig. lo). The

partition-wall is a tliiu, transparent membrane, not as the dermal membrane provided with a network,

but supported by branches that from the fibre bend regularly into it; besides a few spicules are found

spread in it. I have not been able to decide with certainty, whether the oscular papilla is always

double-walled through its whole extent, that is to say, whether the subdermal cavities stretch quite

round the oscular papilla, and perhaps some difference may be found in different papillae with regard

to this feature; if they go quite round, they are at all events most frequently very narrow on the side

of the papilla opposite to the fibre. Besides the structure as here described, which is the plainest

form, complications may occur; thus the pore-papilla and the oscular papilla may be united into one

papilla, so that one osculum or a couple of oscula may be found more or less far down the side of

the pore papilla; this fact alters nothing in the inner structure of the papilla, and otherwise the relation

between the oscular canal and the subdermal cavities may be somewhat varying. It would seem that

more or less complete partition-walls may also be found in the pore papillae, and finally the possibility

is not excluded that in many of the papillae appearing as pore papillae, an excurrent canal may be

found, although for the present there is no visible or functionating osculum.

The skclftoiL. Besides the dermal skeleton and the skeleton of the papillae mentioned above,

the other skeleton of the sponge consists of some loose fibres and between these numerous and rather

close-set spicules, lying in every direction without any order; the fibres have a somewhat irregular

course, but chiefly they run from the base towards the surface; all the larger canals have the same

direction. The fibres may in some places be closer than in others, and be gathered almost as bundles;

they are rather thin, their thickness not exceeding o-og™'", while the fibres of the papilla: may have a

thickness of up to 1-5""".

Spicula are oxea; they are very long tapering, almost from the very middle, and most frequently

thev are slightlv curved; the curve may be even, but is often a more or less sharp bend in the middle,

.so that the spicules are quite like those of Halkhondria panicea, but the\- reach a considerably greater

length than is common in this species. The length varies from ca. 0-36—o-S""", the thickness, which

is not always largest in the longest spicules, varies from o-oii—o'OiS""". Otherwise the size may vary

somewhat in different individuals; thus in one of the specimens in hand (the largest one) the spicules

reach a length of up to i-oj""", and a largest thickness of 0-02™"'. Shorter and finer, to quite fine

The Ingolt-Expedilion. \"I. i. 5
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spicules, developmental forms, ma>- be found; but it is, on account of the varying of the spicules as

to length and thickness, not always possible with certainty to determine the boundary between deve-

lopmental forms and fulh' develoiDcd oxea.

In an individual of this species, from Egedesminde, were found a rather great number of a

little Amphipod [Aristias tumidus Kr.) sitting in the oscular papillae and most frequently at the \ery

point, projecting with half their bodies through the oscular opening.

Locality: Djupivogur at the eastern coast of Iceland, depth 8 fathoms (H. Jonsson); Seydisfjord,

depth ca. 30 fathoms (A. C. Johansen); Stykkisholm, depth 20—30 fathoms (H. Jonsson); the Davis Strait,

depth 100 fathoms (Holm); Julianehaab, depth 24 fathoms (A. Jessen); Holstensborg (Traustedt) ; Egedes-

minde, depth 70
—90 fathoms; Umanak, depth 50 fathoms (Moldrup, director of the colony), about 18

specimens in all.

Gcogr. distr. West-Greenland ( Ingegerd and Gladau
,
Fristedt I.e.); Gulf of St. Lawrence

and the south coast of Nova Scotia, in some places on depths of ca. 48 fathoms (Lambe I.e.); Pitlekai

in the Tschuktsch peninsula; the Bering Sea 65" 10' Lat. N., 169'^ 50' Long. W., depth 25 fathoms (Fri-

stedt 1. c). When the localities from which I have had the species, are included, it is seen to be

spread from ca. 10 to ca. 180° Long. W., and it proves to be a northern species, as most of the

localities are found north of about 64° Lat. N.
;
about here the southern boundary might be put; but

at the eastern coast of America it goes down to ca. 40' 30' Lat. N.
;
that it is here found so far south-

ward, I take to be due to the Polar current, which just at this place runs down to the south of Nova

Scotia. With regard to the bathymetrical distribution it has been taken on depths from 8— 100

fathoms.

Of the genus Euiuastia only two species have hitherto been described, viz. besides the present

species Euiuastia sclimidtii Dendy (Proceed, of the Roy. Soc. Victoria VII, 1895, 240) from Victoria.

According to the descriptions it seems to be very nearly allied to E. sitiens, from which it is disting-

uished by having smaller spicules, only o-4™'° long, and by the surface being provided with projecting

spicules.
— The genus is very nearly allied to Halic/ioiidria, and is chiefly distinguished from this

genus only by the papillae. Schmidt had also some misgivings with regard to the establishing of the

genus, and he says that an examination of a greater material might possibly show it to be identical

with Halichondria (Pellina Schmidt). This conjecture, however, has not been borne out by the facts,

and as now, moreover, one more species of the genus is known, it seems, at all events from a practical

point of view, at present to be better to keep it. The species of Halichondria, to which Euiuastia is

most nearly allied, seems to be the H. osculum described abo\'e.

Reniera Nardo.

T/ic form may br very luucli varying; fJ/c typical form is crust- or cushiou-sliapcd and provided
with more or fewer, higher or lozver oscular tubes; but the species may also be tubular, leaf-shaped, or

quite irregular. The skeleton consists of a more or less regular, most frequently rectangular, sometimes

triangular network. The fibres are typically unispicular, but may also often have a thickness of several

spicules, so that the primary ones are polyspicnlar, the secondary ones unispicular. or they may all be
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polyspiciUar, as the skeleton upon the whole may be more irregular. The ends of the spicules are zinited

by more or less spongin. Spicula are short oxea or more rarely strongyla.

The typical /Lf«/>ra-skeleton, consisting of quadratic or rectangnlar meshes formed by nnispi-

cular fibres, is very characteristic, but in many species the skeleton is more irregular; when this ir-

regularity is more pronounced, the skeletal structure approaches that of some species of Halichondria,

especially as the amount of spongin may be quite minimal; as a distinguishing character are then

only left the short, less slender spicules, but they will also generally be a good criterion with regard

to the referring of the species to the genus; the fact is that the Reniera-&^\cv\&s are characteristic by

being comparatively short and never so long tapering, as is most frequently the case in the Halicondria-

species. Also another feature is of importance as a distinguishing character. ]Most i?i';//rra-species

have a dermal membrane without spicules, resting on the underlying skeleton and pierced by the ends

of the primary fibres, while the Halichondria-ST^ecies have most frequently a dermal membrane with

spicules, through which no ends of fibres project; but also here transitions are found, as for instance

in the above mentioned species Halichondria oblonga and tenuiderma^ which with regard to this fea-

ture approach the Reniera. Fristedt (Vega Exp. vetensk. lakttag. IV, 425) calls attention to a similar

fact, and mentions Halichondria (Amorphina) renieroides as also approaching the Reniera in this

respect. In this species, however, it is not the ends of fibres that project, but a dense spiculation is

found of spicules a little projecting and perpendicular on the surface; therefore with regard to this

feature the species is not especially nearly allied to the Reniera. From the reasons given above,

species with a less regular skeleton, and with exceedingly little spongin, but with short, never espe-

cially long and evenly tapering oxea, have in the present work been referred to Reniera.

On the other hand Reniera-s^&c\&s, as has been mentioned under the Chalinines, may by a

development of spongin approach these latter in skeletal structure, so that no sharp limit can be drawn.

I. R. urceolus Rathke et Vahl.

PI. I, Fig. 6. PL XI, Fig. I.

1806. Spongia urceolus Rathke et Vahl, O. F. Miiller Zoologia danica IV, 42, Tab. CLVII, fig. 3.

1870. fChalinula robustior O. Schmidt, Grundziige einer Spongienf. des atlant. Gebiet. 38.

Oblong-pyriform, stalked, sometimes branched or showing several coalesced tubes. The dermal

membrane thin, -without spicules; the ends 0/ the fibres projecting and the surface accordingly finely

shaggy. In the upper end a large osculum leading into a wide oscular canal riinning throughout the length.

The skeleton a rather regular network of primary and secondary fibres with quadratic meshes; thefibres

unispicular. Particular polyspicular fibres are found running from the stalk longitudinally through the

sponge. Spicula comparatively thick, slightly ctirved oxea, ca. 0-208""".

This sponge of which we have two whole specimens and some more or less damaged fragments,

is in its most regular shape oblong-pyriform, and is below produced into a short stalk, by which one

specimen is attached to a little stone, while the other is torn off. The larger and more lengthened

specimen has a length of lo^™, and a greatest breath in the middle of
3'^"'.

The other specimen is

smaller and comparatively less lengthened; it has a length of 7"^'",
and a greatest breath of 2-4'^"^.

One

5*
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of the damaged specimens consists of four coalesced tubes, two of which are of equal length, while

the two others are shorter; the height of the specimen is 60""", but the lower part, probably a rather

long piece, is wanting. Whether we have here a ramification, or separate individuals growing near

each other and then coalesced, cannot be decided; it is perhaps more probable that it is a ramification

as the oscular canal of one of the small tubes runs into that of the large tube. The consistency is

soft, but not, however, very fragile. The colour (in spirit) is grayish yellow. The surface is finely

shaggy from the projecting ends of the fibres protruding to the length of a spicule. The dermal

membrane is thin and without spicules, it is supported by the underlying skeleton and pierced by the

ends of the fibres, and it is not separable. The pores are measured of a size of 0-029—o-oSg""™. O" ^'^^

top of the sponge a circular oseitliim is found, which in one specimen has a slightly prominent margin;

it has a diameter of 5
—

7™". This osculum leads into an oscular canal continuing through the sponge

quite down into the stalk; the canal is through its whole length of about the same width as the

osculum, onl)- in the lower end it is somewhat narrowed. On the inside of the oscular canal the excurrent

canals open rather close to each other, the size of the openings is about i— 2' /2 '; no special arrangement

of the openings is to be traced. The system of canals is highly developed, and the sponge very cavern-

ous. The chief canals have otherwise a very regular course, all beginning from the base or from a

spot uear the outside, and running parallel to each other arcuately upward and inward towards the

oscular canal; consequently all the openings in this canal are turned upward, and therefore in a longi-

tudinal section of the sponge a certain concentricity due to the course of the canals, is seen. All

over the outside of the sponge below the surface small, roundish subdermal cavities are found, which

b)- being seen through the skin, give the sponge a netlike appearance.

The skeleton consists of a rather regular net oi fibres forming meshes, most of which are

quadratic, but some ma>' also be triangular or pentagonal; b\' far the greatest part of these fibres are

unispicular. Of the fibres those only, running from the middle of the sponge towards the periphery

arcuately upwards (the primarj- ones), are distinct and complete, while the fibres running at a right

angle to the former ones, and thus more or less parallel to the surface, are indistinct and incomplete.

A certain relation between the canals, at all events the chief canals, and the skeleton cannot here be

overlooked; for, the larger canals, as before mentioned, running upward and inward, while the skeletal

fibres are running upward and outward towards the periphery, these primary fibres will always be at

right angles to the canals, while the spicules of the secondary fibres are parti)' parallel to the canals.

Besides the fibres forming the net of meshes, some comparatively thick, polj'spicular fibres are found;

they begin in the lower part of the stalk, which is almost exclusively formed by such fibres, and

then they radiate up through the sponge branching off. The needles forming the net of meshes,

are at the ends united by a distinct mass of spongin. Scattered in the tissue some needles smaller

and finer than those forming the skeleton, are found, but only in small numbers.

Spicula are oxea, rather thick and only very slighth- curved
;
their length is rather constant, on

an average o-aoS'"™, but varying a little to both sides, and may go down to 0-178'"™, the thickness

varies between o-oi6 and o-oia'"", the shortest ones being commonlv the thickest; as before mentioned

a small number of shorter and finer needles are found, but they are by transitional forms evenly

connected with the others, and so they may certainly be regarded as developmental forms.
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Of the smaller fragments one is a specimen, the lower part of which is wanting; it is mnch

smaller than the specimens mentioned above, the length being 21'"'", the breath i^m™; the osculum is

4™™. Further may be noted that the spicules of this fragment are a little smaller than those of the

larger specimens, their length being on an average 019™™, and their thickness o-oi2""".

The determination of this species as R. urceolns may no doubt be regarded as certain; to be

sure, the description cited is very short, but as well the description as the picture agrees very well

with the present species; the description cited is by Rathke, and the plate b)' Vahl, and consequently

O. F. Muller cannot be cited as the author of the species. Johnston (British Sponges and Lithophytes,

1842, 175) supposes Spongia urceohis to be a variety of Granfin comprrssa\ but alread)- the size and

also the form show that such cannot be the case.

Chalin-ida robustior which, with a query, I have referred to this species, was established by

Schmidt I.e. on two small fragments from Iceland, found in our museum. The examination of these

fragments has shown that their spicules agree completely with those of the present species, and I

think it rather sure that they are stalk-pieces of R. itrcfohis. The polyspicular longitudinal fibres that

are rather well developed in the stalk, have been the cause why Schmidt has thought to have to

do with a Chalinine.

Locality: Iceland, two whole specimens (Steincke); Eastern Iceland, depth 38 fathoms, a little

specimen (Horring); the northern coast of Iceland, depth 52 fathoms, a fragment (Wandel); the Faroe

Islands, 6 miles to the northwest of Kalso, depth 60 fathoms, one specimen (Th. Mortensen).

From Jacobshavn in Greenland (assistant Olsen) we have three specimens, which I take to

belong to this species. They grow on the roots of a Laminaria; with regard to the form and size of

the spicules and the structure of the .skeleton, they quite agree with R. nrceolus, but the two specimens

have no definite form, and are incrusting; they are rather small, their greatest length being ca. 20™"';

the third specimen, on the contrary, forms a pyriform tube like the form of urceolus\ this specimen

has a height of 20™"'. Whether these specimens be really R. urceolus, I cannot decide with certainty;

but if so, the small incrusting specimens are presumably quite young, and the species cannot be sup-

posed to rise to a tubulous form, until it becomes older; in reality the three specimens in hand form

a characteristic series: the first specimen is absoluteh- incrusting, and has a greatest height of 6™"',

the second rises from an incrusting plate to a semiglobular cushion, and has a height of io™"\ neither

of these specimens show any osculum; the third specimen rises to a short-stalked tube of a height

of 20""" with an osculum on the summit.

Geogr. distr. In the place quoted from Zoologia danica, the species is mentioned from northern

Norway.

2. R. parenchyma n. sp.

PI. VII, Fig. I, PI. XI, Fig.s. 2—4.

Erect, leafshaped, oblong-oval. The dermal metnbraue thin, without spicules; the ends of the

fibres projecting, and the surface consequently finely shaggy. Oscula small, only occurring on one side?

The skeleton a regular network of primary and secondary fibres, the fibres unispicular. Particular poly-

spicular fibres arefoiind rurwing longitudinally through the spongefrom the base. Spicula slightly curved,

sharply pointed oxea, ca. o-2j8""".
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Tliis species is erect, and forms an oval leaf narrowed below at the place of attachment. The

height is 18"=™, the breadth has been ca. 10'=™ (the specimen is somewhat damaged), and the thickness

of the leaf is in the middle ca. 4*^% but it becomes somewhat thinner towards the edge which is

rounded. The leaf is slightly arcuate from the middle towards the edge, so that one side is somewhat

convex, the other somewhat concave. The consistency is soft and flexible. The surface is everywhere

final}- shaggy from the projecting spicules. The dermal membrane is thin, transparent, and without

spicules, it rests on the skeleton below, and is pierced by the ends of the fibres; accordingly there is

no special dermal skeleton. The colour (in spirit) is almost white, and the sponge is rather transparent,

only the longitudinal fibres are at the base seen to be yellowish. (The sponge is from a considerable

depth, and a large part of the tissue has probably been destroyed or quite washed away by the hauling

up). Pores are found rather densely on both sides as round openings; they are very much varying in size,

from 0.029
—

0-23""". With regard to oscula it has not been possible with certainty to establish their

behaviour, as the skin of the sponge only in few places is undamaged, and I have not been able po-

sitively to decide, whether they are to be found on both sides or only on one of them. In the skeletal

net cylindric holes or canals of a diameter of 0^5
— i'"'" are seen, lying rather close to each other; they

go in a horizontal direction almost through the whole sponge. If the sponge is viewed under a

magnifying glass, the oscular canals are seen to shine through on both sides, but they appear on both

sides. to be closed by the outermost net of spicules; according to this we should have to suppose that

the oscular openings are found on both sides either as one or as several pore-like openings for each

oscular canal; in this case there would be no difference of size between the largest pores and the oscula.

If, however, the layer of the skeleton closest to the surface is cut off on both sides and examined, we

shall here find a little difference between the two sides of the sponge, one side showing openings in

the net; these openings are situated over the oscular canals; I have not seen them surrounded by the

dermal membrane as distinctly limited oscula, but this I take to be due to the fact that the skin of

the specimen is not undamaged. In the specimen in hand these openings are sitiiated on the convex

side. If they are the oscular openings, these openings are thus exclusively, or at all events almost

exclusively, found on one side of the sponge, and considering the fact in the two following species

there can scarcely be any doubt that they are oscula.

The skeleton forms a rather regirlar network with more or less rectangular or cubic meshes.

It consists chiefly of fibres running from the interior of the sponge arcuately upward and outward

towards the surface, which they meet at about a right angle. Accordingly the fibres spread in a

fanshaped manner both towards the surfaces and the edges of the sponge. The skeletal tissue forming

the inner or middle part of the leaf-shaped sponge, is, on account of this structure, less regular than

the part towards the surface. The mentioned fibres are imispicular; they are connected by spicules

that are more or less at a right angle to them, and only form incomplete fibres, which accordingly

run rather parallel to the surface. The first mentioned fibres pierce the surface to the length of a

spicule, and consequently the surface is finely shaggy, and there is, as has been mentioned, no parti-

cular dermal skeleton. Besides by this regular skeleton, the sponge is also supported by thicker, poly-

spicular fibres which from the base, where their thickness is greatest, branch up through the sponge;

they run as well in the middle plan of the sponge as towards the surface often crossing each other,
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the fibres near one surface ha\-ino; another direction than those near the other surface; upon the whole

their course is rather irregular. In the nodes the skeleton is united b>- a clear, slightly yellowish

mass of spongin; in the polyspicular fibres the spicules are arranged in bundles, so that the ends of

spicules King alongside of each other, are in the same j^lace; accordingly the spongin uniting these

ends, form yellowish transversal bands across the fibres.

Spiatla are oxea, sharply, almost hastately pointed, with a fairly long point; the}- are slightly

and evenly curved or more rarely straight; a characteristic feature is that most frequently they are a

little thinner in the middle than towards the ends, by which the pointing becomes more hastate. The

length is rather constant ca. 0-238'"'", deviating a little to both .sides; the thickness varies between 0-009

and 0-0I2"'"'.

Locality: Of this beautiful species, so characteristic as well by its exterior as its spicules, we

have one specimen, not quite complete, from station 91, 64^44' Lat. N., 31' 00' Long. W., depth 1236

fathoms.

From station 36, 61 50' Lat. N., 56°2i' Long. W., depth 1435 fathoms, and station 73, 62^58' Lat. N.,

23°28' Long. W., depth 486 fathoms, the collection contains some small specimens, which I dare not with

certainty refer to the present species; they agree with this with regard to the form and size of the

spicules, as also with regard to the main features of the skeletal structure; only the oscular canals

seem to be less marked; but as these specimens, which are considerably smaller than the described

one, are surel)- )oung ones, this difference may perhaps be due to this fact; therefore I think it

probable that the\- belong to this species.
— From station 89, 64"45' Lat. N., 27^20' Long. W., depth

310 fathoms, and station 105, 65°34' Lat. N., 7°3i' Long. W., depth 762 fathoms are further found a

few small fragments of the same skeletal structure as parenchyma, but the spicules have most

frequently a length of ca. 0-26"'"' and a thickness of o-oii""™; thus the}- are a little longer than in the

specimen described, but otherwise they are of the same form, and as the spicules of parenchyma may

reach the given length, it is rather probable that they may belong to this species; the fragments,

which are both basal parts, are too small to admit of a certain dertermination.

3. R. folium n. sp.

PI. V, Fig. 5, PI. XI, Fig. 5.

Ei'ccf, irregularly Icafsliaped, tlir leaves may be irregularly coalesced. The dermal membrane is Ihin,

zvitliout spicules; flic ends of the fibres project making the siirface finely sliaggy. Oscnla small, mnnerous,

only found on one side. The skeleton forms a regular network of primary a)id secondary fibres ; the

fibres are unispicular. Particular polyspicular fibres rzmning longitudinally, are found. Spicula are

slightly curved, rather gradually tapering oxea, o-ig
— o-2i""".

Of this species there are in the collection six lamellse, which, however, are more or less damaged,

and thev are like!}- to be fragments of only a couple of specimens. The sponge is formed as erect,

irregularly leafshaped lamellse, which ma}- be irregularly coalesced reciprocally, and, judging by the

material, they have been attached with a broad base. The specimens in hand have a height of ca.

100™™, and the thickness of the lamellae is in the middle up to
5'""',

but decreases towards the margin.

The consistency is rather .soft and flexible. Here and there the surface has irregular, slightly projecting
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ridges, and is somewhat grooved; it is finely shaggy from the projecting spicules. The drrmal monbrmie

is thin, transparent, and without spicules; it rests on the skeleton, and is pierced by the ends of the

fibres, so that no particular dermal skeleton is found. The colour (in spirit) is dirtily grayish yellow.

The whole sponge is filled with sand to a high degree, what has, perhaps, taken place in the trawl.

The features of this sponge with regard to oscula and pores seem to be the same as those, supposed

to be found in the preceding species. Pores are found in large numbers on both sides, they have

been measured to a size of from ca. 0-05
—

0-17"'". In the skeleton oscular canals are found, somewhat

.smaller than in the preceding species, viz. ca. 0-5'""'; they are very close to each other, and go

horizontally almost quite through the sponge. These oscular canals open on one side of the sponge

with apertures that are seen to be rather well bounded in the skeleton; the apertures are of the same

diameter as the oscular canals; but as I have seen no osculum distinctly bounded by the dermal

membrane, I cannot give the real size of the oscular aperture; the whole structure implies, however,

that the osculum formed by the skeleton, is not narrowed by the dermal membrane. The projecting

spicules that are situated on the margin of the osculum, project partly over it, in such a way as

pictured in the following species. Thus oscula are only found on one side of the sponge; to be sure

similar openings may be seen here and there on the other side, but then they seem to be due to a

damaging of the surface, so that this has been broken through to the oscular canal.

The skeleton of this species is constructed in quite the same way as that of the preceding one,

and here are also found irregularly running, polyspicular longitudinal fibres; these may, on their way

upward, bend out towards the sides, and thus they may go in directions very different from that of

the longitudinal axis. The ends of the spicules are as usual united by spongin.

Spicula are oxea, evenly and rather gradually tapering; they are slightly curved, sometimes

almost straight. The length is very constant, between 0-19 og 0-21"™, but is most frequently 0-208""";

also the thickness is constant, 0-013
—

0-014™"'. Shorter and finer spicules are only seen quite singh-.

Locality: Station 46, 61^32' Lat. N., ii'^36' Long. W., depth 720 fathoms; station 21, 58°oi' Lat. N.,

y '^"^O"'*- \ 44° 45' Long. W., depth 1330 fathoms, a very small fragment.

,-'\

>
r—j 4. R. ventilabrum Frstdt.

PI. XI, Figs. 6-7.

1887. Reniera ventilabrum Fristedt, Vega Exp. vetensk. lakttag. IV 420, PI. 24, fig. 3, PL 27, fig. 8.

Erect, leaf- or fan-shaped. The dermal »iembrane thin, tvithotd spicules; the ends of the fibres

project, and so the surface is finely shaggy. Oscula numerous, small, only found on one side. The ske-

leton is a regular network of primary and secondary fibres ; the fibres unispicular. Particular polyspicular

fibres issieingfrom the base and running longitudinally, arefound in large numbers. Spicula are evenly

tapering, slightly curved oxea 0-21— 0.2^""".

Of this sponge we have a specimen, which is all but fanshaped, increasing in breadth upward
from a base that seems to have been a short stalk. The somewhat damaged specimen has a height

of ca. i8<='" by a greatest breath of ca.
15'='", the thickness is ca. 4""". The consistency is rather fragile,

only the base is considerably harder on account of the numerous longitudinal fibres. Here and there

the surface shows slight depressions, but is otherwise even, and everywhere finely shaggy from the
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projecting spicules. The dermal mcvibranr is thin and without spicules; it is resting on the skeleton

below, and is pierced by the ends of the fibres; no particular dermal skeleton is found. The colour

(in spirit) is brown. The porrs and osaila are as in the two preceding species, but may here be

more distincth- observed; pores are found in large numbers on both sides, they have a size from

0-02—0-23'""'. Oscula are only found on one side of the sponge; the\- are present in large numbens,

and are round openings in the skeletal net of a diameter of ca. 0-5"""; of the projecting spicules of the

surface those that are situated on the margin of the oscular opening, project obliquely over this

opening (PI. XI, fig. 2). The oscular opening leads into an oscular canal of the same diameter, which

in a chiefly horizontal direction stretches almost throughout the sponge.

The skeleton is constructed as in the two preceding species, with the only difference that in

the present species there are many more and more powerful longitudinal fibres giving the sponge

some firmness in spite of the otherwise rather fragile consistency. The base of the sponge consists

almost exclusively of these longitudinal fibres that are here more or less coalesced, and consequently

the sponge is at the base hard and firm. The spicules of the fibres are as usual cemented by

spongin, but not quite imbedded in spongin. From the base the fibres branch up through the sponge,

growing thinner in their course, and most frequently several fibres run alongside and intercross in the

thickness of the sponge. The other parts of the skeleton have unispicular fibres
; only the fibres issuing

in a fanshaped way from the middle towards the surface, may sometimes show a couple of spicules

alongside in the outermost part.

Spicula are oxea; they are evenly pointed and slightly bent or quite straight The length

varies between 0-214
—

0-25'"'", but appears most frequently to be 0-238"'''',
the thickness is o-oi2—0-014'""'.

This species, as will be seen, agrees, as to the length of the spicules, with R. parenchyma; but

there is, besides the features given in the description, also a difference to be noted in the spicules,

these being thinner in R.parciicli\ma than in the present species, neither are they in the latter so

hastately pointed nor are they thinner in the middle than towards the ends.

As I have had a piece of Fristedt's original specimen of R.vetitilabrum, I have been able to

decide that the form and size of the spicules, as well as the construction of the skeleton, agree com-

pleteU- with his species, and therefore I regard the identification as sure. The only difference is

that in the original specimen the oscula and oscular canals are generally a little larger than in the

described specimen. The very short description by Fristedt does not afford much hold for the deter-

mination; thus he does not mention that oscula are only found on one side. I do not quite under-

stand his description of the skeleton; he says: <.The fibres radiating from the middle of the blade, are

arcuated towards the surfaces-; by this it would seem that he can only mean the fibres running from

the interior of the sponge arcuately and obliquely upward and outward, and piercing the surface, but

he continues: «These fibres are multi-spiculated
— — ». This, however, is not the case, these fibres

are imispicular, only now and then may be found in their outermost part a couple of spicules along-

side. On the other hand he does not at all mention the polyspicular longitudinal fibres, for it cannot

well be supposed that they are meant in the first quoted sentence, as they have a quite different course.

Locality: The species has only been taken in one specimen, station 28, 65° 14' Lat. N., 55' 42'

Long. W., depth 420 fathoms.

The Ingolf-rxpedition. VI. l. 6

w^

\.^>vo«: CJ\
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Gcogr. disfr. Fristedt has the species from Spitzbergen from a depth of 2S0 fathoms.

Note. This sponge shows a particular feature, which I have not been able to interpret witli

complete certainty. On one side, the side on which only the pores are found, a large number of

excrescences of a more or less regular subglobular or almost globular form are found, sometimes coa-

lesced, and forming irregular bodies. The size of these excrescences is from that of a pea to that of

a hazel nut. They are quite regularly constructed, fibres radiating from the place of attachment in a

fanshaped way to all sides and piercing the surface; and then these fibres are connected to a net by

incomplete fibres parallel to the surface; thus this skeletal construction is upon quite the same prin-

ciple as that of the sponge itself, and the skin is also provided with pores. These excrescences appear

to be due to a worm (a Syllidian?); at all events one or more of these were found in holes in those

excrescences that were cut through.

5. R. hyalina n. sp.

PI. XI, Fig 8.

Erect, leaf-shaped. The dermal iiieiubraiie 'cvithout spiciiles; the ends of the Jlbres projecting, and

the surface conseqiteutly finely shaggy. Osciilaf The skeleton a regular network of primary and secon-

dary fibres, the fibres 7mispicular. Particular polyspicular longitudinal fibres are found. Spictila are

sligtly ciirved. evenly tapering oxea, 0-268— o-ji""".

Of this sponge we have only one specimen, which is, moreover, a fragment; but as it shows

characteristic differences from the preceding three lamelliform /?r«/VTff-species, I have thouglit it best

to describe it. I take the fragment to be the upper part of a specimen, and with regard to the form

of this specimen can consequently only be said that it is a thin lamella. The specimen in hand has

a height of ay™"", a breadth of 48""", and a thickness of scarcely 2""". The consistency is rather firm,

but the leaf is flexible. The surface is smooth and everywhere finely shaggy from the projecting

spicules. The dermal meiuhrane is thin and transparent and without spicules; it rests on the skeleton

below, and is pierced by the ends of the fibres, so that no dermal skeleton is found. The colour (in

spirit) is whitish, and the sponge is hyaline. As to pores and oscnla, this sponge shows other features

than the three preceding ones. No oscular canals are found here as those mentioned in the descrip-

tions above; on the contrary roundish openings in the dermal membrane are found in large numbers

on both sides of the sponge, varying in size between 0-023'"™ ^^^^^ ^^- 0'298™". All degrees of inter-

mediate sizes are found, so that it is impossible by means of the size to distinguish between pores

and oscula; perhaps the larger ones act as oscula, the smaller as pores').

The skeleton is constructed in quite the same way as in the preceding species with the only

exception that no oscular canals are found in it; the polyspicular longitudinal fibres are (in the frag-

ment in hand) only little conspicuous. The spicules are in the skeletal net and in the polyspicular

longitudinal fibres united in the common way by a clear mass of spongin.

Spicula are oxea; they are evenly pointed and slightly curved, sometimes the curving is some-

what more pronounced, and then it is also sharper; the length is 0-268—03 15"™, but the greatest length

M The fragment being the upper part of a sponge, it may also be possible that the oscula have not reached so far

up, and that fact may be the reason why no oscular canals or distinct oscula are found.
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is of no frequent occurrence; the length occurring most frequently, is o-agS"""; the thickness varies from

O'Oi—0-014™™.

Locality: Station 138, 63" 26' Lat.N., 7"" 56' Long. W., depth 471 fathoms, one fragment. The bottom-

temperature on this station was below zero, viz. — o'-6

6. R. clavata Levinsen?

PI. XI, Fig. 9.

1886. Renicra clavata Levinsen, Dijmphna Togtets zool. bot. Udbytte 351, 10, Tab. XXIX, fig. 5,

Tab. XXX, fig. 3.

There are in the collection two small, lengthily pyriform specimens, one having a length of

27""", the other of 19™™. With regard to their appearance, outer structure, and skeleton they seem to

agree very well with R. clavata\ I am, however, inclined to regard the determination as doubtful, be-

cause the spicules have an average length of 0-29™™, and a thickness of 0-014
—

0-015""", while in clavata

the length of the spicules is most frequently ca. 0-23""", and rarely reaches 0-26""°; the thickness is the

same. Otherwise the skeleton is of the same structure, being regularly unispicular, and consisting of

primary fibres, radiating arcuately upward and outward towards the surface, and connected by trans-

verse fibres; besides some thicker, polyspicular fibres are found branching from the stalk up into

the sponge.

Localifv: East-Greenland, 72" 40' Lat. N., ca. 20° Long. W., depth 100 fathoms, two specimens

(The East-Greenland expedition 1891
—

92).

Gcogr. distr. Rcniera clavata is known in one specimen from the Kara Sea from a depth of

74 fathoms.

Vanhoffen (Gronl. Exp. d. Gesellsch. fiir Erdkunde zu Berlin, II, i. 1897, 248) enumerates

R. clavata from Karajakfjord, North-Greenland. I have had occasion to examine the spicules of the

species; thev have an average length of 0-22'"", and the thickness is o-oi2—0-014™™; thus the spicules

are a little thinner than in the original; the skeleton is a unispicular network. Without a closer

examination it is impossible to decide whether the species is really clavata, but it seems rather pro-

bable. Vanhoffen thinks A', clavata and R. simplex Arm. Han.s. to be identical; this, however, is

not the case, as will appear later under R. voeringii milii = R. simplex Arm. Hans.

7.
R. cinerea Grant.

PI. XI, Fig. 10.

1827. Sp07igia cinerea Grant, Edinb. New Philos. Journ. II, 204.

1842. Halichondria cinerea Johnston, Brit. Spong. and Lithophytes no, PI. IV, fig. 4.

1866. Isodictya cinerea Bowerbank, Mon. Brit. Spongiadse II, 241, i, III, PI. XLVIII, figs. 1—5.

1870. Renicra cinerea O. Schmidt, Spongienf. Atlant. Gebiet 77.

1885.
— — Fristedt, Kgl. Svensk. Vet Akad. Handl. B. 21, Nr. 6, 26.

J887.
— — Fristedt, Vega Exp. vetensk. lakttag. IV, 419.

1887.
— — Ridley and Dendy, Challeng. Report, Monaxonida, Vol. XX, 15.

Of this species we have some dried specimens, all growing on a branched Lithothamnion; they

are cushion-shaped, more or less roundish, and in their dried state of a light yellow colour, a few of

6*
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the Specimens have a somewhat darker colour. The largest specimen has a greatest extent of ca. ao'""".

The spicules are somewhat varying in length, the average length being ca. 0-14"""; they are also rather

varying in thickness, the average thickness may be given as o'Oo6'""', but it may be somewhat greater,

and it may go down to 0-003'"'".

Locality: All the specimens are from JuHanehaab (inspector Ryberg). From the Swedish Riks-

museum we have received a specimen growing on a Balanoid, taken on the expedition of Ingegerd>

and «Gladan» 1871 in the Davis Strait 63° 47' Lat. N., 52
^

26' Long. W., depth 35 fathoms.

Geagr. distr. This species seems to be almost cosmopolitan having been found between 80'

and 10° Lat. N.
;

it is, however, not to be forgotten that the determinations cannot alwa^'s be regarded

as reliable. Besides in the Davis Strait it has been taken at Spitzbergen, depth about 12 fathoms

(Fristedt 1. c); it occurs further at the coast of Bohuslan (Fristedt 1. c); it is common on the English

coasts and on the French side of the English Channel; by the Challenger Expedition it is mentioned

from the Philippine Islands, on a depth of 95 fathoms; finalh- it is mentioned from British Colombia

(Lambe: Sponges from the Pacific Coast of Canada. Transact. Roy. Soc. Canada XI, 1893, sect. IV, 26);

this determination, however, is doubtful, as the length of the spicules is given to be o-iii—0-098'"'".

8. R. tubulosa Frstdt.

PI. II, Fig, 5, PI. XI, Fig. II a, b, c, Fig. 12.

1887. Rnierra tuhilosa Fristedt, Vega Exp. vetensk. lakttag. IV, 419, PI. 24, fig. i.

The sponge is typically foniicd as rather fhic/c incrustations, crusts, or ciisJiions, provided with

more or fewer, higher or lower, conical oscular tubes; but the form may be quite irregular. The dermal

membrane is thin, without spicules, the ends of the fibres project., and therefore the surface is finely

shaggy. Oscula arc found o?i the summit of the oscular cones. The skeleton consists of a somewhat

irregular network of polyspicular fibres running towards the surface, and transverse spicules standing

singly. Spictila are slender, someruhat curved oxea with a tapering of varying length, and they may be

rounded; the length is o-iy
— 0-208""".

The specimens in hand of this species form more or less irregular incrustations on Alcyonidium

gelatinosum., shells, Balanoids, and Sabella-tubes; they are provided, at all events the larger specimens,

with one or several, rather regular, conical tubes, which, however, are often very low. The largest speci-

mens have a greatest extent of ca. 60'"'", and the greatest height of the tubes is ca. 18'"™. In one of the

specimens on the other hand, which is of a similar size, the tubes have only a height of ca. 6""'". When

several tubes are found, there may be great difference with regard to their distance from each other,

and they are more or less steep in proportion to this distance being greater or smaller; thus in

a specimen with a greatest extent of
33'"'", we find seven tubes, and the distance between them is

5
—

9'"'", from one osculum to the other, but generally the distance is greater. The consistency some-

times is rather soft, sometimes more firm. The colour (in spirit) is light grayish-yellow, and the sur-

face has the netlike appearance, characteristic in so many i?^«/(-^-a-species, on account of the many

small, close-set, round subdermal cavities. The surface is finely shaggy from the projecting spicules.

The dermal membrane is thin, without spicules; no special dermal skeleton is found, but the membrane

is supported by the skeleton below, and pierced by the ends of the fibres. The pores are small, most
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frequenth' oval openings in the dermal membrane; tliey are measured to a size of o'oag
—

o-og™"'. Oscula

are found on the top of the cones, they have a diameter of 2—4"'™; each osculum leads into a shorter

or longer oscular canal, on the inside of which the excurrent canals open, and which passes below into

wide canals. From the oscular opening and downward in the tube the openings of the canals in-

crease in size.

The skeleton consists of a network, less regular than in the i?r«/VTrt-species with a typical

unispicular skeleton. Polyspicular fibres consisting of about 4
—6 spicules alongside run more or less

perpendicularly on the surface. These fibres (the primary ones) run in the oscular cones arcuately

upward and outward towards the surface which they pierce. The distance between these fibres has

about the length of one spicule; the fibres are connected to a rather irregular network by spicules

being tolerably perpendicular on the fibres, and consequently chiefly parallel to the surface, but these

spicules are most frequently found single, and do not form, or form only slightly marked fibres; they

ma^, however, here and there form coherent, comparatively thick fibres. In the polyspicular fibres the

spicules are not lying in such a way as to have their ends in the same place of the fibre, that is to

say, they are not arranged in a bundle-like manner. Spongin is only present in a very slight degree,

and scarcel}- to be distinguished.

Spicula are oxea; they are rather slender, and somewhat curved in the middle; a characteristic

feature of the species is that the ends are very much varying in form, from long tapering, often with

the point marked off, to quite shortly pointed, and even quite rounded; in a few specimens spicules

with rounded ends are frequent. The length varies between 0-17—0-208™"'; a few still longer spicules

mav be found; the thickness is also somewhat different, from 0-005—o-oo8""". Shorter and finer needles

may be found, but in comparatively small numbers; these finer needles are very long tapering, but

all transitions to the other needles may be found, and consequently they may be taken to be stages

of o-rowth; during the growth the ends will thus increase comparatively more in thickness than the

middle part of the needle so that the fully developed spicule becomes less long tapering. Thus this

species is rather well characterized by its thin, most frequently rather sharply curved needles, which

varv very much with regard to their pointing, and whose ends often show a rounding or a tendency

to such a one.

I have had one of Fristedt's original specimens for comparison, and therefore I have been

able with certainty to identify the species. Fristedt also gives the size of his largest specimen to

be 6o™"\ but the largest tube of his specimen was 30'°™ high, and the osculum had a diameter of 6"'".

Fristedt says that the spicules appear in two thicknesses in the proportion 1:2. The fact, according

to m>- examination, is that the spicules vary evenly from ca. 0-005—0-008""", and besides some finer

spicules are found.

Locality: This species seems to be rather common, and has been taken at West-Greenland:

Julianehaab (inspector Ryberg), Holstensborg (Bergendal), Egedesmmde (Traustedt), and by the Ingolf

expedition at station 33, 67=57' Lat. N., 55° 30' Long. W., depth 35 fathoms; further it has been taken

at Iceland: Gfjord, depth 11 fathoms (H. Jonsson), Onundarfjord, depth 10 fathoms (the author), Eydis-

fjord, depth 14 fathoms (Horring); finally it has been taken at the Faroe Islands: to the east of Nolso,

depth 30 fathoms, and at Klaksvig, depth 11 fathoms (Th. Mortensen).
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Geogr. distr. Fristedt mentions the species from Spitzbergen, on a depth of 15—25 fathoms.

The species seems to be found exclusively in more shallow water.

We have a fragnnent, a tube of a length of 11™™ and a breadth of 4""", from Iceland, Breida-

sound, depth 30 fathoms (H. Jonsson). It has a polyspicular skeleton constructed as that of tiibulosa,

and the spicules have a similar form, most frequently with a more or less sharp curve, but they are

somewhat smaller, the length is ca. 0-15""", and the average thickness 0-0057'""'.

Note. Reniera tubitlosa Arm. Hans. The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition XIII, 4, 1885,

will have to be dropped, as it is identical with Occanapia robusta Bow. (see under this species).

9. R. laxa n. sp.

PI. II, Fig. 6, PI. XI, Fig. 13.

The form is the typical our: from an extended^ more or less criisf-shaprd hasr more or fnvrr

cylindric or conical, somctiiius somc7v/ial compressed osczdar tubes rise, which may nozu and then be

coalesced. The dermal membrane is thin. witho7il spicules, the ends of the fibres project, and so the

surface is finely shaggy. Oscnla are found on the fop of the oscular cones. The skeleton is a so?)ie7vhal

irregular network of polyspicular fibres running tozuards the surface, and single transverse spicules, con-

necting the former. Spicula are evenly tapering, slightly curved oxea of a length from o-i8— o-2o8""''.

The specimens in hand of this species grow on Br^ozoa, Balanoids, etc. More or fewer cylin-

dric or fusiform tubes rise from the base; they are rather low, and may be more or less coalesced,

and sometimes they are a little compressed. The largest specimen has a length of 60-"'", and a greatest

height of 30™™. The smallest specimen, which is presumably quite young, is of an almost semiglobular

form with an osculum on the top of it. It has at the base a diameter of 12""", and a height of S™™;

its oscular canal is very short, and leads almost directly into the excurrent canals. The consistency is

very loose and soft, and the sponge is therefore very fragile and little coherent. The colour (in spirit)

is whitish or slightly yellowish, and the surface has the common netlike appearance. The surface is

finely shaggy from the projecting spicules. The dermal membrane is thin, transparent, and without

spicules or special dermal skeleton; it rests on the skeleton below, and is pierced by the ends of the

fibres. The pores are found in the dermal membrane, and especially on the tubes they are exceedingly

close-set, so that the skin here becomes a sieve; in the other parts of the surface of the sponge the>-

seem to be much more spread ; they are somewhat varying in size, and are measured to 0-017
—

0-089"^".

Oscula are found on the summit of the tubes, and have a diameter of ca. 2—4™"; they have a rather

sharp edge; from the osculum an oscular canal of the same width leads down through the tube, and

the inside of the tube is in the general wa}- provided with openings for the excurrent canals; below

it passes into the system of canals.

The slieleton is chiefly constructed as in tuhUosa. Polyspicular fibres run towards the surface

and in the oscular tubes upward and arcuately towards the surface; they are somewhat varying in

thickness and in the number of spicules, but the number seems most frequently to be about 3
—6

spicules alongside. The distance between these primary fibres is generally of the length of a spicule;

the spicules running perpendicularly on the former, form no distinct fibres, and they are most frequently
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single, only rarely a few alongside. The whole structure forms a somewhat irregular reticular work

with more or less quadratic meshes. The ends of the spicules are united by a not copious mass of

spongin, exceedingly clear and therefore difficult to observe.

Spicula are oxea; they are evenly tapering, and very evenly and slightly curved; they vary in

length from o-iS—0-205""", the thickness is oftenest o-oii""", but may decrease to o-oo8'"'"; shorter and

much finer spicules occur in small numbers, and are by transitional sizes shown to be developmental

forms.

This species, by its skeletal structure, is nearly allied to the preceding one, but is distinguished

from this latter as well by its looser consistency as by its thicker, evenly and slightly curved needles.

A couple of specimens from the Davis Strait have a still looser construction than the other ones.

Locality: Station 127, north of Iceland, 66°33' Lat. N., 20-05' Long. W., depth 44 fathoms; Iceland

(Jap. Steenstrup); the Davis Strait, depth ca. 100 fathoms (Holm); nine specimens or fragments in all.

10. R. heterofibrosa n. sp.

PI. II, Fig. 8, PI. XI, Fig. 14.

The form is flie typical one, an irregular cushion with a )iuinber of loiv, very little projecting

oscular cones. The deniial lueiiibrane thin, without spicules, the ends of the fibres projecting, so that the

surface is finely shaggy. Oscula are found on the summit of the oscular tubes. The skeleton is a some-

Zi'hat irregular netn'ork of mostly polyspicular fibres running toivards the surface, and these fibres are

connected by transverse spicules, single or in bundles. In the deeper parts of the sponge the skeleto)i is

more irregular. The spicules evenly curved oxea of a length of o-i6— o-iyS""".

Of this species we have one specimen, forming an irregular, lengthy cushion, which rises into

a number of low oscular tubes (in the specimen 8). The length of the specimen is 29""", and the

greatest height i5'"'".
The colour (in spirit) is yellowish brown. The surface is finely shaggy from the

projecting spicules. The dermal membrane is thin, without spicules, and pierced by the ends of the

fibres. The circular oscula which are found on the top of the low cones, have a diameter of 1—2""".

The pores are oval or round openings in the dermal membrane, they have a diameter of 0-017
—0-06""".

The oscula lead into oscular canals of the same width, on the inside of which the excurreut canals

open, and which pass below into wide canals.

The skeleton consists of a somewhat irregular network of fibres, the structure being mostly as

in tubulosa and laxa. Most of the fibres running towards the surface, are polyspicular; they vary

somewhat with regard to the number of spicules of which they are composed, and upon the whole

they appear to be thickest and consist of most spicules in the deeper and older parts of the spouge,

while towards the surface they are thinner, and often consist of only a single series of spicules. The

spicules that are perpendicular on these fibres, do not form, or form onl\- to a small degree coherent

fibres; most frequently they are single, but sometimes some may be put together in bundles. In the

deeper and older parts of the sponge where the fibres are thicker, the skeleton is more irregular, and

the difference between primary and secondar}- fibres is here effaced, so that the skeleton becomes an

irregular net of fibres with a rather large number of spicules alongside. The ends of the spicules are
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united by a not copious mass of spougin. Outside the skeleton some finer and shorter needles are

found in tlie tissue.

Spiciila are oxea; most frequentl}- the}- are evenly curved; more rareh- the curve ma}- be

sharp; the length varies between o-i6—0-178'^"', the thickness varies comparatively much, from 0-005—

o-oio™™. Shorter and finer needles are found in small numbers.

Locality: There is in the collection only one specimen of the species from Se}-disfjord in Ice-

land (H. Jonsson), from a depth of 7—8 fathoms.

II. R. calamus u. sp.

PI. V, Figs. 1—2, PL XI, Fig. 15 a, b, Fig. 16.

Erect, tiihdar, or formed like a thick-ivalled cylinder. The dermal membrane thin., zvithotit spi-

cules; the surface finely shaggy? The skeleton consists of a rather regular netivork of primary fibres

running towards the surface, and mostly single transverse spicules, placed irregularly, connecting the

fibres. Spicula oxea, dividing into two different groups of sizes; the larger ones evenly tapering and

evenly curved, o-2j^
— 0-268"""; the smaller ones more bent, o-ioy -

o'/j""".

Of this species we have one specimen, formed completely like a cylindric tube. The specimen,

however, has been broken in the middle, and both ends are damaged or broken, so that it cannot be

decided, in what wa^ the sponge has been attached, or how the upper end has been formed; on the

other hand, the sponge, no doubt, has been erect, and the form has probably been as a cylinder with

a simplv rounded upper end. The length of the specimen in its present state is 55""", and the breadth

20™'". The colour (in spirit) is light gray-brown. The cousistenc}" is comparatively hard and tirm. The

surface^ as in most A^rw/rw-species, seems to be fineh- shagg}- from the projecting ends of the primary

fibres; I have not been able, however, with certaint}' to decide this feature, as the dermal membrane

has onlv been kept in few places. When the sponge was taken up, it was filled, to an exceedingly

high degree, with mud and extraneous sponge spicules'). The dermal membrane, where it is kept, is

thin, transparent, and without sjDicules. The pores are found in the dermal membrane as round or

oval openings; they have been measured to a size of from 0-017""" to about 0-3'"'",
most frequently

they are about o-os'"'". Through the middle of the sponge a c}lindric canal runs, of equal width in

its whole length, which canal must be regarded as an oscular canal; but the upper end being damaged

the striicture of the mouth of the tube, the osculum, cannot be decided. The canal has a width of

5-5'""',
and the thickness of the wall is between 7 and S'"'". The excurrent canals open into the os-

cular canal; their course through the wall of the sponge is obliquely upward and inward; the openings

are varying in size; the largest ones are ca. 1-5""". The larger openings lie here and there in trans-

verse or oblique series; but otherwise no distinct arrangement is found. From these ojjenings the

canals branch off into the wall of the sponge, and end in the many small subdermal ca\-itie.s, which

are found close to each other on the outside of the sponge.

The skeleton. From the inside of the oscular tube, fibres rim ver}- regularly arcuatel}- upward

and outward towards the surface on which they are about perpendicular. These primar}- fibres are

polyspicular, and consist most frequently of 3
—6 spicules, and sometimes of still more, alongside.

) This filling, however, had probably taken place in the trawl.
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They are on an average placed at a distance of the length of one spicnle from each other. They are

connected by spicnles placed more or less perpendicularly on the fibres, and at such a distance from

each other, that the whole thing forms a reticular work with more or less quadratic, often rather

irregular meshes. The spicules connecting the primary fibres, are far from being arranged so regularly

as those fibres; they form no coherent fibres, and are most frequenth' found single, but several may

also be found together in bundles; far from being always perpendicular on the primary fibres, they

are often placed in an oblique direction with regard to those fibres. Spongin has not been observed,

and does not appear to be present.

Spicula are Oxea, found in two different sizes, rather distincth- separated; the larger ones are

comparatively long oxea; the\- are evenly, but not long tapering, and generally evenly, but sometimes

more sharph-, curved, more rarely straight; the length varies between 0-235
—o-aGS""", or a little longer;

a few shorter ones ma}- be found, and they may go down so far in size as to form a transition to

the smaller ones. The thickness is only little varying, most frequently it is o-oii'"". The small spi-

cules have a length of 0-107—ca. 0-15""", '^'^'^^ ^ thickness of ca. o-cxjj'""^ they are comparatively more

curved than the large ones, and also sometimes sharply bent. We ma>-, as mentioned, also find spi-

cules occupying, with regard to size, a position between the larger and the smaller ones; but the

small spicules cannot be taken to be developmental forms of the large ones, for as such forms the

longer, finer needles occurring in small numbers, must be taken. The small spicules are found in far

smaller numbers than the large ones, and they do not appear to be restricted to certain parts of

the sponge.

This interesting .species seems to be alHed to R. subglobosa Ridley and Dendy (Challeng.

Report, Monaxonida, XX, 17, PI. I, figs. 3, 3 a, PI. II, fig. 17), but among other things it is distinguished

from this species by the spicules, which are in the latter one 0-3'"'" long. Neither is there any men-

tioning of the spicules being of two sizes, and the species is stated to be possessed of a particular

dermal skeleton.

Locality: Station 78, 60' 37' Lat. N., 27=' 52' Long. W., depth 799 fathoms, a small fragment;

station 90, 64" 45' Lat. N., 29 06' Long. W., depth 568 fathoms, one specimen. On this latter station

the species was taken together with a great many other sponges, especially Tetractinellids.

Besides the mentioned species we have further some fragments of /i?r«/rra-species, which it has

not been possible to determine:

Reniera sp. a.

PI. XI, Fig. 17.

From Scoresbv Sound, from a depth between 10 and 60 fathoms, we have a little specimen,

which seems to have been lengthil>- pyriform; its length is 25'""'. The skeleton consists of unispicular

fibres. The spicules have a length of 0-20—0-23""°, and oftenest a thickness of o-oio"'"'. Thus the species,

with regard to the skeleton and the spicules, recalls R. parenchyma, the spicules, however, being on

the whole a little smaller.

With this species may perhaps be classed some more or less cylindrical, partly hollow fragments

The Ingoll-Expedition. VI. i. '
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from Talknafjord in Iceland, of a length of up to 37"""',
and a thickness of ca. 10'""'; their skeleton is

likewise unispicular, and the spicules are of the same form, but a little shorter, not exceeding o-20"'"\

and most frequently a little shorter; they vary a little more in thickness, increasing to o-oi28"""; other-

wise thev are of the same form, and are also most frequently slightly curved in the middle.

Reniera sp. b.

PL XII, fig. I.

From station 3, 63' 35' Lat. N., 10" 24' Long. W., depth 272 fathoms, we have a very small

fragment; it is, however, sufficient to show that it has belonged to a flat sponge; the skeleton is

regular, formed by unispicular fibres, and the surface is finely shaggy. In the fragment are further

seen a few polyspicular longitudinal fibres. According to this the sponge must have had a structure

resembling that of the above described species parenchyma, folhiiii, and ventilabriun. The spicules are

characteristic by their size, being of a length of 0-3
—

0-327"'", and a thickness of ca. 0-027™"'; they are

regularly and evenly tapering, and slightly curved or straight.

Reniera sp. c.

PL XII, Hg. 2.

From Hekla Harbour we have some fragments brought home by the East Greenland expedition

1891
—

92; the)- have a unispicular skeleton, and may, as to their exterior, remind of R. clavata^ but

the spicules are quite different, being very slender and longer tapering; their length is 0-208—0-238'""',

but the thickness only 0-008'""'. This species might also, with regard to its form and skeletal structure,

recall the R. simplex^ established by Armauer Hansen in the Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition,

which cannot, however, be seen from the description; however, there is the difference that the spicules

of the .species of Armauer Hansen are somewhat thicker, o'Oio"'"', and their ends are more stubby.

As I have had before me one of the original specimens of Armauer Hansen, I shall give a

short description of the species. It will, however, have to get another name, as Bower bank in 1866

etablished a Reniera (Isodictya) si/iiplex\ I accordingly alter the name to Voeriugii.

12. R. Voeringii Ldbk.

PI. XII, Fig. 3.

1885. Reniera simplex Armauer Hansen (non Bow.J, The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition XIII, 3,

Tab. 6, Fig. i.

Lengthily pyrifor)iL, longstalked. The dermal membrane thin, ivithout spicules; the ends of the

fibres projecting, and the surface accordingly finely shaggy. The skeleton an irregular network of primary

and secondary fibres. Thefibres unispicular. Partic^Uar polyspicular longitudinal fibres issuing from the

stalk, arc present. The spicules are slender, rather sharply curved oxea of a length of 0-22— o-2j8""".

The sponge, as pictured 1. c, is lengthily pyriform with a rather long stalk; as the upper end

has been broken off, it cannot be seen, however, how long the sponge has been, neither can the

structure of the upper end be decided. Through the middle of the thick part a cylindric oscular canal

runs, which has most likely ended in an osculum on the top. The length of the specimen is ca. 55""",
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of which the stalk is 30™'", the greatest breadth is 10'"'", and the diameter of the oscular canal is a

few millimetres. The consistenc\- is soft; the surface is finely shaggy from the projecting spicules,

and the colour (in spirit) is light gra>ish yellow. The dcrvial membrane is thin, transparent, without

spicules, and is pierced by the ends of the fibres.

The skeleton is unispicular (not formed by bundles of needles, as stated by Armaiier Hansen),

and consists of primary fibres running regularly upward and arcuately outsvard towards the surface,

and of spicules placed at right angles to these fibres, but forming themselves no distinct fibres; besides

some thicker, poh'spicular fibres run from the stalk iip through the sponge. In the nodes the spi-

cules are imited b}' a clear mass of spongin.

Spictila are slender oxea, rather sharply curved in the middle, of a length of 0-22—0-238"'"', and

a thickness of 0-009
—

o-oio"""; they are of equal thickness through their whole length, and have a

rather short, but ver\- .sharp point.

This species, as will be seen, has spicules of a similar size as those in R. parenchyma; they

may, however, easily be distinguished from the spicules of this latter species, partly by their being

more sharply curved, and especially by their ends, the point being bounded by curved lines, while in

parenchyma it is longer and bounded by straight lines. The species is allied to clavata, but may be

distinguished from this species by its thinner and more curved spicules.

Locality: The species was taken by the Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition on station 255,

Vestfjord, 68' 12' Lat. N., 15' 40' Long. W., depth 341 fathoms; two specimens.

Remarks: This species is the only Reiiiera-s^&ci&s taken by the Norwegian North-Atlantic

Expedition, oblonga and velamejitosa, as has been .shown above, being /falichondr/'a-species, while tud/t-

losa, mcmbranacea, nivea, and inflata belong in quite other places, and the rest are AxineUids.

Note. Vanhoffen, in the work quoted before, p. 248, enumerates a Pachychalina oblonga Arm.

Hans., which, to judge by a preparation sent to me, is no Pachychalina, nor Halichondria oblonga Arm.

Hans., but a i?r«z>ra-species; it is impossible to determine the species after the preparation in hand,

as the skeletal structure cannot be seen. To judge b\- the spicules the species might possibly be

R. ve.ntilabriim, but the outer form is b)- \'anhoffen stated to be quite different from that of this

species.

The Reniera-s-pftcies described in the foregoing, divide into two groups: forms with unispicular

skeleton, and forms with polyspicular skeleton. All the forms with the regular unispicular skeleton,

as far as the\- are erect forms, have, besides this regular skeleton, a greater or smaller number of

polyspicular fibres issuing from the base, where they are thickest and closely gathered, and from

where thev branch up through the sponge in a more or less regular manner, and without an\- decided

relation to the other skeleton. This reminds of the fact described by Top sent by the establishing of

the genus Cladocroce with the species fibrosa (Resultats des campagnes scientifiques du Prince de

Monaco, Fasc. H, 72, PI. HI, Fig. 1—2), and the other description of the structure of this species seems

also to agree with the structure of the lameUiform species described in the present work. Topsent,

7*
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ill the place quoted, also says that the genus is most closely allied to Reniera, but later he seems

to have changed his opinion, in so far as he in 1894 (Une reforme dans la classific. des Halichondrina,

Mem. de la Soc. Zool. de Fr. VII, 9) places it in the subfamily GelliodincF. I must suppose, however,

that Cladocroce fibrosa is closely allied to the lamelliform i?f«/(?w-species treated of here, and I think

it doubtful whether this genus can be kept apart from Reniera. Cladocroce fibrosa has spicules of a

length of 0-6"'", which is a considerably greater length than is reached by the spicules of the species

described here, but in this respect it is well to notice that in the R. sp. b. mentioned before, the spi-

cules reach a length of o'327""".

Metschnikowia Grimm.

The form varying, as f/iinner or thicker criists, or erect, more or hss regularly cyliiidric or

irregularly lobate. The skeleton forms a similar network as that in Roiiera. The ends of the spicules

are united by a most frequently very slight mass of spongin. Spicula are oxea or strongyla, everywhere

or for the greater part set witli small spines.

I. M. spinispiculum Cart.

PI. XII, Fig. 4 a—b.

1876. Isodictya spinispiculum Carter, Descript. and Figures of Deep-Sea Sponges etc. on board

«Porcupine», Ann. Mag. of Nat. Hist. Ser. IV, Vol. XVIII, 310, PI. XV, fig. 42.

The form irregularly roundish or lobate, sometimes erect and irregularly cylindric. The surface

with small, projecting pro7tnnences, caused by the skeleton. The skeleton consists of a chiefly unispictdar

network of triangular or tetrahedral meshes. Spicula spined strongyla ivith curved ends, the length

o-2o8— 0-238""".

Of this species there are in the collection five .specimens, none of which are attached, but they

appear all to have been broken off. With regard to the three specimens the form is erect and more

or less irregularly cylindric; one shows a beginning division into two branches; the fourth specimen

forms a little oblong cushion, and the fifth is irregularly lobate. The largest of the erect specimens

has a height of 22'"'", and the irregular lobate specimen has a greatest extent of 23'""'.
The consistency

is rather firm. The surface shows, especially under a magnifying glass, small prominences, but is not

shaggy or provided with projecting spicules. The colour (in spirit) is whitish yellow. The dermal

membrane is thin and transparent, and no particular dermal skeleton is found, but the membrane is

resting on the skeleton below
;
the nodes of this skeleton projecting a little, small prominences are formed.

The small, round subdermal cavities .shine through the skin. The pores are round, and have been

measured of sizes from 0-098
—

0-119™"'; the greater part is situated in the meshes made by the skeleton

below. With regard to oscula., round openings, to be sure, are found here and there; but these open-

ings, at all events the greater part of them, are scarcely anything else than subdermal cavities, over

which the skin has been torn off; on the other hand, openings of a diameter of ca. i"™ are found in

a few of the specimens, leading into a cavity which continues some way just below the skin and

only covered by it; from this cavity canals go down into the sponge.
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The skrlffou consists of a chiefly unispicular network the meshes of which are triangular, or,

to put it more exactly, tetrahedral
;
therefore there is no question of primary or secondary fibres. The

form of the ends of the spicules makes them to fit well into each other. In the nodes, in wliich, ac-

cording to the construction of the .skeleton of tetrahedral meshes, a greater number of spicules meet,

these spicules are united by a very small amount of exceedingly clear spongin which is difficult to

observe.

Spiciila are spined strongyla (acanthostrongyla) of a peculiar form; they are of equal thickness

in their whole length, and have rounded ends; the ends are bent rather suddenly to a more or less

high degree; they ma}- both be bent in one direction, or in opposite directions in the same plan,

and the}- may finally be bent in different plans. Sometimes the bending is minimal. The\- are set

with small, scattered spines, only the ends are smooth. The length varies between o'2o8—0-238'""', which

agrees with the measure given by Carter, I.e., viz. about so^o^ginch =0-211""". The thickness varies

between 0-010—0-012""'. Finer spicules, developmental forms, occur in small numbers; these spicules

are of interest as furnishing a distinct proof that the spicules are begun in full length; the fact is

that the finest are of the same length as the fully developed ones, so that a growth only takes places

as to thickness; the finest are of quite the same form as the fully developed ones, but are quite

smooth, while the somewhat thicker ones begin to get quite minute spines; accordingly the spines

appear first during the growth.

To get a clear understanding of the growth of the spicules, it is of importance

here to notice that the spicules of this species, which during the growth onh- increase

in length to a very slight degree, are strongyla; a laying on of new parts parallel to

the surface of the spicule will only lengthen such a spicule to an almost impercep-

tible degree. The fact vill be quite different when the question is of long tapering

spicules as oxea; in these spicules a laying on of parallel layers will lengthen the

spicule considerably, so that a spicule growing to the double thickness, may also

reach about the double length. The annexed sketch illustrates as an example the

difference in the increasing of length in strongyla and oxea. Developmental forms

of oxea, therefore, are always more or less shorter than the fully developed needles.

When, what is often the case, the ends of the spicule during the development become

more shortly tapering, than they are in the younger forms, the increasing of length

is also comparatively smaher.

Locality: We have five specimens of this characteristic species; east of Iceland, 64° 07' Lat. N.,

11° 41' Long. W., depth 168 fathoms, two specimens (Wandel); Ingolf, the Denmark Strait, station 89,

64° 45' Lat. N., 27' 20' Long. W., depth 310 fathoms, three specimens.

Grogr. distr. Of this species only one specimen had been taken before by the Porcupine. -

expedition 1870, station 25, 37° 11' Lat. N., 9° 07' Long. W., close to the north of cape St. Vincent, depth

374 fathoms (Carter, I.e.). According to Topsent (Eponges nouvelles des Azores. Mem. de la Soc.

Zool. XI, 1S98, 226), it was taken during the cruise of Princesse-Alice > 1895—97 at the Azores.

The genus Mctscknikozuia now, after the addition of this interesting species, counts, as far as I

am able to see, five species in all; of the other four species the three, tuberculata Grimm, intermedia

:r< 3
<\.

•'N.>
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Grimm, and flava Grimm, have only been found in the Caspian Sea (Dybowski: Studien iiber Spong.

des russ. Reiches, Mem. de I'Acad. imp. des Sciences de St. Petersb. Ser. 7,
Tom. 27, Nr. 6); the fourth,

M. Filholi Topsent (Resultats des camp, scient. du Prince de Monaco, Fasc. II, 70, PI. IV, Fig. 7, PI. IX

Fig. 6) is from the Azores.

Petrosia \^osmaer.

(Schmidtia Balsamo CrivelH.)

Tite form varying. The consistency very Iiard. altiwst stony. Generally several, soinetivies -nu-

merous, circular, sharply defined oscula. The skeleton consisting of a close reticulation of thick fibres or

more or less diffuse. Spongin (soiiietintes) present to a small degree. Spicula oxea or strongyla, most

frequently short and thick.

P. crassa Cart.

PI. IV, Figs. 7—9. PL XII, Fig. 5 a, b, c.

1876. Rcniera crassa Carter, Descript. and Figures of Deep-Sea Sponges etc. on board Porcupine ,

Ann. Mag. of Nat. Hist. Ser. IV, Vol. XVIII, 132.

The form more or less irregularly roundish, tuberous or lobate. The skin ivith a dense reticulation

of spiculofibres. Oscula scattered, circular with a sharp edge. The skeleton consists of a more or less

regular network of polyspicular fibres, and besides some scattered spicules. Spongin present to a small

degree. Spicula oxea, dividing into tifo rather well separated groups of size ; the length of the larger

o'2—crjj""". of the smaller ca. o-o8— o'lj""". Further quite short oxea, sfroitgyla. and other forms are found.

This sponge is of an irregularly tuberous or lobate form. Most frequently it is attached to a

small stone, from which it spreads, sometimes more in height, sometimes more to the sides, assuming

a tuberous or lobate form. The smaller specimens are more roundish, the larger more irregularly lo-

bate. The largest specimens reach a greatest extent of 13'"°. The consistency, as in the genus Petrosia

upon the whole, is hard, almost stony, the tissue, however, being brittle. The colour (in spirit) is

whitish or more or less yellowish. The surface is smooth. The ski)i scales off easily, and is provided

with a close reticulation of spicules, in some places closer than in others. Oscula are, in the specimens

in hand, found to a number of from two to five. They are very much varying in size, of a diameter

of 2— II"""; they are always almost circular, and the skin surrounds them with a sharp edge. Other-

wise their structure is very characteristic. The\' ma\' be deeper or more flattened, and the excurrent

canals open into them very close to each other, the openings being rather regularh- arranged in a ring-

like manner. The arrangement of the system of canals is connected with this feature, as the canals appear

to be arranged into two systems, as mentioned by Vosmaer (Porifera 132, Tab. VI, Fig. 9). To be sure,

in specimens cut through, the arrangement is not seen so distinctly prominent as in the figure of Vos-

maer; but this may probably be owing to the fact that the arrangement is somewhat modified b>-

the irregular form of the present species. It may, however, be seen rather distinctly (PI. I\', fig. 9) that

the excurrent canals meet in the osciilum in a radiate way; a system of canals at right angles to the

latter, is, on the contrary, only indistinctly seen. Immediately below the skin a great man)- canals are
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seen, which shine through as winding and branching lines, and which I take to belong to the incur-

rent system. Vosmaer, I.e., takes the regular arrangement of the canals to be characteristic of tlie

genus, which is also rather probable, but, strange to tell, it has not been mentioned b\- the later authors.

This species not unfrequently shows a tendency to separate into concentric layers, not only

the skin, but also a series of layers in.side the skin scaling off easily; this feature, perhaps, may be

connected with the arrangement of the canals.

The pores are found in the meshes of the dermal reticulation, and have a size of O'oS—o-ij'"'".

The skeleton consists of a more or less regular network of fibres; the fibres appear chiefly to

have two directions, running towards the surface, and parallel to the surface. Generally the fibres

running parallel to the surface, are the more distinct ones. The fibres contain rather many spicules,

and have a thickness of about o-i'""'; the meshes may be much varying in .size, but most frequently

they were measured to a size of 0-45'"™. Outside of the fibres spicules occur scattered in every direction,

but these spicules are all shorter and finer than those forming the fibres. Spongin is present, but

onh' to a very small amount; it is only seen here and there uniting the ends of the spicules. As be-

fore mentioned, a close reticulation of meshes is found in the skin, the meshes of which are on an

average considerably smaller than those of the other parts of the skeleton; outside of this network

are moreover found scattered smaller and finer spicules of the same size as those occurring in the

sponge outside of the fibres.

Spiaila are oxea; they are evenly, sometimes somewhat irregularly curved, of equal thickness

through their whole length, and rather abrupth" pointed. Their length varies between o-o8—o^s™"'.

Although all transitions between these sizes ma\- be found, the intermediate sizes are so scarce that

the spicules may be said to divide into two groups that are also of different occurrence in the sponge.

The large spicules have a length of about o-2—0-35'™, but by far the most frequent size is 0-3™™; the

thickness is 0-017™"'; these spicules form the skeletal fibres and the dermal reticulation. The small

spicules on the other hand, occur scattered in the skin, outside of the reticulation proper, as well as

throughout the sponge scattered in the tissue outside the fibres; they reach a length of up to o-iy""",

and the)' are comparatively finer than the large ones, of an average thickness of 0-007""", but the two

groups, as has been mentioned, are not quite sharply separated. Besides these spicules not a small

number of .small, short and thick, curved oxea and strongyla may be found, and also other different

forms (PL VII, fig. 5 c).

This species seems to be closely alhed to P. dura Nardo, but it is distinguished from the latter

species b\- its longer spicules (the spicules of a specimen of P. dura in the museum of Copenhagen

measure 0-26"™); moreover, its fibres are not by far so thick or consist of so man\- spicules as the

fibres of P. dura.

Locality: Station i, 62= 30' Lat. N., 8° 21' Long. W., depth 132 fathoms, 16 specimens.

Geogr.distr. Carter, I.e., has the species from about the same locality, that is, a Httle south

of the Faroe Islands, depth 167 fathoms (Porcupine ).
The occurrence of the species on this latitude

is rather interesting, the genus not being hitherto known as northern, but only from the Mediter-

ranean and more southern regions.
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Phlaeodictyon Carter.

Tlie fonii more or less roundish, sonietmies lengtlieiicd or becoming quite irregular. The sponge

provided with shorter or longer tubular processes., so-called fisfuUr. The external layer marked off as a

harder bark., highly provided zvith spic7iles. The other siceleton may be different, formed ofJib res. or of a

net of single spicules or of irregularly situated spicules. Spicula are oxea, most frequently shortly pointed,

sometimes strongvla ; most frequently they are somnvliat curved. Spongin (often) present, but not to

any considerable degree.

Carter, in 1882 (Ami. and Mag. of Nat. Hist. Ser. V, Vol. 10) established a new group Phhvo-

dictyina, which he chiefly characterized b>- the outer form and the presence of processes (which might,

however, also be wanting) as well as by a particular lamellar structure ( structure essentially laminated

and concentric >); he describes more particularly, how there are two different layers that ma}- alternate

with each other several times, but his description of this structure is not quite clear. To this group

he refers Oceanapia robusta Bow., Rhizochalina oleracea and carotta Schmidt (1870, Spong. atlant. Gebiet.,

35), Rhizochalina fistulosa Bow., and some new established species. The group thus established by

Carter, has since been kept up as a subfamily to about the same extent given it by Carter, and

with slight modifications in the definition. In the meantime a number of new species have been

described under the genus Rhizochalina — Dendy comprises this genus and Oceanapia under the

name Rhizochalina — but nian\- of these species agree onl)- badly with the definition of the group

given by Carter, having of the characters stated by him only the external hard Ia3-er, and being

more or less provided with fistulas; among others this restriction holds good with regard to Rh.elongata

Topsent, Rh. media Thiele, and several others. At the same time several authors have called attention

to the relationship with Petrosia, for instance Ridley (Report on Zool. Coll. Alert 420), and Thiele

plainly regards his Rh. media as an intermediate form between Rhizochalina and Petrosia (Stud, iiber

pazif. Spong., Zoologica. X, 1897—99, ^^^^ 24, II, 19, Tab. IV, Fig. 2, Tab. V, Fig. 11). It is also scarcely

to be doubted that the genus Rhizochalina must be referred to the Renierince nearest to Petrosia,

where it has also to be referred according to its spiculation. Also in Petrosia a somewhat lamellar

structure may be found, as mentioned before under P. crassa; but this structure is far fi'oni being

found in all Rhizochalina-species, and moreover it is probably a phenomenon connected with the

growth of the sponge.

As mentioned above, Rhizochali//a oleracea and carotta Schmidt are found among the species,

referred by Carter to PlilcBodictyina. The original specimens of both these species are in the museum

of Copenhagen, and by the examination of these specimens it has been seen that these two species

have to be referred to the Chalinincr, as has also been done by Schmidt; the fact is that they have

solid spongin-fibres filled with a large number of very small oxea. The concentric structure mentioned

by Schmidt, and which has presumably been a chief reason why Carter has referred the species

to Phlcrodictyina, is the same phenomenon, generally found in the Chalinincr, and which I take to

indicate periods of growth. With regard to the other species, after the exclusion of oleracea and

carotta, for which species Schmidt established the genus Rhizochalina, another name must be chosen,

and here Carter's name Plilceodictyon ought to be used, which I ha\-e adopted accordingly.
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The other genus of the supposed subfamily Plilceodiclyince is Ocranapia. Wlicu Plilaodictyin(c

is dissolved, and Phhrodictyon is referred to the Rnuerina-^ Ocranapia will have to pass to (icUiiiKr

where it belongs according to its spiculation, and then it must be nearly allied to Grlliodrs, from

which it is only distinguished by its form and the external la\-er of bark. The genus must be taken

to have its natural place here, and in this respect it is rather characteristic that Topsent lias de-

scribed loose fistula; of Ocranapia just as belonging to the genus Grlliodrs (G.cariconiis; see otherwise

for further partictilars under Ocranapia robusta).

The result accordingly is that the hitherto admitted subfamily PliUeodictyincc^) is dissoh-ed, the

genus PhUcodictyon (=- Rliizoclialitia olim after the exclusion of olrracra and carotta) is referred to the

Rrnierincr close to Prfrosia, and the genus Ocranapia to the Gelliincr close to Grlliodrs.

It may easily be understood that the subfamily Phl(Podictyi)ur has been kept up for some time,

as the forms comprised in it show some congruit\-. The three Plilfeodic/yon-sT^&ciGs enumerated here,

the two G(7//^/j.-species, Inridus and inicrotoxa to be described hereafter, and Ocranapia robusla thus

correspond in the presence of fistuke, and of an external, bark-like la\er, and some of them have the

mentioned lamellar skeletal structure. Moreover these forms show all the so-called Cellules .spheru-

leuses>, even if these cells are somewhat different. I think, however, that we cannot, at all events at

the present position of s}stematism, ascribe any importance to these characters. Thus fistulse and a

hard external layer of skin are also found in the genus Histodrrnia. — Lindgren (Zool. Jahrb. XI, 1898,

297, Tab. 19, Fig. 11 a—b) has also referred a /fisfodrrn/a-sTp&c\&?, to the genus Rliizochalina (the species

is wrough- determined 2.^ Rli-singaporoisix ^^xU. and if the lamellar skeletal structure is a phenomenon

of growth, no importance can be attached to it. Neither can au\- importance be attached to the occur-

rence of Cellules .spheruleuses , as long as their physiological .significance is not sufficiently known;

besides I have found quite similar forms of these cells in a llisfodrnna or a Desmacidonid-species

closeh- allied to Histodrrnia. vStrange to sa>-, these cells rtould thus seem to be especially developed

and conspicuous in forms with an external bark-layer.
— Altered points of \ie\v in systematism may

possibly alter the collocation of the forms here mentioned, but at present I think the dissolution of

Carter's Phhcodirtxina that I here ha\-e made, to be necessar\-.

I. Ph. tuber n. sp.

PL VI, Figs. II— 13, PI. XII, Fig. 6a, b. Fig. 7.

The form roiindish, niorr or Ir.-is irrrgiilar ; only few fistulcr. Thr surface soninvhat rough from

Prajrcting spicules. Outermost a hard layer of skin with irregularly placed spicules parallel to the sur-

face. The inner skeleton is an irregular tissue of spicules zvithout fibres, in this tissue are found con-

centric layers of close-set spicules parallel to thr surface. Spongin present to a small degree. Spicula

curved oxea of a length of o-jS—o-js"""-

This species mav be of a somewhat varying form; but it i.s, however, in all tlie specimens in

hand, more or less roundish or tuberous, and the sponge is pro\ided with one or a few fistulse. The

largest specimen is lengthv; it has a greatest length of 28'"- and a greatest breadth of ca. 13""". It

') Carter for his Kfoup "^>^'l 'lif "•""'^ of Plilccodiciyina.

S
The Ingolf-Expedition. \ I. i.
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has only one fistula arising from one end, and with a length of ii""" and a thickness of ca. 4'""'. The

largest one of the roundish specimens has a greatest extent of 24"""; the smallest specimen is scarcely

gmm long. With the exception of the first mentioned specimen, the fistuke have been broken off in

all the others; b)- far the greatest number have had onl\- one fistula, a single specimen has had

two, and one of the smaller specimens, as far as ma>- be judged, has had three fistulse. Some of

the specimens are highly incrusted with sponge-spicules, sand, or fragments of shells. On account of

the external bark the sponge is rather hard, but in the interior soft and loose. The colour (in spirit)

is white or yellowish white. The surface is not quite smooth to the touch, projecting spicules being

found sparingly. Externalh' the sponge is provided with a part marked off as a dcniial !<ivn\ which

is, however, most frequenth" rather thin, ca. ot'"™; this lax'er is provided with spicules h'ing in every

direction; hx far the greatest niuuber are parallel to the surface, but some are placed obliquely or

verticalh' to the surface, so that the\' rise over it; these last-inenticjned sjiicules mav in different places

of the surface of the sponge be present in different numbers. A thin, separable dermal membrane is

not found. The pores are found in the skin, but I have only seen them in rather small numbers;

their .sizes are about 0-02—o-03""". Oscula : As the fistuke are broken off in almost all the specimens,

I have not been able to decide the features of this species with regard to oscula and the structure of

the fistulse. The question, whether the fistulse of these sponges are open or closed at the ends, has

been answered in different wa\s b\' the authors, and also differently with regard to different species.

There is also a possibility that there ma\- be some difference in this respect in the different species;

but whatever may be the case with regard to this feature, there can scarcely be any doubt that the

canals that always go into the fistulae, are excurrent canals, and that the fistuke accordingly act as

oscrda. The only apparently whole fistula in the specimens of the present species, appeared to be

closed at the summit, Imt then it did not appear to be built normally; possibh' it may have been

damaged, and have been closed by its later growth. As on the other surface pores are found in the

walls of the fistula, but only in small numbers. In the fistida are found, at all events very frequentl}-,

two larger canals running alongside of each other; but besides smaller cavities are seen outside of these

canals, which latter I take to be subdermal cavities. In one of the smallest specimens that is provided

with a rather long fistula, this fistula is thin-walled in the outer end, and here it is quite occupied by

the two canals which are separated by a thin jiartition-wall.

The skeleton. Besides the mentioned external part marked off as a dermal layer, highly pro-

vided with spicules, the other skeleton that fills up the interior of the sponge, consists of a quite

irregular tissue of spicides forming neither fibres nor meshes. But besides the skeleton has a parti-

cular, somewhat lamellar structure, being traversed by lasers of spicules of a structure quite similar

to that of the dermal layer, consisting of close-set spicules parallel to the direction of extent of the

layer. The lasers are more or less concentric, and parallel to the surface of the sponge. They appear

([uite or partly to continue all round the sponge, but the\- may pass into each other, and in some

places they are seen to pass into the skin"). I am not able to decide, in what manner this structure of

the skeleton is to be interpreted, but most likely it is a phenomenon of growth. The spicules of the

) This structure of the .skeleton is not directly seen in a specimen in spirit when cut through; but when the spe-
cimen is dried it is distinctly con.spicuous, and under the microscope it is distinctly seen in sections lying iti xylol.
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skeleton are united b\- a clear, not copious, but distincth' obser\able mass of spongin. In the dermal

layer where the spicules are close together, spongin ma\- be observed, not onl\- at the ends of the

spicules, but also in other places where they touch each other, l)Ut only to a \cr\- small amount. With

regard to the skeleton it has still to be noticed that the sponge to a high degree incrusts extraneous

bodies, large spouge-spicules being especialh- frequenth- found.

Spiciila are somewhat curved oxea, the curve is nuist freijueully even and round, but nui\'

also be more or less sharp, and sometimes it is somewhat irregidar; the spicules are e\enl\-, but ma\-

best be termed shortly pointed. Their length is between 0-28—0-35'"", the thickness \-aries frcnn

0-0I2—0-014""". Shorter and finer, down to quite fine oxea, developmental forms, are found, but in

small numbers; the finest ones have a length of ca. o-26'"'", and thus they are only little shorter than

the fully developed ones; the>- are very long tapering, and consequently the short pointing appears

onh' dming the growth.

Locality: Station 78, 60' 37' Lat. N., 27 52' Long. W., depth 799 fathoms, one specimen; station

81, 61" 44' Lat. N., 27 00' Long. W., depth 485 fathoms, two small specimens; station 90, 64 45' Lat. X.,

29° 06' Long. W., depth 568 fathoms, two larger and two .smaller specimens. The stations are all in

the Denmark Strait, or somewhat south of it.

2. Ph. elongatum Tops.

PI. VI, Figs. 3—4, PI. XII, Fig. 8 a, b, c, Fig. 9.

1892. Rliizochnliiia rloiigala Topsent, Resultats des Canipagn. scieut. du Prince de Monaco, Fasc. 11,

75, PI. IV, fig,s. 5-6, PI. IX, fig. I.

Tlir form irrrgiibir. soiiictiiiifs roiiiid/s/i. or Iriigtlicncd and sonirwliat cyliiidric. Tlic siirj<icr until

roundish -uarts. Oiilv friu fistiilcr. Extrnially a liard dermal layer, provided imtit very close-set spicules

in several layers parallel to the surface : the dermal layer with certain intervals nses into lozv, conical

prominences, through zvhich a spicule pro/ects. so that the surface is slightly and sparingly spinulous.

The interior skeleton consists of irregularly scattered spicules. Spongin present to a small degree, only

in the dermal layer. Spicula are comparatively thick and short, somewhat curved oxea ivith short points

o-i6—o-ig""".

Of this species we have two specimens, which I determine as Ph. elongatum Tops., as the\-,

partly in form and especially with regard to the spicules, agree completeU- with this si^ecies. Both

specimens are of a roundish form, and the surface is warty from larger or smaller roundish prominences,

as is also shown in the figure of Topsent 1. c. The larger specimen has a length of 20"- and a breadth

of 15""". It is provided with three fistuke, of which two .seems to be whole, while the third is broken

off at the base. The two entire ones are of about the same length, ca. 8'"'", and have a thickness of

scarcely 2""". This specimen is especially highly incrusted with gravel and sand. The other specimen

is a little smaller, it has a greatest extent of 17'"'", and is somewhat compressed; it has two fistula;

placed close to each other, but both broken off. On account of the solid bark the sponge is hard and

firm, but the consistency of the interior is loose and soft. The colour (in spirit) is white, at most with

a slight \-ellowish tint. The surface that is apparently smooth, is nevertheless rough to the touch,
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and by a closer examination it is seen to be sli<^htl\' and sparingly spinnlons from sinjjly placed,

slio-hth- projecting spicnles. On acconnt of the close-set spicules, the external part of the sponge, which

is marked off as a dermal lnvir, is \ery firm and hard. I have not observed pons in the exceedingly

close-spiculed skin. Oscit/a : In one specimen, in which two fistnlte are found that are likely to be

whole, these fistuke are open at the summit, and the openings must be taken to be oscula. One fi-

stula has the opening at the ver}- top, while in the other the opening is in the side just below the top.

The 'skelrton. As has been mentioned, the species has outermost a part formed as a dermal

la\-er; this dermal layer is very hard, and provided with exeedingly close-set spicules l)ing in several

layers; the dermal layer has a thickness of somewhat more than o-i'"'". The spicules of this layer are

parallel to the surface, and their arrangement, as the curved spicules form angles with each other,

shows a pattern recalling the kind of engraving frequent on the back of watches, the so-called guil-

loche. The spicules, to be sure, are chiefh- parallel to the surface, but at certain intervals the whole

la^er of spicules rises into low, conical processes, through the midst of which a spicule projects a little,

so that the surface is slightly spinnlons. The skeleton in the soft interior of the sponge, as far as I

have been able to decide from the material in hand, consists of spicules lying scattered in the tissue

without an>- order, and without forming any reticulation or fibres; neither seem, as in the preceding

species, any lamellse to be found. On the other hand, the membrane lining, at all events the larger

canals, is provided with a spiculation of about the same kind as that of the dermal la\er, but conside-

rabh- more open, so that a kind of network is formed. In the inner body no spongin is observed in

the skeleton; on the other hand spongin is found uniting the spicules of the dermal layer and of the

membranes; the spongin is exceedingh- white and clear, and consequently not easily seen. As in the

preceding species, and to a still higher degree, a large number of extraneous bodies are also found in

the present one; in one specimen externally highly incrusted with sand, the sand is also found in the

interior together with sponge-needles; in the other specimen large sponge-needles are almost exclu-

sively found crossing the sponge in every direction.

\ Spic/ilti are comparati\-ely sliort and thick oxea, rather highh- bent; the bending may be even,

<i> "« >\f^\ '^"t most freqnenth' it is rather sharp; the spicules are shorth- pointed with a rather stubby point, under

i. 9 '^
ni'l'>»i' higher magnifying powers the point shows outermost a little apex especially marked off. Sometimes,

^'Sq ^''(^.-
but rather rarely, the ends are romided; Topsent mentions this fact to be of frequent occurrence in his

^^'0 V>^ specimens. The length of the oxea varies from o-i6—0-19""', the thickness from o-oi2—o-oi8""". Deve-

lopmental forms, down to quite fine ones, occur, but in rather small numbers; the finest have a length

of 0-I4""". The fine needles are long tapering, and consequently the short point appears only during

the growth.

Localitv: Station 78, 60" 37' Lat. N., 27° 52' Long. W., depth 799 fathom.s, one specimen; station 81,

61° 44' Lat. N., 27 00' Long. W., depth 485 fathoms, one .specimen. Both stations are situated a little

to the south of the Denmark Strait, station 81 on the Reykjanaes-ridge, station 78 on the eastward

slope of this ridge.

(tcoor. distr. The species has been established on four specimens taken on the expedition of

the Prince of Monaco with THirondelle in 1888 at the Azores on a depth of about 138 fathoms

(Top.sent 1. c).
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Rriiiarks. In these two species, hut especiall}' pronounced and in large nunihers in tlie latter,

some peculiar bodies are found; the\- are round, of a radiated structure, are refringent, and by a cer-

tain adjustment the>- show a darker part or appear to be possessed of a cavity, whicli fact, however,
I suppose to be due onI\- to the refraction. The radiated structure may be so pronounced as to continue

into tlie peripher\-, so that they appear to be spined. The\- ma\- reach a rather considerable size, and

\ar\- from 0014—0-035'""'. I take these bodies to be cells storing some substance or other, and to be-

long to the category, called by Topsent cllitlrs spherulcuses>y\ I think them .so much the more to

be such cells, as we find a large number of round cells, filled with refringent granules, which quite

certainly correspond to the celhilcs splicrnlniscsi. Top.s., and between these latter and the former

transitions are found in the form of cells filled with granules, beginning to show the radiated structure;

the radiated form then is probably the full)- developed phase of the cell.

3. Ph. irregulare n. sp.

PI. \'I, Figs. 9-10. PI. XII, Fig. 10 a, b.

The for III irrcgiildr . soiiirfiiiics li:iigtliriicd niid soiiit-ivliat cyliiidrk, but twisted and nodulous.

Only few fistuhr. Tlir surface siiiootli. Outeriiiost a thin, hard dermal layer zuith very close-set spicules

lying in. an irregular ivay, hut parallel Id the surface. The interior skeleton formed of irregularly scat-

tered spicules. Spongiii present, hut only to a small degree. .Spicula curved oxca ivith a short, stubby

apex, o-iyH
—

0-2^""".

Of this species we have four \er\' small specimens of a quite irregular form. The largest

specimen has a greatest extent of ca. 13"""; it appears to have been attached with one surface; it has

a quite irregular, twisted form, and shows marks of three broken off fistula;. The other specimens

are lengthened, somewhat nodulous and bent, of a length of ca. 10""", and each has had two or three

fistulse. The colour (in spirit) is \ellowish white. The consistenc\' is like that of the preceding species,

internalh' the sponge is very ca\'ernous. The surface is smooth, setting aside its nodules. Pores and

oscula : I have not observed pores in the dense-spiculed skin covering the body. As the fistulse have

been broken off, nothing can be said as to their having been open or closed; only a single fistula

appears to be whole, though not quite undamaged; it is quite short, and appears to have been closed

at the end, and it shows in its outermost part a particular structure, the close-set spicules of the skin

here Iving more openh', and passing into a somewhat netlike arrangement, and here pores are foimd.

The course of the canals I have not been able to e.xamine, but I suppose these pores to be excurrent

openings.

The skeleton. Outermost is found a part formed as a dermal la\er, in wliich the spicules are

closely packed, considerably closer than in Ph. tuber. The spicules are l>'ing in e\-er\' direction, parallel

to the surface. The dermal layer is thin containing not much more than one layer of .spicules, and

the very highest thickness to which it reaches, is o-03""". As far as I have been able to decide by the

material in hand, the inner .skeleton, as in the preceding species, consists of irregularly scattered spi-

cules forming no fibres. As well in the skin as in the inner skeleton the spicules are united by a not

copious and very clear mass of spongin; in the close-spiculed dermal layer the spongin is found iu
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all points of contact. Also in this species some extraneous bodies are found iucrusted, but to a far

slighter degree than in the preceding species.

Spiciila are curved oxea, of equal thickness throughout their length; their point is short and

stubby, sometimes with a little outermost apex especially marked off. The spicules are rather varying

in length, from 0-178— 0-24""", and also the thickness is somewhat \ar>iug, from ca. o-ooS—o-oia"'"', the

longest ones being far from always the thickest. Developmental forms, down to quite fine ones

occur, but in small numbers; the finest have a length of ca. o-iSS""". The developmental forms are

long tapering, but b}- and b}', as the thickness increases, the points become shorter.

Locality: Station 97, 65 28' Lat. N., 27° 39' Long. W., depth 450 fathoms, four specimens.

Remarks. In this species cells filled witli granules are found, but in smaller numbers and of

considerably smaller size than in the preceding ones; forms with radiated structure were not found.

Fam. II. Heterorrhaphidae.

Subfam. i. Gelliinae.

Gellius Gray.

The form exceedingly varyi)ig ; it may be quite irregular, but it may also be definite and regular.

for instance leaf-shaped, ealiciilar. or pyriform. The skeleton is a more or less regular netivork or quite

irregular, of renicroid or halichondroid structure, and long fibres are ?iot found. The mass of spongin

is rather small, and does not quite surround the spicules or the fibres. Spicula: Megasclera diactinal,

oxea or strongyla : microsclera sigmata, sigmata and toxa. toxa, sigmata and raphides. or raphides alone.

The geuus is chiefly distinguished from Gelliodes by a more reticular skeleton without long

fibres; the relation, therefore, between Gellius and Gelliodes is about like that between Rieuima and

Destnacella.

I. G. arcoferus \'osm.

PI. XII, Fig. iia, b, c.

1885. Gellius arcoferus \'o.smaer, The sponge of the \'illeni Barents Exp. 1880—81. Bijdragen tot de

Dierk., i2te Aflew 3 Oed. 29, PL IV, fig. 18, PL \', figs. 87—90.

1887.
— —

Fristedt, Vega Exp. vetensk. lakttag. I\', 430, PL 24, fig. 29
—

31, PL 28, fig. 16.

1896.
— — Lambe, Sponges from the Atlant. Coast of Canada. Transact. Ro\'. Soc. of

Canada, Ser. 2, II. vSect. W , 184, PL I, fig. 3, 3 a—b.

Leap-shaped? Spicula: Megasclera oxea o-^j""" : microsclera toxa o-o^y
—

o-iyS""". sigmata

0'0I2— 0-OJp""".

Of this species we have onh a little fragment; its form is compressed, and its one undamaged

edge is rounded, so that it might be a piece of an erect, flat sponge; its colour (in spirit) is yellowish

gray. Although \"osmaer gives no measures of the spicules in Gellius arcoferus, there can scarcely
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be any doubt that the present species is the same; it agrees also with the description by Fristedt
and Lam be of the specimens, by those authors referred to G.arcoferits. Spicula hi my specimen are

of the following forms and dimensions: a. Megasclera are oxea, straight or slight!)- bent, and e\-enly

and rather long pointed; their length is rather constant, and on an average 0-42""", the thickness, on

tlie contrar}-, is rather \-arying, 0-015—0-022"""'); shorter and finer oxea are found in small numbers,

and are certainl}- developmental forms; h. Microsclera: i) Toxa; these var>- much in thickness, and also

somewhat in length, but the thinner and shorter ones I suppose to be developmental forms; the\- seem

to be begun in about their full length, and chiefly to grow onl\- in thickness. They are more or less

cur\'ed in the middle, and just at the point the ends have a little bend the opposite way; in the finest

of the bows the bend at the ends is often wanting. The length (which is somewhat dependent on the

size of the curve) varies from 0-057—0-178"'", the thickness varies from 0-0014—0-007"'"'; these are the

limits between which the sizes of all the bows are found, but also the bows, the thickness of which

in proportion to their length shows them to be quite developed, are somewhat varying, about from

0-119—0-178'"'", and the thickness from 0-005-0-007""". 2) Sigmata; these are small, of a length from

0-012— 0-019""", the thickness is about o-ooi'"'".

With regard to the skeletal structure it is to be noticed tliat the ends of the spicules are united

by a distincth- observable mass of spongin.

Locality: The only specimen, a little fragment, is from East-Greenland, ca. 72° 40' Lat. N., 20' 00'

Long. W., depth 100 fathoms. (The East-Greenland expedition 1891
—

92).

Gcogr. distr. Barents Sea, depths 140 and 170 fathoms (Vosmaer); to the north-east of the

eastern Taimur peninsula, 76° 52' Lat. N., 116" 00' Long. E., depth 36 fathoms; Greenland 59' 33' Lat. N.,

43 25' Long. W., depth 120 fathoms (Fristedt); the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Lambe). Accordingly the

species is wideh' spread in longitude, from 116 Long. E. to ca. 70 Long. W., but it has not been taken

south of ca. 45" Lat. N.

2. G. angulatus Row.?

PI. XII, Fig. i2a,b, c,d.

1866. //a/ic/ioi/dria aiigulafa Bowerbank, Mon. of Brit. Spong. II, 233, III, Tab. XLI, figs. 4
— 8.

1880. Drsjiiacodcs angulatus Vosmaer, Notes from Leyden Museum II, 107.

1887. Grllius augulatus Ridley and Dend\', Challeng. Report. Monaxonida, \'ol. XX, 2, 44.

1892.
— — Topsent, Resultats des Campagn. scient. du Prince de Monaco. Ease. II, 76.

Of this species we have some roundish fragments, the largest of which has a greatest extent

of 43""", but we ha\e no whole specimen. I have not ventured to regard the determination as certain,

especiallv as the species has never been satisfactorily described, and the spicules have not been figured

since in Bowerbank, with the exception that Topsent (Contrib. a Tetude des Clionides. Arch, de

Zool. experiment, et gen. Ser. 2, Tom. V, bis, PI. \'I, Fig. 15) figures them, but with regard to the bows

his figure does not agree well with that of Bowerbank, and the given measures do not agree with

') The .spicules may also in different specimens be of different thickness, as already meutioued by Vosmaer; in a

specimen before me from Greenland, sent from the Riksmuseum in Stockholm, the greatest thickness of oxea is thus o,oi5"i"i.
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those o-iven by Ridley and Dendy for the specimen of Bowerbank; Topsent also states that the

spicules project through the skin, while Bowerbank describes the surface as smooth.

The species in hand has a thin dcriiinl mciiihrauc that cannot, however, be torn off; no parti-

cular dermal skeleton is found; but if a thin section is cut off parallel to the surface, this section

shows an irregular network, which is poly.spicular, but here and there also formed of .single spicules.

Spicules and bundles of spicules project through the skin, so that the surface is not smooth. The

pores are round, and are situated in the meshes of the dermal membrane; they are measured of a size

of o-oo8—o-i48""".

The skeleton, as far as I have been able to examine it, has a somewhat halichondroid structure

consisting of loose, little marked fibres, among which, however, in numy places, a unispicular reticu-

lation is found. The ends of the spicules are united b>- a distinct, but clear mass of spongin.

Spicula: a.. Megasc/era are oxea, more or less curved in the middle, gradually tapering to the

point, which is most frequenth' somewhat marked off, and the ver\- outermost point is oftenest more

or less shortly pointed; this structure, however, is not always pronounced; the length varies between

0-32
—

0'388'"'^, and the thickness is 0-009
—0-012'""'. Shorter and finer oxea are only seen in ver}' small

numbers, b. Microsclera : \) Toxa; with regard to form the>' resemble the bows of the preceding

species, but they are smaller and especialh' thinner; the cur\-e in tlie middle is sometimes so sharp,

that the branches form a right angle; as in arcoferiis the bending at the ends consists onh- of a little

point inclined backwards. The length of the bows is between 0-12—0-064""", and the thickness is from

0-002""" down to o-ooi""". 2) Sigmata; these are rather small, of an average length of 0-021'"'", and a

thickness of o-ooi"'"'. — Besides these sigmata a ver\- few much larger ones are found, of a length of

about 0-078""" and a thickness of 0-005""". These sigmata are often of a somewhat monstrous form,

with one or both ends rounded or showing other irregularities. As has been said, they are onh* found

quite singlv, but they are constantly found, so that they cannot be taken to be extraneous. They are

not seen by transitions in sizes to be connected with the small sigmata.
— In a specimen from Egedes-

minde, the spicules of which were upon the whole of the largest of the sizes given above, the sig-

mata were a little larger than those mentioned abo\-e, of a length of 0-028"'™ and a thickness of 0-002"'"'.

Locality: Adelvig on the north-western coast of Iceland, depth 6—15 fathoms, some fragments

which have apparently belonged to one specimen (the author); Egedesminde, a few small fragments

(Bergendahl).

Geogr.dJsir. Gelliiis ai/g/ilatt/s is common in the English Channel (Topsent), and has further

been taken at the Azores (Challenger, Topsent) in tlie latter place on depths of up to 450 fathoms.

3. G. luridus n. sp.

PI. VI, Figs. 5—8, PL XIII, Fig. I a--c, Figs. 2— S.

Free; ohloiig pyrifojnn, more or less irregular, soweiiiiics ro/iiidisk or lobate. The surface

smooth. Outermost a hark cojisistii/g of a thinner or thicker layer 7i'i/h close-packed spicules lying

ill all directions, but parallel to the sitrface. The skeleton consists of a rather irregular, mostly uni-

spicular netzoork; it is crossed by concentric lamella' of a similar structure as the dermal layer. Spi-
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cnla: Megasclera oxea. <ryH~(r4'j""" ; Microsclera toxa, rai/ier small, greatest length o-o6""'\ signiata

of a particular form ivilli the shaft bent into an angle 0-014
—

o-o^""".

This species is lengthily, but oftenest somewhat irregularly pyriform; the smaller specimens are

more roundish, a single one somewhat lobate. It must have been growing freely on the bottom, as

no place of attachment is found, but the sponge which is narrowing below, is here rounded, and ends

often with a larger or smaller knob, especially marked off. The largest specimen has a height of 60'""',

and a diameter in the middle of lyn""; then a series of specimens is found decreasing in size; the smallest

specimen has a height of 9""". The colour (in spirit) in most specimens is dirtily yellow, but in a few

it passes into a darker colour'). On account of the external rind-layer the consistency is rather firm.

The szirface is even and smooth, with here and there flat eminences and depressions. The sponge is

surrounded by a hard and firm dermal layer^ provided with spicules h'ing in every direction and ex-

ceedingly close-packed, but all parallel to the surface; this part that is marked off as a separate layer,

may be of a somewhat varying thickness, as will be more particuiarl)- mentioned below. Outermost a

thin dermal membrane is found, which, however, is not separable, and which I have only observed in

a few places, so that it seems for the greater part to be destroyed. In this membrane the pores are

found in the intervals left between the close-packed spicules; they are small, from o'cxdj"'™ up to

0-029"'"', or, but rarely, somewhat larger. With regard to oscitla only one is found, in the upper end

of the sponge; but I cannot give its structure and size, as the upper end is damaged in all the speci-

mens. The sponge is probably somewhat tapering above, or rather, as indicated by one of the least

damaged specimens shown in the figure PI. VI, fig. 5, it is here produced into a tube, in the end of

which the osculum is then found; the presence of such a thin-walled tube would explain the fact that

this fragile part has been broken off in all the specimens. Two oscular canals of equal width, running

side by side, and onh- separated by a thin membrane, lead in all the specimens from the upper end

towards the lower end of the sponge (PI. \T, fig. 8); in the largest specimen they have a width above

of 4— s™". Into these oscular canals the excurrent canals open; the\- have a rather regular course

running from the outside obliqueh" upward and inward towards the oscular canals and at the same

time converging to wider canals.

The skeleton. As mentioned the sponge is surrounded by a hard and firm part marked off as

a dermal layer. The firmness of this layer is due to very closely packed spicules, lying in all direc-

tions in several layers, but parallel to the surface. The thickness may be somewhat varying, but is

o-reatest in the lower part of the sponge, and decreases upward; in the lower part it may be somewhat

more than i"""^. Where a knob-like lowermost part is especially marked off, this part consists almost com-

pleteh- of this skeletal tissue, which nia\- here reach a thickness of up to
^'^"'.

When the dermal la>-er

in the lower part of the sponge is rather thick, it consists also of heterogenous layers, layers with

close-packed spicules parallel to the surface alternating with layers, in which the spicules are arranged

in a more netlike manner, and are not parallel to the surface. The other skeleton has a rather pecu-

liar, lamellar structure, consisting of thin lamellje, more or less parallel to the surface; these lamellae

consist of close-packed spicules parallel to the surface, as in the dermal la\er; between the lamellte a

') A couple of the specimens are quite grayish black; this colour I take, however, to be due to colouring by other

sponges, together with which they have been lying in spirit.

The Ingolf-Expedction. Vr. i. 9
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mostly unispicular network is found. The lamellae orginate from the dermal layer and continue upward,

bending into the sponge (PI. XIII, fig. 2), and they appear to form continuous layers all round the sponge.

They consist of a dense feltwork of spicules lying in all directions parallel to the surface, but the spicules

are not quite so close-packed as in the layer of spicules closest to the dermal membrane. The lamellae are

pierced by the canals, and therefore they show a great many round holes. As mentioned, a network is

found between the lamellae. This network is rather irregular, its most regular feature is fibres running

vertically on the lamellae towards the surface; these fibres are most frequently polyspicular ; the other

network is unispicular und irregular.
— This particular lamellar structure, which is found as well in the

thicker parts of the dermal layer of the sponge, as also especially marked off in the other skeleton, is

not easily explained, but I suppose it to be connected witli the way of growth of the sponge.

The spicules of the skeleton are in the points of intersection united by a clear, but distinctly

observable mass of spongin; the spongin is developed, not only at the ends of the spicules, Imt wher-

ever the spicules are in contact with each other; therefore in the outer skin and in the lamellae, where

spicules intercross in all directions, the spongin is present in all the points of contact, and imparts a

great firmness to this skeleton. It is therefore frequently seen, when isolated spicules are examined

that they are provided with coats of spongin in several places, where they have been in contact with

other spicules (PL XIII, figs. 7, 8).

Spiaila: 3,. Microsclera are evenly curved oxea, onl\- rarely they are a little more sharply bent

in the middle; sometimes the curve is a little irregular; they are of greatest thickness in the middle,

and taper somewhat towards the ends, the point itself, however, being only of a middle length; the

length varies between o'387—0-476'"™ ;
the thickness varies between o'oio— o-oiaS"'"". Shorter and finer

oxea are only found in small numbers, b. Megasclera. 1. Toxa; these are rather small, obtuse-angled,

and the ends are inclined backwards; they are of greatest thickness in the middle, and taper evenly

towards the ends. The full-grown and largest forms reach a length of oo6"'"\ and a thickness in the

middle of ca. o-ooaS™", but from this size downward all sizes and developmental forms are found down

to so small a size as hardly to be observed; thus they have been measured down to a length of

Q.QQ^mn. According to this these bows appear during the growth not only to increase in thickness, but

also to grow very much in length; the small forms, however, are always inscribable in the larger ones,

when the angle is the same; and a growth b}- mere apposition of parallel layers will increase the

length of the bows to a rather high degree; a growth in length by apposition, however, must certaiuK-

also take place, during which the inclined ends appear; these ends are not found in the smallest forms.

2. Sigmata. They are of a particular form, having in the middle a sharp, but obtuse-angled curve,

and the first part from here outward is straight, but then the ends continue arcuately and taper to

long points. Thus the middlemost part of this sigma reminds as to its form of a bow; the form ma\-,

however, be somewhat varying, and is sometimes rather irregular, which influences the length of the

sigma, measured after the greater axis. The length varies from 0-014—0-05'""', the thickness in the

middle is ca. o-ooi'"'" in the larger, and a little less in the smaller ones.

Remarks. In this .species granulous cells — cellules sphenileiises Topsent') — were found

>)
These cells, no doubt, correspond to Topsent's ^cellules spherulcuses <\ but in naming them so, I do not mean

to say anything as to their physiological signification. They are well known, and have often been mentioned, and different
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in rather large numbers throughout the tissue; they are rouudisli, of a deep j'ellow colour (iu spirit),

filled with granules, and of an average size of o-oii™"\

Embryos. In one of the specimens which was cut through, a cavity of a diameter of 5—6"""

was found in the lower third part of the sponge, in the tissue, between the oscular canal and the

outer surface. In this cavity also the skeleton, even the skeletal lamellse were away, and its walls

were lined b>- a thin membrane. In the cavity was found a number (ca. 20?) of roundish embryos of

a diameter of about i""". They were presumably each surrounded by a thin membrane, as fragments

of such a one adhered to them when the>' were taken out. To judge by an examination of a couple

of the embryos, they seemed only to contain bows and sigmata, which were found copiously, and of

the same size as in the fuUgrown sponge, but no megasclera.

Locality: Station 78, 60° 37' Lat. N., 27° 52' Long. W., depth 799 fathoms; station 90, 64^45' Lat. N.,

29^ 06' Long. W., depth 568 fathoms, 9 specimens in all. The mentioned stations were both very rich

in sponges, station 78 even the richest of all the stations.

4. G. microtoxa n. .sp.

PI. XIII, Fig. 9 a—d. Fig. 10.

Oblong-pyriform. Otttcrmost a rind-like, but comparatively tliiti drniial layer -<vitli rather close-

packed spicules lying in everv direction, hut parallel to the surface ; here and there this layer rises to

small prominences, so that the surface is jiot smooth. The inner skeleton forms an irregular, polyspiciilar

reticulation (probably ivith concentric lamelhe j. Spicula: Megasclera oxea 0-62— o-68""" ; microsclera

toxa, very small, o-oi— o'02""", sigmata of the com?non form^ but sometimes ivith the shaft somewhat bent

so as to form an angle, o-ojj
—

o-o/A'""".

Of this species we have only a single, highly damaged specimen, mostly consisting of the

outer la}'er of the sponge while the interior is wanting. To judge by this specimen the species has

a similar form as that of the preceding one. The species has a length of 35'"™, and a greatest

breadth in the middle of 15""". The colour (in spirit) is yellowish white. The surface is not quite

smooth, as the spicules of the skin parallel to the surface, appear as a slightly conspicuous, irregular

reticulation; besides the surface has rather close-set, low, knob-like prominences. As in the preceding

species, the sponge is surrounded by a firm dermal layer provided with spicules lying in all directions

parallel to the surface, but they are not so close-set as in the preceding species; the dermal layer is

also much thinner than that of the preceding species. In the membrane the pores are scattered in

the intervals between the spicules; they are measured of a size from 0029—0.16'""'. As the sponge is

so much damaged, and the inner tissue is wanting, nothing can be said with regard to oscula and canals.

The skeleton. As stated above, the sponge has outermost a firm dermal la\-er provided with

spicules Iving irregularly in all directions, but parallel to the surface; the.se spicules, however, are not

by far so close-packed as in the preceding species, and the dermal layer is much thinner. In certain

places some spicules rise pyramidically, their ends meeting, and consequently the skin is raised into

authors ascribe to them different functions; evidently it is also these cells which Ridley and Dendy iChalleng. Report,

Monaxonida, XX, p. XXII, pi. XLIX, figs, i, i a, 2 al interpret as spongoblasts.
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the low prominences mentioned above. x\s to the other skeletal structure, I have not been able to

decide with certainty, whether concentric lamellae are foimd here as in G. litridus\ but it would seem

so, as a layer, constructed in the same way as the dermal layer, is found a little way within this latter.

The other inner skeleton, as far as I have been able to decide, consists of an irregularly polyspicular

reticulation. As in G. luridus, the spicules of the dermal layer and of the lamellte inside are, at the

points of intersection, and not only at the ends, united by spongin; but in the present species the

spongin is only found to a very slight degree; the amount of spongin is also ver\- slight in the other

parts of the skeleton.

Spiciila: a. Megasclera are oxea, slightly, sometimes a little irregularly curved, and rather

shortly pointed; the length is very constant, and is between 0-62—0-68""", the thickness is 0-014
—

o-oi/™'",

finer, to very fine oxea are found, but only in very small numbers, b. Microsclcra : i. Toxa; these

are exceedingly small and fine; their form is obtuse-angled to rectangular, and they have, at all events

the larger ones, a little recurved point; upon the whole the}- resemble the small toxa in the preceding

species, being only more frequently rectangular or about so. Their length is O'Oi—0-02""", the thickness

is less than o'coi""". 2. Sigmata; while in the present species the toxa are smaller than in luridiis^ the

sigmata are larger; they have the common form, but sometimes they have a sharp curve in the middle,

and so the\- resemble the sigmata of hiridits\ upon the whole they are often somewhat irregular and

angular in the curve. The length is somewhat varying, from 0-035
—

0-078""", and the thickness is in

proportion 0-0018—0-003""". In this species I have found developmental forms of sigmata; as was to

be expected beforehand, the sigma is begun in about its full length, and it grows only in thickness

and so far in length, as the recurved ends are formed and get their full length. The developmental

forms I have found, which are only very few, are characterized as such b>- being fine, and not, or

only to a small degree, having the ends bent in a hook-like manner; the length may be varying, and

has, for instance, been measured to 0-05""". It is accordingly seen that the growth only takes place

by apposition, and so it is proved that the small sigmata that are fully developed as to form, are not

developmental forms of the larger ones, but are sizes that are present together with the larger ones.

As well sigmata as toxa are present in large niimbers throughout the sponge; besides sigmata are

seen in rather large numbers in the skin, while toxa are not found there.

Roiiarks: As in G. Inridus < cellules spheruleuses Topsent are found in large numbers in the

present species, but here they are only found in the dermal layer
— and in the layer inside the skin

mentioned in the description
—

;
their occurrence in the dermal layer is rather peculiar; that is to say

they are partly found scattered, but partly also closely gathered into bandshaped groups with a di-

rection longitudinalh' of the sponge. These bands are distinctly visible to the naked eye or through

a lens, and they convey an impression of being spiculo-fibres ;
it is only under the microscope that they

are seen to be formed by the close-gathered cells (PI. XIII, fig. 10). The average breadth of the bands

is about o-ii—0-15""". The cells are roundish, elongated, or fusiform, sometimes produced at. both ends

to fine processes. Their colour (in spirit) is light yellow; averagely the\- are larger and with larger,

more refringent granules than those of liiridiis. The roundish ones have an average size of 0-008—o-oiy'"",

the elongated ones reach a length of ca. 0-035""". Those scattered in the skin, are the greatest, and
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they are most frequently elongated; those gathered together into bands, are smaller and most fre-

qnenth' round.

Locality: Station 76, 60° 50' Lat. N., 26° 50' Long. W., depth 806 fatlioms; only one damaged

specimen.

Note. The two species now described, G. luridns and iiiicroloxn, as well by their spiculation

as the whole other structure, thus, I suppose, also by their numerous and distinct cellules spheru-

leuseS'-, appear to be very nearly related; but on the other hand cliaracteristic differences are found,

both in spiculation and other structure; thus with regard to the spiculation, the sizes of the spicules

and the reciprocal proportion of their sizes, as also the different structure of sigmata. In the skeletal

structure is especially to be noted the difference that the spiculation of the dermal layer
— and of the

layer inside constructed in a similar manner — is far more dense in one than in the other, and also

the amount of spongin is different. Finally is to be noted the difference with regard to cellules sphe-

ruleuses and their occurrence.

On account of the rind-like dermal la>'er and the lamellar structure of the skeleton, as also on

account of both species presumabh- having been provided with a fistula
,
these two species might

be referred to the genus Occaiiapia, but then this genus would have to be extended so as also to

comprise species with toxa; if with Uend\- we should prefer to unite it with Rhizochaliua {Phlceodic-

tyoii mihi), it would accordingly contain species without microsclera, species with sigmata, and species

with both sigmata and toxa. In the present work, however, I have only kept the genus Occanapia

for the species robusta (for particulars see under this species and the introduction to the genus Plila-o-

dictyoii).

5.
G. primitivus n. sp.

PI. XIII, Fig. II a— b.

Crust-shaped, thinner or thic/.-er. The stieletou is a rather regular network ; for a great part it

is uuspieular, but polyspicalar fibres are found, especially running fotvards the surface. Spicula : Mega-

sclera curved oxea o-ij/—o-i66"""; microsclera fine toxa o-028~o-ioy""".

We have only this species in more or less damaged specimens, and in drj- state, so that the

description must chiefly be restricted to the spicules. The species grows incrusting on a branched

Lithothamnion, one of the specimens shows a tube. The greatest extension reached by any of the

specimens, is ca. 14™'". The colour in the dried state is }'ellow. As far as I have been able to judge

from the specimens in hand, the surface is shaggy, the dermal membrane being pierced by the ends

of the spicules.

The skeleton consists of a rather regular network, partly unispicular, but also polyspicular fi-

bres are found in it, especially running in the direction towards the surface. The .skeletal meshes are

more or less rectangular. Especially the fibres running towards the surface (the primary ones) are

distinct, while the fibres running vertically on these are less conspicuous. In the nodes of the skeleton

the spicules are united by a distinct and rather copious mass of spongin.

Spicula : a. Megasclera are oxea
; they are more or less, most frequently rather strongly, and
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sometimes irregularlv curved; they are of aboixt equal thickness in their whole length; the points are

somewhat varving in length, but are always rather short. The length of the oxea is Isetween

0-137—o-i66"'™, and ma\- in a few cases reach oijS"™. The thickness is rather varying, and the longest

ones are not the thickest; it \aries between 0-003
—

0-007"™, the thicker ones being most frequently met

with. b. Microsclcra\ only one form of microsclera is found, viz. toxa; they are all fine, but very much

varying in length, and also their form is somewhat varying, and rather frequently somewhat irregular;

their curve varies very much, so that they may be from almost straight to rectangular; in many of

them the ends are a little inclined backwards, while in others this inclining is wanting. They are of

equal thickness in their whole length, and upon the whole their appearance is very simple. Their length

is from ca. 0-028 up to 0-107™'". The thickness is ca. o-ooi"™or somewhat more in proportion to the .size')-

Locality: Juliauehaab (inspector Ryberg). We have in all seven specimens or fragments, all

growing on a branched Lithothamniou.

6. G. proximus n. sp.

PI. XIII, Fig. 12 a—b.

Cntsf-shapcd, incnistiiig. The dermal membrane titiu. the nodes of the skeleton belo7i< make it

slightly granuloKS, and if is slightly shaggy from projecting spicules. The skeleton (or by far the greatest

part of it) is unispicular, and forms triangular or irregular meshes. Spicula: Megasclera oxea o-i4g

—
o-iS4"""; microsclera Jine toxa. 0-028— o-ioy'""'.

Of this species we have only two small specimens growing as incrustations on Balanoid shells;

the greatest extension is 17"", but the specimens are scarcel\- quite whole; the thickness is ca. 4™"'.

The surface is slightly granulous, and spicules project. The colour (in spirit) is a light gray. The

dermal membrane is thin and transparent, and the spici;les below it form a reticiilation of mosth' tri-

angular meshes; the nodes rise a little which is the cause of the granulous appearance of the surface;

besides spicules frou: the skeleton project through the skin, and so it is slightly shaggy. Pores are

found in large numbers in the meshes, and are measured of a size from 0-017
—o-i8""".

The skeleton is unispicular, and consists of triangular or irregular meshes, polyspicular fibres

are perhaps also found. The part of the skeleton immediately below the skin forms rather regular,

triangular meshes that may be seen through the skin as a reticulation. The ends of the spicules are

united by a clear, copious mass of spongin.

Spicula: a. Alegasclera are oxea; the}- are slighth- curved, sometimes almost straight, of equal

thickness in their whole length, and more or less shortly pointed ; the points are often roiinded, and

then sometimes provided with a little mucro. The length is between 0-149
—

0-184'"'"; the\- are rather

thick, the thickness varying from ca. o-oo6—001""". Finer needles, developmental forms, occur in small

numbers, b. Microsclera : ov\\ one form of microsclera is foiind, \iz. toxa; they are of quite the same

form as the bows in the preceding species, and they are also very fine, and vary in size and form;

') As the bo-«-s van- very much with regard to the degree of their curving, and as also the megasclera are sometimes
rather strongly curved, spicules may be found, with regard to which it cannot be decided, whether they are bows or deve-

lopmental forms of oxea.
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the length is the same as in the preceding species, and is between 0-028—o-io7""". In the largest ones

the thickness reaches to o-oo2"""; but in the smaller it is somewliat less.

Locality: Egedesminde (Bergendal), depth 15 fathoms, one specimen; the mouth of the Ameralik

fjord (Ingolf) one specimen; both specimens grow on Balanoid shells.

Although I have only had so slight a material of these two species I have thought it best to

describe them, as their spiculation is interesting, and separates them very well from the other Gellius-

species. Of the hitherto known GeUms-s^pecies provided with toxa, G. angulahis Bow., arcoferus Vosm.,

and fiabelliformis Ridley and Dendy, have also sigmata; only G. pumicetts Frstdt. (Kgl. Sv. Vetensk.

Akad. Handl. Bd. 21, no. 6, p. 29, T. II, fig. 9 a— d), and G. toxins Tops. (Rev. Suisse de Zool. IV, 1897,470)

have a spiculation consisting of oxea and toxa without sigmata; but in puiiiiceus oxea have a length

of c.g""", and toxa have another form; neither seems G. toxins, of whose spicules we, unfortunately,

have no figures, to agree with any of the species described here.

Note. According to what is stated above, the genus Gcllius may have the following combi-

nations of spicules: oxea and sigmata (the most common case); oxea, sigmata and toxa; oxea, sigmata

and rhaphides, in bundles or scattered {inassa Cart, iiiacrosigiiia Tops., G. sp. (pyriformis) Ridley and

Dendy, Challeng. Report, Monaxonida, 46, and p/iillipensis'D&wdy, Proc. Roy. Soc. Victoria VII, 1895, 247);

oxea and rhaphides [Lacazci Tops., Arch, de Zool. exp. et gen. Ser. I, I, 1893), and finalh' o.xea and toxa.

I think it doubtful whether the genus Rhaphisia Tops, the spiculation of which consists of oxea and

rhaphides or trichodragmata (ai/oiiyuia Cart, laxa Tops.), or of oxea, trichodragmata and toxa (spissa

Tops.), can be kept up, as the character given by Tops en t, of the skeleton forming no regular net-

work, is scarcely sufficient to make good the establishing of the genus; and it must therefore, I think,

be referred to Gcllius. The bows figured by Topsent for Rhaphisia spissa (Mem. de la Soc. Zool. de Fr.

XI, 1898, 232, fig. 2 c) remind of the bows in the two species described above, but they are larger.

7. G. fiagellifer Ridle}- and Dendy.

PI. II, Fig. 9, PI. XIV, Fig. I a—d.

1886. Gcllius nagtilifer Ridley and Dend\-, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 5, XVIII, m.
1887.

— — Ridley and Dendy, Challeng. Report, Monaxonida, XX, 42, PI. XIII, figs. 5 and 10.

Ohlong-cushionshapcd. The surface somewhat shaggy. The dermal membrane thin, resting on

the subjacent reticulation of polyspictdar fibres. The skeleton consists of an irregular network of poly-

spicular fibres. Spicula: Megasclcra oxea o-^iy— 0-447'""' ; microsclera common sigmata 0-02—o- 07'"'",

flagellate sigmata o-oy8—o-og""".

Of this species we have one specimen agreeing both in outer form, structure and spiculation very

well with the quoted descriptions. The form of the specimen is as an oblong cushion, and it appears

to have been attached. It has a length of 34""°, a breadth of 20'"'", and a thickness of ca. 13"^'". The

colour (in spirit) is \ellowish white. The surface is somewhat shagg)- from projecting spicules. The

dermal iiiciubrane is thin and transparent, and rests on the subjacent skeleton which forms, below the

skin, a coarse reticulation of polyspicular fibres. From the nodes spicules or bundles of spicules arise,
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and o-ive to the surface its shaggy appearance'). In the meshes of the reticulation numerous round

or most frequently oval pores are found, measured to a size of 0-017
—

0119'"'". In the dermal mem-

brane sigmata of the common form are copiously found.

The skeleton^ as stated by Ridley and Dendy, consists of an irregular reticulation of poly-

spicular fibres; especially the fibres running towards the surface (the primary ones) are distinct, while

the others are indistinct, lying irregularly, or dissolved into single spicules. The primary fibres have

an average reciprocal distance of the length of one spicule. The number of spicules in the primary-

fibres ma>- be somewhat var)-ing, but most frequently it appears to be 4
—6. As mentioned, a coarse

and irregular reticulation is seen under the skin, and this reticulation is accordingly formed by second-

ar\- fibres, but in the nodes the ends of the primar\- fibres project making the surface slightly shaggy.

Spongiu uniting the spicules is found, but to a rather slight degree; besides it is clear, and therefore

not easily observable.

Spicula: a. Mcgnsclrra are oxea, slightly and evenly curved, more rarely with a somewhat

sharper curve, with evenly, but not long tapering ends. The length is rather constant 0-416
—

0-447™"";

only rarely it goes down to 0-38'""', or rises to 0-476""™; also the thickness is rather constant, and is

between o-oi6 and 0-012"""°. Shorter and finer spicules are found in very small numbers, b. Micro-

selfra : I. Sigmata of the common form; these sigmata have a regular form, they are rather varying

in length, from 0-02—0-07'""""; the latter size, however, is only rarely attained, the average size being

about 0-04'"'""; the)- are rather fine and have an average thickness in the middle of ca. 0-0018"""""; the

greatest ones may reach a thickness of up to 0-0026"°"". These sigmata are frequent throughout the

sponge, and occur in especialh- large numbers in the dermal membrane. 2. Flagellate sigmata; these

sigmata are long ones, so highly curved in the middle as to get two more or less parallel arms; the

ends are evenly pointed, and are bent inward in an almost rectangular or acute-angled way and with

a rather sharp curve; most frequently, but not in all instances, one arm is somewhat longer than the

other, and the short arm has the largest hook. With regard to the size, the greater axis of the sigma

is 0-078—0-09"°'"", and the smaller axis about 0-057°""". The thickness is between 0-0028—0-0035'""". These

sigmata are rather numerous througli the whole sponge, although not so numerous as the small ones,

and they are not found in the dermal membrane.

The flagellate sigma of my specimen shows a little difference from the figure in Ridley and

Dend)-; this difference, however, con.sists only in the fact that the hook of the short arm has not in

the figure of Ridley and Dendy the sharp curve described by me; there is, however, no reason to

put au)- stress upon this fact, as these sigmata upon the whole are somewhat varying in form, and

Ridley and Dendv have onlv figured a single individual. The measures of these authors agree

with my measures, when we notice the fact that they give the length from the shortest arm to the

curve; a remeasuring of their figure gives the length of 0-08™"" for the greater axis.

Of the small sigmata the said authors say: possibly young forms of the others
;
this opinion

is a consequence of the way in which they explain the growth of the chelse, since they, with regard

to these spicules, also interpret the small forms as developmental phases of the larger ones. In order

I) Ridley and Dendy say: (Surface .... slightly rough, probably owing to the dermal membrane having been

in most parts rubbed off.. The surface, however, as will appear from the description above, is also shaggy when undamaged.
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to make this fact possible, a growth would have to take place involving- a complete transformation of

the form of the spicule, because the small sigmata are not inscribable in the flagellate ones; now it has

later been proved by Levin sen (Vidensk. Meddel. fra Nat. Foren. i Kobenhavn for 1893, i) that the

growth of the chelse exclusively takes place by apposition; of course the same fact must be supposed

to be the case with regard to the sigmata, so that the small sigmata and the flagellate ones are different

bodies without an\- connection with each other. Neither is any transition found between these two

forms, as also flagellate sigmata are found in the following species without being accompanied by

common sigmata'). I must add, however, that I have found no developmental forms of the flagellate

sigmata.

Vosmaer (The sponges of the Villem Barents > Exp. 1880—81, Bijdragen tot de Dierkunde,

12. Aflevering, 3. Ged. 29, PI. IV, figs. 35, 37, 38) mentions as Grllins vagabundus var. y a species with

both flagellate .sigmata and sigmata of the common form. To judge from the figures of as well oxea

as sigmata, and as the species has both kinds of sigmata, it is rather probable that the .species is

G.flagellifcr, but as Vosmaer gives no measures it cannot be decided with certainty.

Locality: Station 52, 63" 57' Lat. N., 13" 32' Long. W., depth 420 fathoms. Only one specimen.

Gcogr. distr. Off Marion Island in the South Sea, depth 50
—

75 fathoms (Challenger). The form

mentioned by Vosmaer is from the Barents Sea. Accordingly the species appears to be very wi-

dely spread.

8. G. porosus Frstdt.

PI. XIV, Fig. 2 a— c.

1887. Dcsiuncclla porosa Fristedt, Vega Exp. vetensk. lakttag. IV, 440, PI. 24, figs. 36—37, PI. 28, fig. 15.

1896. Gcllius flagcllifcr Lambe, Sponges from the Atl. Coast of Canada, Transact, of the Roy. Soc. of

Canada, Ser. 2, II, Sect. IV, 185, PI. I, fig. 4—4 d.

1896. 1 Gcllius flagcllifcr Topsent, Campagne de Caudan dans le Golfe de Gascogne, Annales de

rUniv. de Lyon, XXVI, 280, PI. VIII, fig. 4.

Tuberous, or rounded, more or less irregular. The surface shaggy; tlie dermal membrane thin.

The skeleton a somcivhaf irregular network zoith triangular or quadratic meshes. Spicula: Mcgasclera

oxea 0-3J
—

0-J2"""; microsclera (common .sigmata?), flagellate sigmata o-oy
— o-i""".

Of this species we have one specimen, of an irregular, roundish form
;

it is, however, somewhat

damaged, and perhaps it is only a fragment; by far the greatest part of the .skin is wanting. The

greatest extent of the specimen is ca. 30""". The colour (in spirit) is gray; with regard to consistency

the specimen is very brittle; it is perforated by numerous larger and smaller canals. The sponge is

throughout highl)- interwoven with sand and extraneous silicious bodies. The surface, as far as I

have been able to decide, seems to be slightly shaggy from projecting spicules.

The skeleton consists of a rather irregular, unispicular network of triangular and quadratic

I) In sigmata of the common form the fact is also that the smaller ones cannot be, while the finer ones may be,

developmental phases, as most of the smaller have their final form, and an apposition would only make them thicker; if an

apposition worth mentioning took place in the longitudinal direction, deviating forms would appear. For further particulars

of the growth of sigmata see under G. microioxa, p. 68.

The Ingolf-Expedition. VI. i.
'^
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meshes; here and there polyspicular fibres are found that seem especially to rmi towards the surface.

In the nodes the spicules are united by an only little conspicuous mass of spongin.

Spic7ila: a. Megasclera are oxea, evenly or a little more sharply curved, and evenly tapering;

sometimes they are rather long tapering. The length is somewhat varying, in the specimen in hand

from 0'25
—

0-32""; the thickness is ca. O'Oi—o-oii""". b. Microsclcra; these are flagellate sigmata of a

similar form as those of the preceding species, but somewhat varying in form (PI. XIV, fig. 2 b); in the

most typical form one arm is curved, and much shorter than the other; the greater axis measures

0-07
—o-i™™, and the smaller axis ca. 0-05

—
0-057™™; the thickness is about 0-0028™"'. Besides the flagel-

late sigmata, other sigmata are also found singly, of about the common form, but with the ends highly

recurved; they are rather large, the length being 0-05—0-08™™; as they only occur in very small num-

bers, and as the flagellate sigmata are much varying in form, they might be taken to be only a va-

rietv of the latter; against this supposition, however, their thickness appears to tell, it being somewhat

greater than in the typical flagellate sigmata, viz. ca. 0-004™™ (PL XIV, fig. 2c); this fact, however, does

not exclude the possibility of their being varieties, perhaps monstrous varieties, of the flagellate sigma,

of which irregular, monstrous forms are not rarely found, reaching a colossal thickness, viz. 0-007™™.

This species is distinguished from the preceding one, besides by differences in the length of

oxea, chiefly by its unispicular skeleton, and by the want (or the scarcity and form) of common sigmata.

As I have had before me a piece of the original specimen of Fristedt, I have been able with

certainty to decide the species, which otherwise agrees very well with his description; Fristedt gives

the length of oxea to be constantly 0-35™™; my measurings of his original specimen, however, give

the same measures as stated above for my specimen. Neither does Fristedt mention sigmata of tht

common form, which he is likely to have overlooked on account of their scarcity, but the}- are to be

found in his specimen.

I think the referring to the present species of the G. fiagcllifcr mentioned by L am b e 1. c. to

be rather certain; he also mentions that common sigmata are found in small numbers. On the other

hand it is more doubtful, whether the G.flagellifer mentioned by Topsent 1. c, is the present species.

Topsent says that the spicules are the same as those in G.flagellifer R. and D., but besides oxea he

only mentions and figures flagellate sigmata, and as the measures agree rather well with those of

the present species, and the skeleton is described in the term «lignes unispiculees», I must suppose it

to be identical with the present species; at all events it seems impossible that it can be G. flagclUfer

R. and D.

Locality: Skagestrand Bay on the northern coast of Iceland, depth 119 fathoms, one specimen;

63° 15' Lat. N., 9° 35' Long. W., a little fragment (Wandel).

Gcogr. distr. The Davis Strait, depth 70 fathoms (Fristedt); the Gulf of St. Lawrence, depths

37—80 fathoms (Lambe); ?Gascony Bay, depth ca. 200 fathoms ( Caudan»).

Note. Thus it appears that at all events two distinct species with flagellate sigmata are

found
;
these species have been intermingled, the existence of a flagellate sigma obviously having been

regarded as a proof of the identity of the species. The first author, who mentions and figures such a

sigma, is O. Schmidt (Spongienfauna des atlant. Gebiet. 1870, 53, Tab. V, Fig. 15). He mentions it
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under his Desmacella vagabunda, which has been the cause that Vosniaer has referred the species

before him to Gcllius %'agabimdus as a variety. The species of Schmidt is from Florida from a depth

of 228 fathoms, but as no nearer description or measures are given it cannot be decided, whether the

species is either of the species mentioned here, or perhaps a third species. The flagellate .sigma is of

a peculiar form, but we cannot lay much stress upon that, especially as we do not know, whether the

figured form is the typical one.

Gelliodes Ridley.

The form soiiinvhat varying, sometimes irregular, but often well defined, erectly cylindric, leaf-

or funnel-shaped. The skeleton has akvays well developed, often lo7ig fibres, with more or less, but most

freqicently rather little spongin. The fibres may form a network, or be arranged in a more dendritic

manner. Spicula: Megasclera diactinal, oxea; microsclera sigmata or sigmata and toxa.

I. G. plexa n. sp.

Pl.V, Figs. 3—4, PI. XIV, Fig. 3 a—d. Figs. 4—5.

Erect, funnel-shaped (probably ahvays so). The dermal membrane thin, resting on the subjacent,

irregular netzuork; spicules and bundles of spicules project, and therefore the surface is finely spii/ulous.

Oscula only found o>i the inside, numerous and small. The skeleton consists of numerous powerful, poly-

spicular fibres branching from the base, zi'hich is almost exclusively formed by these fibres, up through

the spo)ige, and forming a very so/id skeleton. Rather little spongin. Spicula: Megasclera oxea 0-417

—
o'SJ"""- microsclera toxa o-ii— o-i6""" ; sigmata 0-0128— o-oi^"^"'.

The specimens in hand of this species have been somewhat damaged in the trawl, so that

there may be some doubt as to the outer form of the species, at all events with regard to the limits

between which it may vary. We have two pieces of a form as erect leaves narrowing below, but here

they are broken off. In both pieces one surface is a little convex, the other a little concave. On the

other hand a third, somewhat smaller specimen has a calicular form, and narrows also below; but also

this specimen is broken off here. According to these facts it is probable that the two first-mentioned

pieces are parts of a likewise calicular sponge, and that the form of the species is as a perhaps short-

stalked cup with a wide opening. Of the two mentioned pieces one has a greatest height of 130'"'" and

a breadth of ca. go-""; the thickness in the middle is 10—12"""; it is greatest below, and decreases to-

wards the upper edge; thus where the sponge is broken off, it is ca. 22""". The calicular specimen

which is also much damaged, is somewhat smaller, it has a height of 75'"'"; the width of the funnel

cannot be given with certainty, as the edge is broken off, but ma\- be estimated at ca. 45""", and the

thickness below where the specimen is broken off, is about i8'"'". The colour (in spirit) is grayish

white or somewhat darker gra>ish. On account of the many strong longitudinal fibres the con.sistency

is rather firm. The surface where it is undamaged, is finely spinulous on account of the projecting

spicules and bundles of spicules. The dermal membrane is thin, and rests on the subjacent irregular

network of fibres. Oscida anA pores: As the skin is only kept to a small extent, the facts with regard
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to the situation of oscula and pores have only been discernible in a few places; especially the skin

of the outer surface has only been kept in a few spots. As far as I have been able to examine the

facts they are as follows: On the inside of the cup distinct, sharply defined circular oscula may be

seen with the naked eye in abundant numbers. They are of a somewhat different size, of a diameter

from ca. I—2""". When a piece of the skin is examined under the microscope many smaller openings

are seen decreasing in size quite down to o-i2""". On the outer side no greater openings visible to

the naked eye, are seen, but under a lens or a microscope numerous openings are found, of sizes mea-

sured from 0-029—0-3""". The small openings of a size of about o-oag™™ are the most numerous, and are

generally gathered into groups. While thus the openings of the inside upon the whole are greater

than those of the outside, they are, as is seen from the above, not sharply separated with regard to

size, the greatest openings on the outside being greater than the smaller ones on the inside. The

openings of the outside, I suppose, act as pores and those of the inside as oscula. Numerous canals

of an average diameter of 2—3""" go more or less horizontally through the wall of the sponge; they

have the greatest width towards the outside. They are distinctly seen, when the skin and the skeletal

tissue supporting it is removed. The oscula of the inside, at all events the larger ones, are direct

openings of these canals.

The skeleton consists of powerful polyspicular fibres branching up through the sponge from

the base where they are so closely jjressed together as to form a compact mass. They are thickest

below, and may here be coalesced into bundles of a thickness of a few millimetres; upward they be-

come thinner. They branch in a dendritic way ujd throiigh the sponge frequently anastomosing and

coalescing with each other. As the fibres are numerous and placed close together the whole thing

forms a very strong skeleton crossed by the horizontal canals mentioned above, which run in the in-

tervals between the fibres; the sponge is otherwise so closely interwoven with these fibres that the

soft parts are only little consj^icnous. The finest fibres form a close, irregular network filling out the

intervals between the principal fibres. On either side of the sponge an irregular network is also found

on which the skin is resting; from the nodes of this network the bundles of spicules arise that make

the surface finely spinulous. The fibres are firm and solid; their spicules are united by a clear mass

,

*
J.yCifj'

of spongin which is not, however, so copious that it ma\- be distinctly seen to coat the whole fibre,

even if it is perhaps completely or for the greater part lined with a thin layer.

Spicula: a. Megasclcra are oxea, very evenh- tapering, and evenly and slightl)- curved, some-

times straight, more rarely they are somewhat sharper curved; the length is between 0-417
—

0-53""",

most frequently it is 0-44
—

0-47'""'. The thickness is ca. 0-018—0-024""", the thickest ones being gene-

rally not the longest. In a specimen (from East-Greenland) the most frequent length of the needles

is 0-417'"™, and may be even less, and they do not reach 0'47'"'". Shorter and finer needles are found,

but only in very small numbers, b. Microsclera : i. Toxa; these are rather large, regularly formed

bows forming an obtuse angle; only rarely it is somewhat sharper. The ends form short, recurved

points. They are thickest in the middle, and decrease, but only, slightly, in thickness outward. Their

length is between o-ii and o-i6™™, and the thickness in the middle is between 0-004—o-oo7'"™. Besides

these fully developed bows, some finer, to exceedingly fine ones, are found; these latter are on an

average not much shorter than the thicker ones, only the very finest go down to a length of 0-057'"'".
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These fine bows I suppose to be developmental forms; to be sure, they are possessed of the recurved

points, but there seems to be no objection to the supposition that by a growth by mere apposition

the\- may attain the same form and size as the large ones. 2. Sigmata; these are small and of a

rather constant size; the length is 00128—o-oi5'"™ and may in a few cases reach o-oiS™"'; the thickness

is about o-ooi'""'. Toxa and sigiuata occur throughout the sponge, but are especially abundant in

the dermis.

Locality: Station 2, 63° 04' Lat. N., of 22' Long. W., depth 262 fathoms, a calicular specimen;

station 3, 63° 35' Lat. N., 10" 24' Long. W., depth 272 fathoms, two leaf-shaped fragments; 63° 15' Lat. N.,

9° 35' Long. W., depth 270 fathoms, a Httle fragment (Wandel); 72° 40' Lat. N., ca. 20° Long. W., depth

100 fathoms, a little fragment (the East-Greenland Expedition 1891
—

92). Accordingly the species has

been taken to the northwest of the Faroe Islands and off the northern East-Greenland.

2. G. consimilis n. sp.

PI. XIV, Fig. 6 a— e.

ILeaf- or fuiincl-shaped?). The skrlefoii consisting of numerous solid polyspicularfibres branching

through the sponge and forviing a solid skeleton. Rather small amount of spoiigin. Spicula: Megasclera

oxea 0-J26'
— o-66""" ; microsclera toxa o'lig

—
o-ig""", sigmata o'oiS— o'0268'""'.

Of this species we have only a small fragment of a greatest extent of ca. 20"""; the fragment

is flat, of a thickness of 5
—

6"'™, and it must have belonged to an erect, flat, i. e. leaf-shaped or cali-

cular sponge. The structure of the fragment, otherwise, is like that of the preceding species ;
the same

solid, branched fibres are found, arranged in the same way, and the sponge is also pierced by hori-

zontal canals of a similar size. The skin is wanting, so that nothing can be said with regard to oscula

and pores; on one side, however, one single, naturally bounded osculum is seen, of a diameter some-

thing more than i"™.

The skeleton, as has been mentioned, is of quite the same structure as in the preceding species,

and consists of solid, branching, and anastomosing fibres, the intervals between which are filled by an

irregular polyspicular network. The spicules of the fibres are cemented by a clear mass of spongin

which is not seen here neither to form a distinct layer round the spicules.

Spicula: The combination of the spicules is the same as in the preceding species, but the di-

stinguishing character is to be found in the form and sizes of the spicules, a. Megasclera are oxea;

these are slender, and evenly and long tapering; they are slightly curved, but rather frequent!)- the

curving is rather sharp, and then they may in form remind somewhat of the spicules of Halichondria

panicea. The length is between 0-528—0-66""", and the thickness o-oi2—o-oi78'°™. A few shorter and

finer needles are seen. b. Microsclera: i. Toxa; these are of the same form as in the preceding

species; the length varies from ca. o-ii9—Q-ig'""', the thickness from ca. 0-004—o-oo5""" ;
fine bows, deve-

lopmental forms, are also seen, but only in quite small numbers. 2. Sigmata; these are of a length of

0-018—0-0268""', the thickness is ca. o-ooi""".

Both with regard to structure and spiculation this species appears to be very closely related

to the preceding one; but it is very well distinguished from this latter species by the size of the spi-
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cules and especial!}' by the form of the oxea, which is quite different from that in G. plrxa\ for the

fact that the sizes of all three forms of spicules are above those in G. plexa, can scarcely by itself be

reo-arded as a sure mark of separation between the two species.

Locality: Station 113, 69° 31' Lat. N., 7'^
06' Long. W., depth 1309 fathoms (temperature

—
i°-oC.),

one fragment.

These two Ge///odc's-s])ecies differ from the hitherto known siDecies b)- being possessed of toxa.

Thus they show an approaching to the genus Toxochali^ia^ but in this genus no sigmata should be

found. Ridley and Dendy (Challeng. Report, Monaxonida, XX, 47) say that Gelh'odes is only differ-

ent from Toxochaliiia by the presence of sigmata in stead of toxa, and they continue: It is perhaps

doubtful whether the last character (sigma instead of toxa) is of generic value, and whether Toxo-

chaliiia and Gelh'odes should not be merged in one genus, but as no species is yet known, whose spi-

cular complement comprises both toxa and sigmata, they may at present be kept apart . Now the

two species described here show just this combination of toxa and sigmata, and consequently the genus

Toxochaliiia^ I suppose, must be merged in Gelliodes. I shall, hovewer, call attention to the fact that

in the diagnosis of Toxachalina the fibres are said to be - rectangularly arranged , while, in the two

species described here, they are irregularly branched, what seems upon the whole to be predominant

in the Gelliodes-s,-^^c\Q.'s>.

Oceanapia Norman.

The sponge consisting of a round body from zuhich more or fewer, branched or itnbrandied

fistnlcE arise, lejhich arc closed at the ends. Outermost the body is surrounded by a hard, rindlike layer.

Spongin present. Spicula: Megasclera diactinal, o.xea ; microsclera sigmata.

As mentioned under Phlceodictyon, I place Oceanapia inider the Gelliince, as I regard it to be

closely allied to Gelliodes. The character that separates it from this genus, would even seem chiefly

to be the form only; biit nevertheless the genus may, at all events for the present, be kept ujd.

At present perhaps only the one species is known, as the only one of the three Oceanapia-

species described by Dendy that is possessed of sigmata (Proc. of the Roy. Soc. Victoria VII, 1895, 248),

O. mollis, according to its skeletal structure, is more likely to be a GelHits, what Dendy himself so

far directs the attention to, as he sa}'s that it is very closel}- related to Gellius. Of the two species

established by Topsent (Rev. Suisse de Zool. IV, 1897, 4^75 P^- XIX, fig. 13, PL XXI, fig. 29; 469,

PI. XIX, fig. 17), amboenensis ^\\A fragilis, the external form is not known, and both may perhaps be

referred to Gelliodes. Of the Rhizochalina fbulata established by Schmidt (Spong. Meerbus. v.

Mexico, 76), nothing can be said on account of the incompleteness of the description').

I. O. robusta Bow.

PI. XV, Fig. I a— c. Figs. 2— 4.

1866. Isodictya robusta Bowerbank, Mon. Brit. Spong. II, 304, 20.

1866. Dcsmacidon feffreysii Bowerbank, Mon. Brit. Spong. II, 347, 2.

') On the other hand, as will be seen hereafter, there is a possibility that Ridley and Dendy's O. robtista is not

identical -nath the species of Bowerbank. The footnote of these authors under Rliizoclialiiia fisttilosa might Ukewise make
it possible that here we had still another species of Oceanapia.
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1869. Oceaiiapia Jcffi'cysii Norman, Report Brit. Assoc, for 1868, 334.

1874. Desmacidon Jcffrcysii Bowerbank, Mon. Brit. Spong. Ill, 157, PI. LXII.

1882. — —
Carter, Ann. Mag. Nat Hist. Ser. 5, X, 121.

1885. Reiiiera tubulosa Armauer Hansen (non Fristedt), The Norwegian North-Atlantic Exp. XHI,

Spongiadae, 4.

1887. ? Oceaiiapia yobnsta Ridley and Dendy, Challeng. Report, IMonaxonida, XX, 36, PI. IX, fig. 3.

1887. Desmacidon Jeffyeysii Fristedt, Vega Exp. vetensk. lakttag. I\', 442.

1892. Gelliodes cavicornis Topsent, Resultats des Campagn. scient. du Prince de Monaco, Ease. II, 78,

PI. Ill, figs. 4 et 9, PI. IX, fig. 12.

The sponge consisting of a round body zuit/i more or feiver digitate^ branched or unbranched

Jistiihv^ ivhich are closed at the ends. The surface slightly shaggyfrom projecting spicules. Outermost a

hard., rindlike layer. The skeleton of the external layer an irregular netivork, chiefly of t/iick polyspi-

citlarfibres. In the interior the skeleton consists of scattered needles. Spongin is found to a small degree

in the fibres of the rind-layer. Spiciila : Megasclera o.vea o-20—0-268""" ; microsclera sigmata 0-014'"'".

This species which, as is well known, is formed as a globular body from the surface of which

branched or unbranched fistula arise, is in the collection only found in fragments, partly pieces of the

external hard rind of the globular body, partly broken off fistulte. The largest piece which quite

appears to be part of a globular surface, has a greatest extent of ca. 20™
;

it is only convex to a slight

degree, and must accordingly be a jiiece of a very large specimen. It has had several fistulse, but

they are broken off; at their base they have had a diameter of 40—50™". The thickness of the rind-

layer is somewhat varying, about 10— 15™™. In fragments of smaller specimens the rind is considerably

thinner, about 2—3'"'". Of the torn off fistulae (belonging to the large specimen), some are unbranched,

while others are divided into at most 4 or 5 digitate branches. The long fistulae have a length of ca.

13'^"';
towards the ends they are generally somewhat compressed. The diameters of the unbranched

fistulse are at most ca. 20"""; but the branched ones are considerably thicker at the base. All the

imdamaged fistuke are closed as the ends, so that it seems that the fistulse are always closed. Th^

colour of the sponge (in spirit) is light yellow. In the earlier descriptions the sicrface is stated to be

smooth; this, however, is incorrect; it is even, but slightly shaggy from projecting spicules. As the

specimens in hand chiefl\' consist of pieces of the rind-layer, we have only comparatively little of the

interior body. This interior consists of a peculiar, loose and pappy substance of a yellowish white

colour; when this substance is dried it contracts to a very high degree, becomes dark yellow and semi-

transparent, reminding, as stated by Norman 1. c, of wax, although not in consistency, as it is very hard.

The pores are found copiously as well on the body as on the fistulse in the intervals between

the spicules; they are measured to a size of about 0014—0-057""". ^o oscula are found, and it is

doubtful how the facts are with regard to the excurrent canals. As mentioned the fistulse are closed

at the ends, but here and in their whole outer part they show a peculiar structure, the dermal mem-

brane wanting or being reduced, so that holes appear of the same size as the meshes in the skeleton

below; I am, however, inclined to think that this fact is due only to damaging, and if so, the pores

of the skin must act both as incurrent and as excurrent openings. On account of the arrangement of

the canal system, I suppose, that it is the pores of the fistulse that act as excurrent openings.
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The canal system. In the outermost part of the rind subdermal cavities are found, often as

horizontal canals into which the pores lead, and from these cavities canals go in through the rind;

they are rather numerous, so that a great many round holes, generally of a diameter of i—3™'", are

seen on the inside of the rind-laj'er, when this layer is separated from the inner tissue"). These canals

are lined by a thin membrane the spicules of which are gathered into bands or fibres running parallel

with each other, sometimes in the longitudinal direction of the canals, sometimes obliquely on, or

across this direction. The canals continue through the interior body, the direction apparently being

chiefly towards the centre; in the soft tissue they are surrounded by a membrane, so that, when the

tissue is washed away, they appear as membranous tubes. This membrane is provided with a spicula-

net of loose fibres, and innermost it is lined with the membrane mentioned above. Other canals,

presumably the excurrent ones, come together and open into the fistute, in the base of which they

converge, and thev continue in the inner cavity of the fistulse. The walls of the fistula; are provided

with a dense plait of fibres; the wall is easily separated into two lamella, of which the inner one is

provided with the same kind of spicula-net of loose fibres as is found in the membrane surrounding

the canals. The fistulse are inmost lined with the same membrane as that lining the canals, and it

is provided with sjsicnles in the same manner.

The skeleton. In the rind-layer the skeleton consists of a network of rather thick, i5oly.spicular

fibres forming irregular, most frequently polygonal meshes (PI. XV, fig. 2). The thickness of the fibres

is somewhat varying, but generally it is from 0'05
— o-i"™. The meshes of this network vary ver)-

much in size in different places, and tliey are smallest inward; in these meshes are seen thinner poh-

spicular, or quite unispicular fibres with an irregular course, and also forming an irregular network.

In the network no distinction can be made between fibres running towards the surface, and fibres

running parallel to it; here and there longer and most frequently a little thicker fibres are seen, but

they have also a quite irregular course. The spicules of this network are cemented by a clear, not

copious mass of spongin; it is especially observable where it unites the ends of the spicules, but in

the fibres it unites the spicules in their whole length. Outermost a layer of spicules are found at

right angles to the surface, and projecting a little, so that the surface of the sponge becomes slightl}-

shaggy; these spicules frequently show a somewhat fanlike arrangement. Between the perpendicular

spicules others are interwoven partly oblique to, partly parallel to, the surface; therefore the skin,

when seen from the surface, shows a rather dense, irregular network of spicules intercrossing in all

directions, and from which needles rise in a vertical direction. The dermal membrane rests on this

network; it cannot be separated bv itself, but the whole layer with the x'ertical needles is easily peeled

off. This network is also cemented by a mass of spongin, not only found at the ends of the spicules,

but in all places where the spicules touch each other. Inwardly the skeleton of the rind is absolutely

sharply boimded from the tissue inside of it. In the interior bod}- the skeleton onh- consists of scat-

tered needles without any visible order; they impart no firmness to this tissue, neither is an)- spongin

found here. As mentioned above, the canals crossing the interior body, are surrounded by a membrane;

this membrane has a skeleton of very loose fibres forming a network, the longest fibres of which run

in the longitudinal direction of the canal (PI. XV, fig. 3); also in this network the spicules are united

•) It is these holes which are called oscula by Bo werb auk 1. c. 304, as he had only fragments of the sponge at that time.
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b\- spongin which seems onh', however, to unite their ends. The membrane forming the inmost Hning

of the canals, as before mentioned, has spicules loosely gathered into bands, the direction of wliich in

relation to the canals ma>- be varying (PL XV, fig. 4); no spongin is found here. When we have got

a clear understanding of the structure of the skeleton of the rind and the walls of the canals, the

skeletal structure of the fistulas is easily understood; the fact is that their external part is formed by

the rind, or, to put it more exactly, by the outer layer of the rind which passes into the outer layer

of the fistulae, and their interior layer is formed by the membrane surrounding the canals with its

skeletal net of loose fibres. These two parts are comparatively loosely joined, and may easily be

separated. The external la3er of the fistulse has a thickness of about a"""; here the fibres are com-

paratively powerful, and esj^ecialh' jDowerful ones appear running longitudinally; the meshes formed by

the fibres, are also averagely larger than in the rind-layer of the body, so that fistulae upon the wliole

consist of a comparativeh' open plait of fibres. Outermost the same layer with vertically projecting

spicules is found as on the other parts of the body. The inner layer of the fistulae is constructed in

quite the same way as is the case in the canals, and innermost it is lined with the same membrane as

these. The fistulae consist almost exclusively of fibres and membranes without any other tissue. The

outer and inner layers are in the upper end more firmly joined, and here the inner membrane shows

a great many holes, so that it is reduced to a network; by this feature the pores on the fistulse are

made to lead more or less directly into the inner cavity. It is not difficult to understand that these

fistulse can act as oscula, for the water streaming forth through the excurrent canals, is poured into

their inner cavity, and from the upper part of this cavity it is emptied out through a great nianv

pores; thus the whole collection of pores serves to remove the quantit)' of water which would else

have to be removed through a single osculum.

Spictila: a. Megasclera are oxea, slighth', not rarel\- a little irregularly curved, with sharp, not

long points, most frequently bounded by straight lines. Their length is generally between 0-20—0-268""",

but it seems to be somewhat \-arying, as in a specimen from station 83 the length frequently is 0-298™"',

the most common length is 0-23—0-26""™. Ridley and Dendy, 1. c, state the length of oxea in

Bowerbank's original specimen to be 0-19—0-25"'™. The thickness is 0-008—0-0128™"'. Shorter and

finer needles occur, but only singly; in the interior tissire, however, they are in some places seen in

no small numbers, b. Microsclera: only one form, viz. sigmata; these are very small and of a rather

constant size; the length is averagely 0-014™™, sometimes up to 0-017™™, the thickness in the middle is

about 0001™'". Boverbauk gives the length as -j^
inch = 0-012™™. Ridley and Dendy, on the

other hand, give the length of the sigma to be 0-038™™, and the thickness 0-0032™™; this size of the

sigmata would almost seem to make it doubtful, whether Ridley and Dendy's species is Oceanapia

robnsta, or perhaps an allied species. Sigmata are found throughout the sponge, but are especially

frequent in the membranes, as well the dermal membrane as the membranes of the canals, and also in

the inner tissue.

As Topsent has sent me a piece (fragment and fistulse) of the Gelliodes cavicorm's established

b\- him 1. c, I have been able with certainly to decide that it is Oceanapia robusta. Professor Top-

sent has also in a letter declared that he thinks the two species to be identical. — As I have had

occasion to examine a piece of the specimen mentioned by Fristedt 1. c. which, with some misgivings,

The Ingolf-Expedition. VI. i.
"
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he refers here, on account, as it would seem, of his not having seen the spicules, I have been able

with certainty to decide that it is Oceaiiapia robusta.

Remarks. In this species we find the so-called « cellules spheruleuses > to be especially conspicuous,

partly because they occur in large numbers, and partly on account of their being rather large. They

are especially found in the interior body, and on the membrane that lines the inmost part of the

canals (PI. XV, fig. 4). They have an average size of o-oai™™. Their form is most frequently roundish,

but they are not rarely produced at one end so as to become pyriform, or at both ends, being then

more or less fusiform. They are filled with clear, somewhat refringent granules, and are (in spirit) of

a light yellow colour. Most frequently they are very conspicuous, and have therefore also been ob-

served by Bowerbank, who calls them «gemmules», and mentions them I.e. II, 349 and more fully

in 1874, 1. c. Ill, 160 where he mentions that they are filled with granules, and gives their size to

^— inch = o-oi/™'".
1500 '

Locality: Station i, 62° 30' Lat. N., 8° 21' Long. W., depth 132 fathoms (fragments and fistulse

of a very large specimen) ;
station 10, 64" 24' Lat. N., 28° 50' Long. W., depth 788 fathoms (fragments of

a smaller specimen); station 78, 60° 37' Lat. N., 27° 52' Long. W., depth 799 fathoms, and station S3,

62^ 25' Lat. N., 28" 30' Long. W., depth 912 fathoms (a few torn off fistulae).

Geogr. distr. Originally this species was only known from the Shetland Islands from a depth

of 70
—
90 fathoms. Later it has been taken in Sognefjord on the western coast of Norway, depth 650

fathoms (The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition); the fact is that I have been able, as I have

had Armauer Hansen's original specimen, with certainty to refer to the present species the Renicra

tiibnlosa mentioned by him I.e. Armauer Hansen perceives the resemblance himself, but says that

his species has no sigmata; these however, he must have failed to see, as they are found copiously in

his specimen. Further it has been taken at East-Greenland, depth 180 fathoms (Fristedt).
—

Including

the localities in which the species has been taken by the Ingolf, it has now been found across the

Atlantic, as we have the places Sognefjord, the Shetland Islands, the Faroe Islands, south and west of

Iceland, and at East-Greenland. The species, however, reaches far more to the southward having been

taken at the Azores, depth ca. 70 fathoms [Gelh'odes cavicornis Topsent I.e.).

Ridlev and Dendy in Challenger Report mention it from Bermuda or Bahia (the locality

is uncertain), but, as before said, there is some doubt of the identity of the species.

Subfam. 2. Desmacellinae.

Biemma Gray.

The form varying^ irregular., but often compressed^ or more or less leaf-shaped. The skeleton

consists of a more or less irregular netzuork of spictiles, or of fibres that are most frequently not very

marked, and reach no great length. Spongin {most frequently or alivays) wanting. Spicula: Mcga-

sclera monactinal., tylostyli or subtylostyli; microsclera sigmata, or sigmata and toxa.

I. B. rosea Frstdt.

PI. VI, Figs. 1—2, PI. XV, Fig. 5 a— d, Figs. 6—9.

1887. Desmacella rosea Fristedt, Vega Exp. vetensk. lakttag. IV, 439, PI. 24, figs. 32—35, PI. 28, fig. 13.
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1892. Biemma Dantzenbergi Topsent, Resultats des Campagn. scient. du Prince de Monaco, Fasc. II,

83, PI. Ill, fig. 5,
PI. IX, fig. 16.

More or less 7rregularly leaf-shaped. The dermal membrane fhiii, zvilhotit spicules^ resting on

spicules spreading in a penicillate zoay and projecting. The snr/ace accordingly finely shaggy. Osciila

numerous^ small, only on one side. The skeleton an irregular network of spicules and loose fibres,

from which short fibres go vertically to the surface. Spongin zvanting. Spicula : Megasclera long.,

slender tylustyli or subtylostyli, o-2o^—o-iS'()"""; microsclera contort sigmata /yofj—o-oj""'K

Of this specie-s we have no complete specimen, bnt a great many larger or smaller fragments

which give, however, mainh" information as to the external form of the species. By far the greatest

number of the fragments are plate- or leaf-shaped, and generally somewhat arcuate, often in an ir-

regular way; only a few are quite irregular, and then they show a concave and a convex side, being

of a somewhat calicular form. The largest specimen has an extent of la"" in one direction by

8—g'^m iji the other. A comparison of the separate fragments conveys the decided impression

that this leaf-shaped sponge has been spread more or less horizontally; the irregular, somewhat

calicular pieces are, no doubt, the middle parts, and by these the sponge has been attached; a

single one of these pieces even shows a short stalk, which is seen to have been attached. Then

from these middle parts the sponge has extended in a disc-like manner, more or less horizontally;

thus, perhaps, it has assumed a very flat calicular form. The before mentioned largest piece

conveys the impression of being a cut from about the middle to the edge; if so, this specimen

would have been of a diameter of about 20'=™. The thickness varies between about 10 and 3™"; it

is greatest towards the middle, and decreases towards the edge; the irregular middle parts ma>-

be somewhat thicker. A little specimen from station 89 has a different form, as a very thin in-

crustation on a Hexactinellid-skeleton
;

this specimen the greatest extent of which is ca. 20'""', I take

to be a quite young individual. The surface is quite finely shaggy from the projecting spicules. The

consistency is rather firm. The colour (in spirit) varies between >ellow and brown'). The dermal

membrane is thin and transparent, and is supported by spicules spreading in a penicillate way, and

piercing it. Oscula and pores: Where the surface is quite undamaged and the dermal membrane

consequentl)- present, close-set, most frequently circular openings may be seen on one side of the sponge

with the naked cN-e, or by means of a magnifying glass; their size is a little varying, generally it is

o-5_in>'". The dermal membrane rises a little round these openings, and .shows a circlet of projecting

spicules. On the other side of the sponge no openings are seen. The mentioned openings are oscula

which accordingly are only found on one .side. When this oscular side is examined under the micro-

scope, the openings are seen to be of very different sizes, and they have been measured quite down

to 0-029™""; but this fact is obviously only due to a different degree of closing, the fact being that the

smaller the opening appears, the broader is the thin membrane that surrounds the osculum and shuts

the canal, of which the osculum is tlie excurrent opening. There is, however, some constant difference

in the size of the oscular opening, which difference is dependent on the width of the canal. The

I)
K\\ the piece-s from station lo, and most of those from station 89 are ahnost quite black. This fact I suppose to

be due to a staining, but as they are not known to have been in spirit together with animals from which they might have

got the colour, it would seem that the sponge may sometimes get the black colour in spirit.
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other side of the sponge that has no oscula, is the pore-side. The pores are here very close-set, they

are more or less circular, and are lying in groups in the fields formed between the bundles of spicules

that are spread in a penicillate manner. Their size is between 0-03
—
o-og"™. In this species pores and

oscula are thus execlusively localized each to their own side, and in connection with this fact the two

sides show a somewhat different structure of the skeleton. To judge by the specimens in hand it

seems to be the more or less convex side that is provided with oscula; it was to be expected that

the convex side was the one turned downward or outward, and then oscula would be found on the

outside; but whether this be the fact cannot be decided, until a whole specimen is obtained for

examination.

The skeleton consists of an irregular network of spicules crossing each other in every direction,

and between them loose fibres are found. Spongin is not observed. Towards its two surfaces the

skeleton, however, has a particular structure, short fibres being found here running more or less ver-

tically on the surface; in the outer end of these fibres the spicules spread in a penicillate or funnel-

shaped way, and pierce the dermal membrane. When these fibres are not vertical on the surface, they

generally bend a little arcuately outward towards the outer edge of the sponge. As said before, there

is some difference between the two sides; on the oscular side these fibres which support the dermal

membrane as columns, are shorter and thinner, accordingly they generally consist of fewer spicules,

and they are closer together than on the pore-side. On this side where the columns are somewhat

longer and farther from each other, we therefore see in a transverse section just below the skin a

great many subdermal cavities separated by the columns; in reality they all form presumably one

large subdermal cavity. Also on the oscular side the skin is supported by the columns, so that we

also here find a cavity, but a much smaller one, below the skin (PI. XV, figs. 8—9). The skin on the

pore side comes off very easily, and when it is off tlie numerous incurrent canals are seen; they are

of the same width as the excurrent canals, and in pieces where the dermal membrane is wanting, we

may easily be led to suppose that oscula are found on both sides. The incurrent canals and the ex-

current ones go, each from their side of the sponge, through it almost to the opposite side; they are

often somewhat bent, and also often branched; they are of the same width, in the principal canals it

is ca. I'"". In the irregular middle parts of the siDonge the canals have also a more irregular course.

Spicitla: a. Megasclera. These are long and slender subtylostj'li or tylostyli. Sometimes they

are straight, but more frequently slightly curved; the curve may be somewhat varying, and is not

rarely found nearest to the head end. The head may be marked off to a different degree from a

scarcely perceptible swelling to a fully developed, round head, so that the needle becomes a marked

tylostylus; sometimes the swelling is found a little before the end. The other end is evenly produced

to a long, rather fine point. The needle is thickest in the middle, also tapering somewhat towards

the head end. The size of the needles is very much var\-ing; the most common length seems to lie

between o-65™"> and 077'"'^, but it may increase to 0-89""" and go quite down to 0-203™"', which is the

smallest size I have measured. Like the length the thickness is also very much varying; the largest

spicules have in the middle a thickness of O'Oij"™, and the smallest go down to 0-004""". Upon the

whole the thickness is in proportion to the length, but among the longer forms rather tliin ones may
also be found. Quite fine spicules, developmental forms, are found of different lengths, but in small
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numbers, b. Microsciera. Only one form, sigmata, is found. These are rather thin and almost always

contort, up to a quarter of a turn. Their length is between 0-017
—

0-028'"™, sometimes they may reach

Q.Q^rain. thg thickness is o-ooi"""' in the larger ones, the smaller are a little finer.

As I have had a piece of the original specimen of Fristedt, I have been able to identify the

species -with certaintA-. Fristedt gives the length of the tylostyli to 0-5""", but in the original speci-

men before me I have measured it to 0-77""". Fristedt does not mention an oscular side and a pore-

side, the reason being, I suppose, that the dermal membrane has been wanting on the pore side of

his specimen. With regard to the columns supporting the dermal membrane he says: <The dermis is

furnished with numerous funnel-like depressions, which by degrees are closed, forming a fibre*. From

the above description I suppose it will be possible to understand, what is meant by this peculiar, not

quite correct mode of expression.
— The Biemma Datiizenbergi established by Top sent 1. c. must,

according to the description, be identical with B. rosea. Top sent to whom I have sent a piece,

declares also in a letter that he supposes them to be identical.

Locality: Of this rather interesting species the Ingolf Expedition has brought home a great

many larger and smaller fragments, probably, ho-wever, only representing few specimens. Station 9,

64" 18' Lat. N., 27- 00' Long. W., depth 295 fathoms; station 10, 64^ 24' Lat. N., 28° 50' Long. W., depth

788 fathoms; station 73, 62° 58' LaL N., 23- 28' Long. W., depth 486 fathoms; station 89, 64° 45' Lat. N.,

27" 20' Long. W., depth 310 fathoms. All these stations are off the souhwestem coast of Iceland.

Geogr.distr. Fristedt has the species from East-Greenland, depth 125 fathoms; thus as arctic

it has hitherto only been foimd in the Denmark Strait with a bathymetrical range from 125
—

788 fathoms,

but this species also belongs to those found farther southward, having been taken on the expedition

of the Prince of Monaco in 1S88 (Topsent 1. c. B. Dautzenbergi) at the Azores on a depth of ca. 735

fathoms.

2. B. annexa O. Schmidt.

PI. IV, Fig. 14, PI. XVII, Fig. 3 a— f.

1870. Desinacella vagabimda var. annexa O. Schmidt, Spongienf. atlant. Gebiet 53.

1874. Desuiacclla pninilio Carter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 4, Vol. XIV, 250, PL XV, fig. 42 a, b, c.

1S75. Desinacella vagabimda var. annexa O. Schmidt, Jahresber. d. Comm. zur wissenschaftHchen Unters.

d. deutschen Meere in Kiel fiir 1872—73, 1875, 117.

1880. Desmacodcs vagabiindus var. ajinexa Vosmaer, Notes from the Leyden Mus. II, 108, 15.

1887. Desinacella annexa Ridley and Dendy, Challeng. Report, Monaxonida, Vol. XX, 59.

1890. Biemma Chevreuxi Topsent, Bull, de la Soc. de France, Vol. XV, 32.

1892. Desmacella annexa Topsent, Resultats d. Campagn. scient. du Prince de Monaco, Fasc. II, 84,

PI. IX, fig. 18.

1896. Desmacella annexa Topsent, Campagne de Caudan> dans le Golf de Gascogne. Ann. de I'Uni-

versite de Lyon, XXVI, 281, PI. 8, figs. 5—6.

0/ an irregularfoi'm., I'ncrusling, or more or less massive. The dermal mernbrane thin, without

spicules, resting on the projecting spicules that are spread in a penicillate way, the surface accord-

ingly finely shaggy. The skeleton consists of short fibres chiefly running towards the surface, and

^ 9 ^ i
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scattered spicules. Spongtn zuanti'ng. Spiciila: Megasclera long, slender tylostyli 0-22— vo^""" ; vn'cro-

sclera trichoform toxa O'oS^
—

0-114""", sigmata of tivo sizes, o-02^—o-028"""- and 0-014""".

Of this species we have a rather whole specimen and two smaller fragments. The whole

specimen is all but leaf-shaped, but with irregular smaller folds, and irregularly arcuate, so that one

side is somewhat concave. The outline of the specimen is about triangular; one edge has been at-

tached, while the two free edges are somewhat irregularly lobed and bent towards the concave side.

The height of the specimen is somewhat more than 50'""', and the thickness that is somewhat varying,

reaches to 10™™. The colour (in spirit) is light grayish. As in the preceding species the dermal jiieiit-

brane is supported by projecting, penicillate bundles of spicules, and consequently the surface is finely

shaggy. As the surface is damaged in most places, I can say nothing definite with regard to the

distribution of osciila and pores-, the pores seem to be found on both sides, but the specimen shows

no oscula.

The skeleton is somewhat more richly provided with fibres than in the preceding species; it

consists of fibres chiefly running upward and bending towards the surface, so that they never grow

long; between the fibres needles are found scattered in all directions. The ends of the fibres spread

in a penicillate way, and pierce the dermal membrane which they support, as in the preceding species.

Top sent says I.e., i8g6, p. 283: ; membrane spiculeuse reticulee
,
but the dermal membrane

itself has no spicules (with the exception of microsclera), it is only supported by the above mentioned

bundles of spicules. Often these bundles are not situated vertically on the surface, but, as a conse-

quence of the direction of the fibres, they are directed upward towards the upper end of the sponge,

so that, when the dermal membrane is viewed from abo\e, fan-shaped, somewhat decumbent bundles

are seeu. No spongin is oVjserved in the skeleton.

Spicttla: a. Megasclera ; these are long, slender tylostyli, almost always a little curved, especially

towards the head end. Generally the head is distinctly marked and rather round; the opposite end

tapers to a rather long and fine point. The length of the needles is much varying, the most common

length of the longest (fully developed) ones is between 0-83 -o-g'"™, but the length may increase to 1-05""".

By even transitions the size goes down to o"22"™, which is the smallest measured size. The thickness

of the large needles varies from 0-014
—o'Oii'"", while in the smallest ones it goes down to o-oo5'"""'.

Thus the needles are a little finer than in the preceding species; they are almost not fiisiform at all,

as the)- do not at all taper, or only taper to a slight degree, towards the head. b. Microsclera :

I. Toxa; these are very fine, trichoform, and have a flat curve in the middle, and a similar one a little

from each end; all three curves are very flat, and Schmidt tlierefore mentions these bows as feine

umspitzige Nadeln and \"osmaer as ac-. Otherwise the curve is sometimes a little irregular. The

length is between 0-085
—

0-114""", ^'^^^ the thickness in the middle is ca. o-ooi'"™. These bows are ex-

ceedingly abundant everywhere in the sponge, and are also found in the dermal membrane. 2. Sig-

mata; these occur in two different sizes; the ends of the largest are most frequently curved with a

more or less sharp bend, they are plane, or more or less contort iip to a quarter of a turn; their length

is rather constant 0-025
—

0-028°"", and the thickness is ca. 0-002'"'". The small sigmata are always some-

what contort, their length is 0-014'""', and the thickness' ca. o-ooi'""'. As the toxa, both kinds of sigmata

are found throughout the sponge, but not in so large nmnbers.
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The measures given here for the spicules of this species, agree with those given by Top sent

(I.e. 1S96) for specimens taken by Caiidan
, but, as more particnlarh- mentioned by Topsent in the

place cited, the .sijicules of the species appear to be subject to some variation; thus he mentions spe-

cimens in which the tylostyli only reach a length of o-5"'"'; also the small sigmata seem sometimes to

be quite wanting, or, on the other hand, sometimes to be found in somewhat larger numbers than the

large ones; the size of toxa, on the contrary, is constant.

Biemma aiuiexa was first mentioned by Schmidt I.e. as a variety of his Desmacella vaga-

biiiida ; Vosmaer, in 1S80 I.e., supposes it to be a separate species, but it was first established as a

separate species by Ridley and Dendy in 1887. Topsent who in 1890 1. c, reestablishes Gray's old

genus Biemma for the forms belonging here, which forms are distinguished from Desmacella h\ the

halichondroid structure of the skeleton, first refers the present species (under the name of Biemma

Chevreuxi^ as he took it to be a new species) to the genus Bieniina^ but in 1892 1. c. he says that on

account of the presence of toxa it belongs to the genus Desmacella. In the occurrence of toxa I

cannot, however, see any reason for referring it to Desmacella; on account of its skeletal structure,

which by the only little marked fibres and by the want of spongin quite agrees with that of the other

Blemma-s])ecies, it has just to be referred to the genus Biemma.

Locality: Station 97, 65" 28' Lat. N., 27' 39' Long. W., depth 450 fathoms, one specimen and two

fragments.

Geogr. distr. This species has a wide range north of the equator having been found from

about ca. 18" Lat. N. up to 65' 28' Lat. N. As to bathymetrical range it has been found on depths from

500 fathoms to ca. 21 fathoms. The Antilles, depth 390 fathoms (Challenger); Florida, depth 195 fathoms

(Schmidt); in the Mediterranean in the Gulf of the Lion on depths of ca. 60—ca. 21 fathom.s, at the

coast of Asturias, depth ca. 66 fathoms; in the Gascony Bay, depths ca. 345 fathoms and 500 fathoms,

and southwest of Belle-Isle, depth ca. 60 fathoms (Caudan); in the western entrance of the English

Channel, depth 500 fathoms (Carter); at the western coast of Norway southwest of Bukenfjord, depth

106 fathoms; and finally in the Denmark Strait 65° 28' Lat. N., 27" 39' Long. W., 450 fathoms (Ingoif).

Note. Topsent, in 1892 enumerates the until then described ^/,?;///;/«-species, and mentions

four : B. inoriiata Bow., corritgata Bow\, Grimaldii Topsent, and Dautsenbergi Topsent. As before said,

Daiitzenbergi is s>^nonynious with rosea Frstdt. In the present work I further refer annexa Schmidt

to this genus. Finallv the Gellius infnndihiilifoi'mis, established by Vosmaer (Sponges of Willem

Barents
, Bijdr. tot de Dierk. i2te Afl., 3fHe Gedeelte, 29, PI. I, fig. 13, PI. IV, figs. 34—37) the spiculation

of which is t}-lostyli and sigmata, will probabh- have to be referred to this genus. Thus at present

the genus Biemma appears to comprise the following species:

Biemma inornata Bow.

—
coryiigata Bow.

— amiexa O. Schmidt.

— rosea Frstdt.

— Grimaldii Topsent.

—
ii//itiidibtili/orjnis Vosm.?
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Desmacella O. Schmidt.

The form varying, massive and irregular, or erect and of a more definite fortu. leaf-shaped or

more or less calicular. The skeleton consists of long, zuell developed branched fibres, the spicules of which

are united by a most frcquoitly slight mass of spongin. Spiciila: Alcgasclera monactiiial. styli (some-

times tylostyli) ; microsclera may be combined in various 7miys, sigmata alone, or sigmata of tzvo to three

sizes, and rhaphides of one to three sizes, and most frequently small coini/m-shaped styli (cominata) (per-

haps always found at this combination of spic2iles) or finally rhaphides alone.

Of this genus we have several species, all, however, nearly related to each other; these species

are grouped round Desmacella Peachii'&OMd.y and agree in the fact that with regard to microsclera they

have sigmata at least of two sizes, rhaphides of one or more sizes, and all, I suppose, small comma-

shaped styli. The question whether we have here one varying species or several species, may be

rather difficult to decide; the spicules, however, seem here, as in other places, to give rather sure

and constant species-characters, even if the differences are small. It may also give rise to some diffi-

culty to decide whether any of the species in hand — and if this is the case, then which of these

species
— are identical with earlier described species, as the difference of the spiculation and the forms

of the spicules are not given with sufficient distinctness in the earlier descriptions. When in the

following I have determined one of the species before me as Bowerbank's D. Peachii, I have there-

fore made this determinatiou with some reservation.

I. D. capillifera Levinsen.

PI. XVI, Fig. I a-g.

1886. Gellius capilliferus Levinsen, Dijmphna Togtets zool.-bot. Udbyttet, 357, Tab. XXX, figs. 7
— 10.

1896. Desmacella Pcacliii var. groenlandica Lambe, Sponges from the Atlant. Coast of Canada, Trans-

act, of the Ro}'. Soc. of Canada, Ser. 2, II, Sect. IV, 186, PI. I, figs. 5, 5 a— e.

Form? The dermal mei/ibrane thin, only provided with microsclera. The skeleton consists of

powerful fibres with little spongin, Spictcla: Megasclera styli o'j
— rS'""" ; microsclera sigmata of two

sizes, the larger o-o.^
— o-i""", most frequently in bundles, the smaller o-oig

—
o-oji"""; rhaphides o-ij^

—
o-ig""", most frequently in bundles; commata 0-02'"'".

Of this species we have only a little piece attached to a Bryozoa, and presumably this piece is

only the nethermost part of a sponge that has been broken off. Thus with regard to outer charac-

teristics I cannot add much to the descrif)tion given by Le\-iusen I.e., which is also based on frag-

ments. The dermal membrane is thin, and of spicules it has only sigmata and rhaphides; sigmata are

very abundant, especially the smaller form, and the rhaphides occur partly scattered, but most fre-

quently in bundles. These bundles seem to form a kind of reticulation. The colour (in spirit) is

yellowish gray. Lambe 1. c. describes the dermal membrane in the same way, but has also found

circular openings in it of an average size of 075""", which he regards as oscula. The skeleton has

the structure characteristic of the genus consisting of fibres the spicules of which are united by

spongin.
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Spiciila: a. Mcgasrlrrn are lon<;-, rather slender styli; more or less cnr\-ed, almost always nearest

to the head end; the other end is evenh' and long tapering, the ontermost point itself ma\' be shorter

or longer. In some of the shorter styli the cnrve is fonnd quite close to the headend. The length

is somewhat \arying, and is between i-8—0-3™'"; the shorter ones have all a cnrve close to the head-

end, but are otherwise straight. The most frequent length seems to l)e 17
—

i-::;"'"'; the thickness at

the upper end is 003—0023""". Finer st\li occur, but onl\- in very small numbers. Irregular forms

with the thin end rounded ma\- also be found singly. The styli, as shown above, divide into two

groups, which are, however, not quite sharply separated: the txpical long, more evenh- curved styli,

and the shorter ones with a somewhat sharper cnrve close to the upper end. The length of the

former may be given to be between 17—o-8""", of the latter between 07— 0-3'"'".

Besides the mentioned st\ li that form the fibres of the skeleton, some other styli occur, which

are short, of an average length of o-26""", and irregularh' curved or sinuous to a higher or lower

degree. These styli, however, occur in a particular way, being onK- found in the part of the sponge

that is attached to the substratum, where the\- form a thin layer.

b. Microsclera : i. Sigmata of two sizes; the larger ones have a regularly curved .shaft, and the

recurved ends form a hook that is almost rectangular; generally they are not contort, or only contort

to a small degree. They are somewhat varying in size, the length being o-i'""' down to 0-04'""', and the

thickness proportionately 0-0047—0-002""" ; '^^ey are found both singly and in bundles of different sizes.

The small sigmata have a form resembling that of the large ones; their length varies from 0-031—0-019""",

the thickness is ca. o-ooi""'". Neither are these sigmata contort. The\- are more numerous than the

large, but do not appear to occur in bundles. 2. Rhaphides; these have a length of 0-176-0-19'""', and

an average thickness of o-ooi"""; the>- are very long and finely tapering to both ends. vSmgle rhaphides

are found scattered, but b\- far the greatest part occur in loose bundles. 3. Connnata; small, comma-

shaped, verv fine st>-h of a length of ca. 0-02'""'; at the upper end the>- have a thickness of ca. 0-0007'"'",

they are evenh- curved, and taper to a long, exceedingly fine point. As seen from this description

the>- are very small, and consequently they are easily overlooked. In this sponge they are only found

in ver}- small numbers, which is, perhaps, due to the fact that we have onh- the lower part of the

sponge, and therefore I have not been able to observe, whether the>- occur in any particular -way in

the sponge. Levinsen I.e. does not mention these spicules, but by an examination of his original

specimen I have found them, although also only in small numbers'). Besides in the dermal membrane

sigmata and rhaphides are also fonnd in the other tissue.

As I have had occasion to make a comparison with the original specimen of Levinsen, I

have been able with certaint> to identif\- the species. The spicules agree ^-er\- well, onl\- are the rha-

phides in my specimen upon the whole somewhat shorter, which is, howe\-er, .scarcely of any import-

ance. With regard to the quoting of Lam be I cannot be so certain, as here some difference is

I) These .silicious bodies for which 1 propose the name of couimata, on account of their form, have only been men-

tioned once, viz. by Fristedt (Kgl. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Bd. 21, No. 6, 29, Tab. II. Fig. 10 i)
in a Desmacelta-^^^aes, which he

calls D. Pcjchii Bow. var. stellifera. As I have found them, however, in all four species before me, and as on account of their

smallness and inconspicuous form, they are easily overlooked, I think mj'self justified in taking it for granted that they have

been overlooked by the authors in the species belonging here. Therefore by the identification I have not taken the fact into

consideration that they have not been mentioned in two of the following species.

The Ingolf-Eipedition. VI. i.
'^
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found, especially consisting in the fact that the large sigmata seem to become somewhat larger, up
to o-i6""", and especially thicker, from o-oo6—o-oi3""", and that the rhaphides are stated to be of an

average length of 0-275'"'", but as otherwise the form of sigmata, as also the fact that they are plane,

agree well with m>- species, I suppose the species to be identical with capiUifcra.

Bowerbank's Desinacrlla variantia so far has the same spiculation as capiUifcra, as the

microsclera are sigmata of two sizes and only one kind of rhaphides, but the measures given by

Bowerbank, make its being referred to this species impossible, the styli being given of a length of

only 0-6'""" and the rhaphides of o-05'""'.

Locality: Station 94, 64" 56' Lat. N., 36° 19' Long. W., depth 204 fathoms, a fragment on a Rcfe-

pora Beaniana.

Geogr. disir. The species seems to be widely spread in longitude: the Atlantic coast of Canada,

ca. 50° Lat. N., depth 200 fathoms (Lambe); the Denmark Strait 64° 56' Lat. N., depth 204 fathoms (Ingolf):

the Kara Sea between 70 and 72' Lat. N., depth 78 fathoms (Levinsen). In each of the localities onl)-

one specimen has been taken.

2. D. Peachii Bow.

PI. IV, Figs. 10— 13, PI. XVI, Fig. 2, a— 1.

1866. Desmacidon Peachii Bowerbank, Mon. of Brit. Spong. II, 349, 3, III, PI. LXIII, figs. 1—7.

1867. Bietnma Peachii Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1867, 538.

1870. Desmacella Peachii O. Schmidt, Spongien d. atlant. Gebiet, 77.

1880. Desmacodes Peachi Vosmaer, Notes from the Leyden Museum 104, 2.

1887. Rhaphiodcsvia aculcatitm Topsent, Arch, de Zool. exp. et gen. Sen 2, Tome V bis, supplementaire,

152, 59, Tab. VII, fig. 14.

1890. Desmacella Peachi Topsent, Mem. Soc. Zool. de France, III, 200.

Leaf-shaped or caliciilar. The surface zoith small, conical processes formed by the projecting fibres.

The dermal membrane thin, only provided zt'ith microsclera. Oscula feiv, scattered. The skeleton consists

of powerful polyspicular fibres, branching from the base up through the sponge and anastomosing. The

needles are cemented by a small ajnount of spo)igin. Spicula : Megasclcra styli o-8y—r^"""; microsclera

sigmata of two sizes, large ones o-og2""". mostfrequently ii/ bundles, small ones 0.016— 0-021""" ; rhaphides

0/ two sizes in bundles, long, hairlike ones o-/j
—

o-iy""", short ones 0-042
—

o-o^j""" ; commata 0-011-0-014"'"'.

To this species I refer one of the four species before me that seems to me to agree rather

well with Bowerbank's description and figures (fig. 2, where the skeletal spicule is figured as a

tylostylus, is evidently erroneous, or a spicule not normal to the species has been figured; in the text

tylostyli are not mentioned, and in the systematic synopsis given before the genus, it is just by the

Skeleton spicula acuate > that D. Peachii is distinguished from D. cegagropila with the Skeleton

.spicula spinulate»), and no doubt it is also this species that has first been described by Topsent I.e.

as Rhaphiodesma aciileatuin, but later by him has been referred to Desmacella Peachii. The following

species is chiefly distinguished from the present one by the form of the large sigma, and here we

have by the determination only the figure of Bowerbank to go by, but this figure seems to agree

best with the sigma in the present species.
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As to the exterior, my specimens of the species agree ver>- well with the figure of Bowerbaiik.

The species may have a very various form which seems, however, to be connected with the age of

the individual. It begins as a little cushion which may be higher or lower, and which ma\, on

account of the ends of the fibres that project through the conical processes of the skin, to some degree

resemble Haliciiciuia vcrticillata Bow. We ha\'e two specimens of this form, one of which has a breadth

of 8""", and a height of 5™'", the other has a .similar breadth, but a height of 12"™. Both these speci-

mens are attached to a Sip/10. In growing it rises more from the substratum, and assumes a leaf-

shaped or calicular form. It is possible that in the grown state it is normallj' of a calicular form, as

the leaf-shaped pieces in hand are fragments; the largest specimen in m\- possession, which is, how-

ever, highh' damaged, has an open calicular form; it has a height of 57'"'", and the wall has a thick-

ness of about 10— 15""". It has been attached by a rather small base. Bowerbank's .specinien is

somewhat larger having a height of about 100™". The surfacr of the sponge which is onh midamaged

in the smaller specimens, is characteristic h\ the fact that it rises into rather close-set, conical pro-

cesses pierced by the ends of the fibres. On account of the solid skeleton the consistenc\- is rather

firm and somewhat elastic. The colour (in spirit) is brown or grayish brown. The dermal inniibrane

is very thin, and is supported by the ends of the fibres; it is only provided with microsclera; first

rhaphides are found of two different sizes in bundles, they are scattered without any order, and in

some places only the long ones are found, in other places only the short ones. Next two kinds of

sigmata are found in the skin, of which especially the small ones are found abundant!}-; finalh' com-

mata are found in no small number, but on account of their smallness they are only little conspicuous

and difficult to observe. Osciila and porrs : I have only with certainty observed pores in the smallest

of my specimens where they were found in large numbers in the fields between the projecting ends

of the fibres, so that here the skin in several places was reduced to a sieve. Their form varied from

round to oval, and the size was measured to 0-05—o- 15""". As the skin was wanting in most specimens

I have onh- been able to examine it in a deficient way; I am, however, inclined to think that it will

show features similar to those mentioned under the following species. In the specimens in which the

skin was tolerably undamaged, a few scattered circular holes were seen of a .size of 1-5— 2-5""" (they

were onl)- seen in the small specimens); these openings I take to be oscula.

The skcletnii consists of rather powerful polyspicular fibres branching upward from the base

of the sponge and anastomosing, so that they form a rather dense reticulation. The>- are thickest

below, and ma\- here reach a thickness of up to o-s™™, otherwise the average thickness is about 0-2""".

Branches from the fibres bend everywhere outward, and support and pierce the dermal membrane, as

before mentioned. The spaces between the fibres are filled by an irregular network of the finer

branches and anastomosings. The spicules of the fibres are cemented b\- spongin which is not, how-

ever, seen to coat the whole fibre. The spongin is seen especially distincth- where branches go off

from the fibres.

Spicnla: a. Megasclera are styli, more or less, oftenest slighth- curved, and almost alwa\s with

the curve nearest to the upper end; the other end runs into a long, evenh- tapering point, the outer-

most end of which may be more or less shortly pointed; especially in the .shorter and thicker spicules

the point is often short. The length is somewhat varying, from about 1-5—o-Sj™™; in this respect some
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difference may be found between different individuals. The thickness at the upper end is between

0'029
—

0-039"™, the longest generally not being the thickest. Considerably finer needles of about the

same length, and connected with tlie others by transitions, may be found, but only in small numbers.

Besides normally formed styli forms may rather frequently be found, in which the i^ointed end is

rounded, and then it may be thinner or thicker, so that we get strong\-la.

As in the preceding species 1 have also in the present one down at the place of attachment

foiind irregularly formed, more or less sinuous and curved needles, upon the whole smaller than the

normal needles of the species.

b. Microsclrra. i. Sigmata of two sizes: the larger ones have a regularh- bent shaft, and the

ends are recurved with a round bend, and form a rather large hook. These sigmata are always contort,

generally about a quarter of a turn. The length is rather constant, and is between o-og—o'lo'"™; the

thickness is 0-0035—0-004'""'. ^^Iso finer sigmata, down to quite fine ones, are found, which no doubt

are developmental forms; they are of the same length as the fully developed ones. Besides being

found single, these sigmata very frequeuth- occur in bundles, sigmadragmata, and presumably the\- are

all developed in this wa\-. As far as I have been able to decide, each bundle contains always eight

sigmata; frequently bundles are .seen made up of fine .sigmata, but generally the\- have the full

thickness, and consequently the bundles are not disunited, until the sigmata are fully developed. The

small sigmata have a regular sigma-form; their length varies from 0-016—0-021'"'", the thickness is ca.

o-ooi'"'". They are never seen in bundles. 2. Rhaphides of two sizes: longer and shorter; the longer

rhaphides are hairlike and finely pointed, of a length of 0-15
—

0-17'"'" and a thickness at mo.st of

o-ooi""". These rhaphides may be seen singly, but the\- occur chiefly in bundles, trichodragmata, which

seem to be of a ver\- varying thickness. The smaller rhaphides are somewhat thicker than the longer

ones, and the\- are ftisiform; sometimes the greatest thickness is nearest to one end. The length varies

from 0-042
—

0-057'""', but most frequeuth' it is 0-05'""^, the thickness is 0-0015
—0-002""'. These rhaphides

also occur in bundles, trichodragmata; the bundles are often seen to contain eight rhaphides, but there

seem also to be bundles with more needles. 3. Commata, small, comma-shaped styli of a similar form

as in the preceding species; the head end is .slightly swollen; the length is o-oii -0-014'""', and the

thickness at tlie upper end ca. o-ooi'"™. All the microsclera occur as well in the dermal membrane as

in the other tissue; of the two forms of sigmata the smaller are everywhere most abundant.

(}nii)iiiil(C f Besides the silicious bodies mentioned before we find in this sponge a particular

form, viz. small silicious globules. There is, however, the peculiarit\- of the occurrence of the globules,

that they are not found in all individuals, and in the sponges where they are found, they occur only

in certain places, so that in many cuttings of the sponge thev are not seen at all, while in others they

are found in great abundance. There can be no doubt that these globules belong to the same kind

of bodies as will be mentioned below under D.gnniilaiidicaVxs\.A\.., and which I take to be genunula;;

thus the fact that the\- are not found constantly, ma}- also be understood, as an individual need not

at all times have these liodies. In the present .species I have not found them to form distinct round

capsuke, but have only found them scattered singly in the tissue, or in irregular loose heaps. These

globules \-ar\- in diameter from 0-004
—0-008'"'".

Locality: vStation 53, 63" 15' I^at. N., 15^07' Long. W., depth 795 fathoms, a couple of small spe-
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cimens; station 92, 64' 44' Lat. N., 32 52' Ivong. W., depth 976 fathoms, fragments of a larger specimen;

station 95, 65' 14' I^at. N., 30- 39' Long. W., depth 752 fathoms, two qnitc small specimens and a few

fragments; station 96, 65' 24' Lat. N., 29° 00' Long. W., depth 735 fathoms, two .smaller specimens; it has

fnrther been taken on the East-Ckeenland expedition 1891—92 on 65" 39' Lat. N., 28° 25' Long. W., depth

553 fathoms, one specimen. These stations are all sitnated in the Denmark .Strait, excepting station 53

that is off the sonth coast of Iceland.

Geogr. distr. Of this sponge hitherto only two specimens have been known, one taken at Scot-

land (the original specimen of Bowerbank) the other in the English Channel at Luc (Topsent). Un-

fortunately no depth has been given for either of these localities.

3. D. hamifera n. sp.

PI. VII, Figs. 4—6, PL XVII, Fig. I a— 1.

Leaf:'- or fuiuirl-sliapcd. Thr sur/acr ivitli small conical procissrs foriiitd h\ tlic projecting fibres.

The dermal mcmhranr l/iiii^ only pro^nded 7villi microsclera. Osciila scailerrd. Thr skeleton consists of

poiucrjitl polyspiciilar fibres brniiehing from the base up throtigli the sponge, and connected by tratisiu-rse

anastomoses. Spongin is foniid ceinenfing the spicules., but only to a rattier small degree. Spicula :

Mcgasclera styli o'/j
—

r^6"""; microsclera sigmata of t7vo sizes, large ones 0/ a pectiliar form, most fre-

ijuently as dragmata o-o8— o-io/""". small ones 0-014
— o-02i"""; rhaphides as trichodragmata of tivo sizes,

long, hair-liki' ones o-i_^
— o-i6""", short ones 0-042

— 0-06"""; comma fa o-oii— 0-014""".

This species is of a quite similar form and structure as the preceding one. The specimens in

hand have an erect, leaf-shaped form; a single one shows a short, thick stalk which has been attached,

and which has at the top the remains of an open funnel (PI. VII, fig. 5). None of the specimens,

however, are quite undamaged, so that there may be some doubt whether the species is always funnel-

shaped, or perhaps also may be leaf-shaped. The largest specimen, a somewhat concave-convex leaf,

has a height of 12"=™, and a similar breath; the thickness in the middle of the leaf is about 20""". The

thickness is greatest below where the .sponge has been attached, and decreases towards the upper

edge. The other specimens are all somewhat smaller, also leaf-shaped, but most of them are a little

arcuate, so that the probabilit\- is that the sponge is funnel-shaped. A single fragment is attached to

a stone. The consistency is rather firm, hard down towards the place of attachment. The colour (in

spirit) varies between light yellow and light gra)-. The dermal membrane is also in this species sup-

ported h\ the ends of the fibres, and so the surface shows the same kind of small processes as in

the preceding species. The dermal membrane is otherwise onh' kept here and there in a few of the

specimens. It show.s, at all events in some places, a quite peculiar structure. When viewed under a

lens, it shows a network resembling a network of spiculo-fibres, as for instance in H.panicca; but under

higher magnifying powers it is seen that the network is made bj- the formation of thicker strings in

the skin inwardly; the network incloses roundish or oval thin-skinned fields, and in these fields the

pores are hing in different numbers. In the strings of the network some roundish or fusiform cells are

seen filled with refringent granules (cellules spheruleuses Tops.). This structure of the skin, however,

is not found ever>where, the skin in other places appearing as a simple thin membrane without any
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network'). Of spicules the skin has only microsclera, viz. rhaphides of two sizes, especially occurring

in bundles, but without any order; in some places especially the long ones are seen, in others the

short ones; where pores are seen, the bundles of rhaphides, especially the short ones, seem to be re-

stricted to the strings between the thin-skinned pore fields, while long rhajDhides are seen scattered

singly also over the pore fields. Further sigmata of two sizes are found in the skin, of which the

larger ones are foiind rather sparingly in most places, while the smaller are everywhere abundant;

finally commata are also found abundantly. Osciila and pores: As before said, the pores are found in

the thin-skinned pore fields to a number of about ten in each field; they were measured of a size of

0-029
—'^^- o'la""". Where the skin was kept, here and tliere some circular openings were found of a

diameter of 15— 2"'", which openings I take to be oscula.

The skeleton is constructed in a quite similar way as in the preceding .species. It consists of

polyspicular fibres issuing at the base, and running up through the sponge. The fibres are thickest

at the base, and reach here a thickness of i—j-^mm; jn their branching upward the)' become somewhat

thinner, and at the same time they become more richly branched. In a radial longitudinal section the

more or less parallel or somewhat diverging longitudinal fibres are distinctly seen, thus being the

principal fibres; they are connected b}' numerous transverse anastomoses. Outward towards each side

the fibres send off branches supporting and piercing the dermal membrane (PI. VII, fig. 6). In the

tangential direction the fibres diverge and branch somewhat more, on account of the fan-shaped or

calicular form of the sponge. The spicules of the fibres are cemented by a distinct, but clear mass of

spongin, which is most copious towards the base of the sponge, and which seems to coat the fibres

entirely, although only with an exceedingh- thin layer.

Spiciiln: a. Alcgaselera are styli, more or less, sometimes somewhat irregularly, curved; they

have a long tapering point, of which, however, the outermost end is shortly pointed. The length

varies from 075— 1-56"'"; most frequently it is between i— 1-25""". The thickness is between about

0-024
—

0-036"™; generally the length and thickness are in proportion to each other, although it is not

always the case. Styli with a more or less broadly rounded point are rather frequenth- seen. Con-

siderably finer needles which may be regarded as developmental forms, occur in small numbers.

Also in this species we find in the la\er touching the place of attachment irregularly formed

spicules of other dimensions than the other ones.

b. Microsclera: i. Sigmata of two sizes; the large sigmata have a peculiar form, being highly

curved, and the curve is most frequently sharpest in the middle of the shaft, while the piece between

the curve and the hook-shaped end may be more or less straight; the ends are finely pointed and

recurved in a .sharply hook-shaped way. These sigmata are almost always contort, most frequently

abotit a quarter of a turn, but as well with regard to this feature, as upon the whole with regard to

form, they may be somewhat varying. Their length, which is, of course, somewhat dependent on the

degree of curving, is 0-08—0-107""", the thickness varies from 0-002—0-003""". Q»ite fine forms, deve-

lopmental phases, of the same length as the others, are also found. The.se sigmata are seen both

') In these latter places no pores have been observed ;
it is possible that the mentioned structvire of the skin is only

found in the places provided with pores, and it is also possible that pores are onl)- found in certain places and oscula in

others, but the material in hand has not been sufficient to enable me more particularly to elucidate this question.
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singh" and as sigmadragmata, which latter also in the present species seem al\va>s to be composed

of eight sigmata. The small sigmata have a regular form, their length varies from 0-014
— o-02i""°, the

thickness is ca. O'ooi"™, or still finer. These sigmata are not contort, and they are never seen in

bundles. They are present in much larger numbers than the large ones. 2. Rhaphides of two sizes;

the long rhaphides are hair-like and finely pointed; they have a length of 0-15
—

0'i6™"', and their

thickness is at most oooi""". These spicules may be found singly, but they occur chiefly in tricho-

dragmata of \'arying thickness. The small rhaphides are thicker, fusiform, and of a length of 0-043

—o-oS"'". The thickness is 0-0014—0-0017'"". These rhaphides are foimd in bundles, which often seem

to contain eight rhaphides, but may also be composed of a greater number. 3. Commata; small,

comma-shaped styli with a somewhat swollen head end; sometimes they are a little irregularly curved;

their length is 0-011—0-014""", and the thickness at the head end is 0-0012'°". All the forms of the

microsclera are found, besides in the dermal membrane, also in the other tissue of the sponge in

great abundance.

Gemmulce? I have also in individuals of this species found gemmula-like bodies. Most fre-

quenth- thev were here found as roundish loose heaps of silicious globules, but also as distinctly

limited, more or less globular or roundish bodies, in which the silicious globules, it would seem, were

lying in a membrane or inside of it (PI. XVII, fig. i, 1). Generally these bodies had a diameter of

0-05
—

0-07'"". The silicious globules vary from 0-0015
—

0-0057'"'". ^^1 the globules in one heap are of

about the same size. In a few specimens these bodies were found especially abundantly.

Locality: By the lugolf expedition this species has been taken on station i, 62 30' Lat. N.,

8"" 21, Long. W., depth 132 fathoms; station 2, 63 04' LaL N., 9' 22' Long. W., depth 262 fathoms; station 3,

63" 35' Lat. N., 10" 24' Long. W., depth 272 fathoms; station 89, 64 45' Lat. N., 27° 20' Long. W., depth

310 fathoms; station 97, 65= 28' Lat. N., 27° 39' Long. W., depth 450 fathoms. It has further been taken

on 66" 20' Lat. N., 25' 12' Long. W., depth 96 fathoms; 63" 15' Lat. N., 9° 35' Long. W., depth 270 fathoms;

61^ 23' Lat. N., 5° 04' Long. W., depth 255 fathoms (Wandel); and at the Faroe Islands, a Httle to the

east of Sudero, depth ca. 150 fathoms (Th. Mortensen). In all about ten more or less damaged speci-

mens or fragments have been taken. All the localities are situated at the Faroe Islands, between the

Faroe Islands and Iceland, and in the Denmark Strait; and its bathymetrical range is between 96 and

450 fathoms.

4. D. groenlandica Frstdt.

PI. \T, Fig. 14, PI. VII, Fig. 7, PI. XVII, Fig. 2 a—h.

Desmacdla Prachii van groenlandica Fristedt, Vega Exp. vetensk. lakttagelser IV, 441, PI. 24,

figs. 38—45, PI. 28, fig. 14.

'/

The form caliciilar. The surface luith small conical processes formed by the ends of the fibres ;

the dermal membrane thin, only provided 7oifh microsclera. Oscula (only on the inside?) small, provided

with papilla-like projections. The skeleton consists offibres, going from the base up through the sponge,

richly branching and anastomosing. Spongin is fotind cementing the needles, but not copiously. Sptcula:

Megasclera styli 0-94— rj7""" ; microsclera sigmata of two sizes, large ones of a peculiarform o'og
—

o-io""",
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small ones o-oo8—o-or"""; rhaphides of two sizes, mosf frequnitly in drngiiiata. f/ir lovg ones o-2jj

— 0-268""". tlic siiori ours iroS— o'l"'"'; comviata o-oo8""".

The only specimen in hand of this species has an open, somewhat irregular calicnlar form,

and has been attached without any stalk. Its height is ca. G"^™, and its greatest breadth in the circum-

ference ca.
8'5''"',

while the thickness of the wall is scarcely 2""". The surface is set witli small processes

due to the ends of the fibres. The colour (in spirit) is pale yellow. Tlie consistency is less firm than

in the preceding species. The drrinal iiinnbraiie is thin, and is supported b\- the ends of the fibres;

of spicules it has only microsclera, viz. rhaphides of two sizes, paitly scattered in the skin, partl\- oc-

curring in bundles, and small sigmata, present in very large numbers. In some places of the skin was

seen a similar structure with thinner fields as in the preceding species. In the present species osctiln

have a quite peculiar structure their edge being provided with papillae. When the osculum is open,

it is a more or less round hole of a diameter of ca. 0-5""". When this is the case some slighth' pro-

jecting lobes are seen in the edge, and the ends of rhaphides project into the opening. When

the osculum is being shut these lobes grow to longer and longer papillae, and the projecting

rhaphides cross each other; at last the papillse come together, and the closed osculum forms a little

conical process (PI. VI, fig. 14). Whether the papillae are free or only papilla-like folds of the skin, I

have not been able to see. This way of closing the osculum is quite peculiar, and it is to be supposed

that the function of the projecting rhaphides is to bar the entrance when the osculum is not closed.

In the present specimen oscula are found abundantly on the inside; but as the skin of the outside is

torn off it cannot be decided, whether they have been restricted to the inside, or have been found all

over the sponge. Porrs I have not seen; they must be supposed to be lying in the before mentioned

thin-skinned fields.

The skeleton is of a quite similar structure as in the two preceding species, and consists of

fibres running from the base up through the sponge branching and anastomosing, and giving off

branches towards the surface supporting the dermal membrane. The fibres are a little thinner, and

seem to be somewhat more richly branched than in the preceding species. A distinct, clear mass of

spongin unites the spicules of the fibres, and coats the fibres entirely, though only with a thin, scared}'

observable layer.

Spicnla: a. Megasclera ; these are slightly, or at the head end, a little more strongh' curved

styli with an evenly tapering point the outermost part of which mav be a little more or less shortly

pointed. The length varies from ca. 0-94
—

1'37™", and the thickness at the upper end is 0-025
—

0'035'""'.

Styli with more or less broadly rounded points are not scarce.

Also in this .species styli are found in the basal la\er, smaller than the normal ones, and

irregularly bent in different ways.

b. Microsclera : i. Sigmata of two sizes; the larger are of a quite similar form as in the pre-

ceding species with a strong curve in the middle of the shaft and a little hook-shaped recurving of

the ends; they are also contort. The length from one hook to the other is ca. 0-09—o-io"'", and the

thickness is 0-0028™". These sigmata occur in very small number, and only quite singly, so that there

might be some doubt, whether they really belong to the sponge or are extraneous; as, however, the>-
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are found in almost every cutting of the sponge, the probabiUt>- is that they belong to it. This be-

lief is also favoured by the fact that the\- are mentioned b\- Fristedt as found in his specimen,

which is, in spite of the scarcely quite correct figure of the large sigma, surely identical with the

the species before me')- The small sigmata are much smaller than in the preceding species; they are

of the common form, and are plane; their length is between o'OoS—o'Oi'"", and the thickness may be

given as O'OOO/""" or still finer; these sigmata are exceedingl}- numerous, as well in the dermal mem-

brane as throughout the sponge. 2. Rhaphides of two sizes, both considerably larger than the corre-

sponding rhaphides in the two jareceding species. The long rhaphides have a length of 0-25
—

0-268'"",

and a thickness in the middle of ca. 0-002'""'. Their ends are produced into long tapering, fine points.

They are always straight, and if some are seen to be curved, when a piece of the sponge is examined

under the microscope, the cause of this fact cannot be that they have such a form, but it must be

due to a force acting on them. These rhaphides occur both scattered and in bundles containing a

rather large number of rhaphides. The short rhaphides are fusiform, their length varies from o-o8

—
o-i""'", and the thickness is about 0-0028'"'°. These rhaphides are chiefly found in bundles that seem

most frequenth- to contain a rather large number of rhaphides. Both kinds of rhaphides are found

abundantly as well in the dermal membrane as through the whole sponge. 3. Commata; these are

only found in very small numbers, but like the large sigmata the>' are found in every cutting; they

are small, their length being ca. O'OoS""", and the thickness at the head end about o'ooi'"'".

Gciiumila- / In this species Fristedt mentions the same bodies as have been mentioned in

the two preceding species, and which he takes to be gemmula;. He figures these bodies PI. 24, figs.

44—45. In the specimen before me I have only seen the small silicious globules that are found in

the wall of the mentioned bodies, singly or in small groups, while the piece of Fristedt's original

specimen I ha\e had for examination, short-s the gemmulse-like bodies abundantly; they are most fre-

quently quite globular, of a diameter of about 0-08"""; the>- are formed of silicious globules imbedded

in, or situated inside of, a membrane which is, perhaps, made of spongin; on the other hand I have

not been able to find the depression in the wall mentioned by Fristedt (a small depression like

that in the globular spicules of Geodia:), and I suppose that it is not really found, but is only due

to the refraction (PL XVII, fig. 2 f|. In the bodies that seem to be quite finished, the globules have a

diameter of ca. o'ooj""", while in others, mostly seen as loose groups of globules, it is considerably

smaller, down to 0-002'"'", or still smaller. The globules of the same group are always of about the

same size, so that all the globules belonging to one of the gemmula-like bodies, appear to be begun

and developed contemporaneously.

The reason why these bodies ha\e here been termed gemmulse, is only that they recall to

^ome degree the gemmulse of the spongillse, and presumably serve the propagation of the sponge; it

is only httle probable that their function should be the same as that of the gemmuls of the spongillse,

as the question is here of species from rather considerable depths (78—976 fathoms).

Locality: The Denmark Strait 66= 20' Lat. N., 65- 12' Long. W., depth 96 fathoms (Wandel), one

specimen.

I) Fristedt 1. c. does not mention that these sigmata are so small in number, and j-et they must surely have been

so also m his specimen, as I have not even been able to find any large sigma in the little piece of his specimen I have had

for examination, but then this piece also consisted almost only of naked fibres.

The Ingoll-Expedition. VI. i. ^3
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Gcogr. distr. Fristedt has the species (a small fragment) from the east coast of Greenland,

depth 130 fathoms.

Note. As before mentioned, the four Desmacelta-s'pecies enumerated here, appear to be nearly

related, showing great correspondence as well with regard to their skeletal structure and spiculation,

as also their outer form and the structure of their skin seem to be corresponding. We might, perhaps,

be justified in establishing a special genus for them, to which genus some more species would then

have to be referred, as all species with rhaphides of one or more sizes seem to be nearly related, and

must be grouped together. I shall here put together the hitherto described species that are possessed

of rhaphides; with regard to the species not described here, I give the measures according to the

authors in question:
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On account of the rather considerable differences with regard to the spicnlation, I take the two

varieties trirliapliis 3.\\(S. fistulosa estabHshed by Top sent
i
Rev. Suisse de Zool. IV, 1897, 461, PI. XVIII,

Fig. 9, PI. XXI, Fig. 35; 462, PL XVIII, Fig. 11), to be independent species, and this opinion may, I

suppose, also hold good with regard to Fristedt's variety stcllifera, the spiculation of which is quite

peculiar.

Kieschnick (Semon: Zool. Forschungsreisen in Austr. Band V. Denkschrift. Med. Nat. Gesellsch.

Jena, Band 8, 1900, 568, Tab. XLV, Fig. 53—56) establishes a Dcsinacclla fragilis from Amboyua, whose

spiculation of microsclera is given thus: grosse Doppelhaken, Sigma, zarten Bogen, Trichodragmen ,

but neither from the ver}- incomplete description nor from the figures (the zarten Bogen are not

figured) can anything be seen but the fact that the species belongs to the present group.

I shall further call attention to the fact that the genus Sigiiiaxinclla with the species mistra-

liaiia Dend., flabcllata Cart, and ciocalyptoidcs Dend., established by Dendy (Proceed, of the Roy. Soc. of

Vict. IX, 1897, 240) and referred to Axinellidcr, would, according to the descriptions in hand, scarcely

seem to be different from Dcsmacclla.

Tops en t, in 1892, enumerates the Dcsviacella-s^&ci^s then known to him, and mentions six;

of these Pcachii and aberrans are mentioned above; of the other four annexa has here been referred

to the genus Bicvima. The other species are: pumilio Schm., vagabimda Schm., and cavermda Bow.

With regard to pumilio and vagabunda it is, on account of the shortness of the description, impossible

to form any nearer opinion; with regard to vagabunda there ma)-, perhaps, be some probability that

it ma>- be a Desmacella. Later has, besides the species mentioned above, one more species supervened,

viz. the D. vulgaris, established by Topsent 1892 (Arch, de zool. exp. et gen. X, 1892, XXI). Besides the

ten Dfsiiiacclla-s.]i&c\<is belonging to one group, which are enumerated abo\-e, the genus consequently

still comprises the following:

Dcsmacclla pumilio Schm.?

» vagabunda Schm. ?

» cavermda Bow.

» vulgaris Tops.

Hamacantha Gray.

The form varying, massive, roundish or quite irregular, sometimes more or less erect, or finally

crust-shaped; sometimes provided with papilla:. The skeleton is an irregular nctivork of mostly poly-

spicular fibres and irregularly scattered spicules and bundles of spicules. Spongin is present to a small

degree, or wanting. Spicula: Megasclera styli, sometimes oxea interspersed betz^'cen the styli. or exclu-

sively oxea. Microsclera ; the microsclera characteristic of the genus, are diancistra of one to three

different forms, together with which may be found toxa, trichodragmata. or sigmata.

I. H. Bowerbanki n. sp.

PI. VII, Figs. 2—3,
PI. XVIII, Fig. I a—k, Figs. 2— 3.

1874. IHaUchondria falcula Bowerbank, Mon. Brit. Spong. Ill, 208, PI. LXXIV, figs. 1—3.

1882. Hymedesmia fohnsoni Carter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 5, IX, 297, PL XI, fig. 20 a—e.

13*
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The form irregular, most frequently roundish, fiibcroiis, or lobate. The surface finely shaggy

from projecting spicules ; the drruial membrane provided 7vifh a reticulation of spiculo-fibres. Oscula

scattered, formed as loia cones. The skeleton an irreg?ilar netzvork of polyspicular fibres, between zvhich

irregularly placed spictdes and bundles of spicules are found. Only very little spongin. Spic7ila : 2Jega-

sclera styli o-jS
—

o-^/"""; microselera diancistra of three forms, large ones o-rj/
—

o-iy8""", middle ones

0-04^
—

0-0J7""", small ones 0-021— o-028"""; toxa o-op2— o'/j/""".

This species is of an irregularly tuberous or round-lobate form; most frequently the specimens

are more or less irregularly roundish, they are not rarely somewhat flat, or quite irregularly lobed and

folded. They are often with a larger or smaller part of the surface attached to shells of Mollusks,

Brachiopods, Bryozoa, etc., but we have also some whole and undamaged specimens that are not seen

to have been attached. The largest specimen in hand, which is of a flat form, has a greatest extent

of 95'""', and a thickness of ca. 35'""", but the most frequent size of the specimens, measured in the

greatest extent, is between 30 and 60™™. The consistency is rather solid. The colour (in spirit) is

light yellowish white or yellowish gray, sometimes a little darker passing into brownish. On account

of the dermal reticulation the sitrface has a net-shaped sculpture, but is besides finely shaggy from

projecting spicules. The dcrinal membrane is provided with a fine reticulation resembling that of

Halichondria panicea, and the reticulation may, as in the latter species, sometimes be more coarse and

irregular, or the spicules may be closer packed without forming what may properly be called a net-

work. Especially in the nodes of the network prominent spicules project through the skin making

it shaggy.

Oscula are found in different numbers scattered on the sponge; 'Caws, specimens may be found

with only one osculum, while most have a larger number; the mentioned largest specimen, for instance,

has ca. 10 oscula. They are formed by the thin dermal membrane rising into a broader or more

pointed, but always rather low cone with a larger or smaller opening. The oscular cones are not

more than a few millimetres in height. The net-shaped arrangement of the spicules in the skin passes

in the oscular cone to an arrangement where the spicules are situated parallelly to the longitudinal

axis of the cone, and they are h'ing rather close to each other; at the edge of the oscula, therefore,

they project close to each other, forming a circle. The pores are found in large numbers in the meshes

of the dermal reticulation, most frequently only one or a couple of pores in each mesh; they are cir-

cular or oval, and have been measured of a size of o'Oj
—

0-178™"'.

Although the form of the species is irregular, its external shape is nevertheless rather charac-

teristic and easily recognizable; especially the frequently found, roundish lobes separated by more or

less deep folds, together with the net-like scidpture of the surface, and the form of the oscula are

characteristic of the species.

The skeleton consists of polyspicular fibres chiefly running longitudinally, but with a somewhat

irregular course on account of the form of the sponge; in some places they are vertical on the surface,

and in the projecting lobes they run longitudinally, but upon the whole they run from the base of

the sponge towards the surface; on a section of the s^Donge it will therefore generally be possible by
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means of the fibres to make out the place of the base. Between these fibres are only found irregularly

placed spicules and bundles of spicules, but coherent transversal fibres are not formed. Sometimes

the longitudinal fibres are especialh' found in certain parts of the sponge, while others show a more

irregular skeletal structure. The longitudinal fibres have an average thickness of 0-059
—

009""", and

are composed of rather many spicules alongside. From the skeletal tissue formed in this way, short

fibres run vertically towards the surface; these fibres spread in a penicillate way, and support the

dermal membrane. As before mentioned this membrane is provided with a reticulation of polyspicular

fibres; the ends of the supporting fibres, which are spread in a penicillate way, project through the

network of the dermal membrane, especially in the nodes of this network, and so the surface is finely

shaggy. The fibres supporting the dermal membrane, may in different places be of a somewhat dif-

ferent length, but most frequently it is between 0-5 and o-9""". The dermal membrane being thus

supported by fibres of the said length, a subdermal cavity is formed under it, into which cavity the

pores lead. Onh' a very .slight amount of spongin seems to be foimd in the skeleton uniting the

fibres here and there.

Spicula: a. Mcgasclera are styli, evenly and most frequently slightly, only rarely somewhat

more strongly curved; sometimes the curve is in the middle, sometimes nearer to one end, and in this

case it is almost always nearer to the rounded end. The styli are fusiform, not only tapering to the

point, but also evenly towards the rounded end; the opposite end is evenly tapering, and only in the

very outermost part it may be somewhat more abruptly pointed. The thickness at the rounded end

is somewhat varying, and sometimes the needles are here ver}- thin, in a few cases they are quite

pointed, so that we get oxea. The length is between 0-38 and 0-47'""', most frequently it is 0-45"""; the

shortest ones are least frequently met with; in a few specimens the needles ma)- reach a length of

Q.-jmm_ xhe thickness in the middle is o-qi—0-013'""' ;
often the longest are not the thickest. Finer

and shorter needles, developmental phases, are also seen in small numbers; generally they are only

very little shorter than the fully developed ones. h. Microsclera : i. Diancistra of three different forms.

The large diancistra are of the well known form, called by Oscar Schmidt Pflugscharspangen ,
and

by Bowerbank trenchant bihamates . For the sake of description they may be described as sigmata

with long ends that are so strongly recurved as to form an only small angle with the shaft; the inside

of the recurved end thins into a thin, sharp edge stretching along the whole inside from the point to

the curve where it suddenly disappears; on the part of the shaft opposite to the recurved end a quite

similar edge of the same length is formed in the same wa\-; this edge ceases also quite suddenly at

the curve, and thus the curve forms a circular or oval hole. As the two edges of the shaft do not

reach the middle, the cylindric form of the shaft is seen here. The edges are so finely thinned that it

ma}- be difficult to see their inner limit. It is only very rarely the fact that both the recurved ends of

the diancistra are lying in the same plane, they are almost always more or less contort, often a quarter

of a turn, sometimes almost half a turn, so that the recurved ends are turned in opposite directions;

and not only the recurved ends are lying in different planes, but this is also the fact with regard to

the edges of the shaft, these edges being in the same, or about the same plane as the recurved end.

The length of the diancistra is between 0-137—0-178""°, most frequently it seems to be o-ie-"'". The

thickness in the middle of the shaft is 0-008—o-oi'"'". Of these diancistra developmental forms are also
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found, which have already been figured by O. Schmidt (Spongien des Meerbus. von Mexico 1880,

Taf. IX, Fio-. 10). The earliest stage I have seen, is a quite thin needle, rather shorth- recurved in

both ends, and of about the same length as the fully developed diancistron. The development now

consists in the needle growing in thickness, the ends increasing in length, and the sharp edges being

formed. All phases of this develojiment may be found, as shown in PI. XVIII, fig. i d. It has been

a matter of some speculation whether these diancistra were most justly to be termed sigmata or cheke.

O. Schmidt (Spong. d. atlant. Gebiet. 1870, 54, and Spong. d. Meerbus. von Mexico, 1880, 82), declares

them to be a modification of sigmata, on account partly of their being developed from a phase that

he thinks to be sigma-like, partly of their being contort as many sigmata. Carter (Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist. 5, IX, 298), on the other hand, finds by comparing them with the peculiar, contort chela in

EspcrcUa {Dcsniacidon] fitiibniis, that they are chelte (• anchorates ), while Vosmaer (The Spong. of

cVillem Barents
, Bijdr. tot de Dierk., i2te Aflev., 3die Gedelt., 1885, 28) says: ;I call special attention

to fig. 85, being a trenchant bihamate with two teeth. This may be a proof that they are modified

sanchors and not modified bihamates>. Such abnormities may be found of the diancistra as well as

of other silicious bodies, but they surely prove nothing, neither is anything proved by what has been

said by Schmidt or Carter, and with regard to the relation between diancistra and the other

meniscoid microscleres nothing can be said. The fact mentioned by Schmidt (I.e. 1870, 54, Taf. V.,

Fig. 17), that the diancistra and especially the sharp edges are not quite silicified, and are more or

less destroyed by being boiled, must, as might be thoiight beforehand, be founded upon a mistake; the

fact is that they will stand boiling in hydrochloric acid or aqua regia long enough. The form given

in fig. 17 c, appears rather to be a quite abnormal form, sucli as may be found. The second kind of

diancistra are considerably smaller, but of a similar form, the only differences being that the shaft

almost always has a slight curve in the middle, and that the points of the recurved ends come some-

what nearer to each other than in the large ones. The edges are here very difficult to see, so that

we may easily get the impression that they are wanting. The length is between 0-045
—

0-057'"™, some-

times they may be a little longer; the thickness in the middle is 0-004
—

0-007™'". They are developed

in the same way as the preceding ones, bus as the edges are only to be seen with difficulty, the

developmental phases are far from being conspicuous. Besides the mentioned forms a third form of

diancistra is found, which is the smallest of the three; they are highly bent in the middle, and the

plane of this curve may be situated differently with regard to the planes through the shaft and the

recurved ends. Otherwise the principle of their form is the same as in the two preceding kinds; the

edges issuing from the shaft are rather broad, and therefore the notch in the middle of the shaft

between the two edges is most frequently distinctly seen
;
the edges are also in this form only seen

with difficult)-. The length of these diancistra are between 0-021 and 0-028™™, most frequently nearest

to the former figure; the thickness in the middle is ca. o-ooio™™. Of these three different forms of

diancistra the largest ones occur in a peculiar way, being attached to the fibres of the skeleton with

one end, while the other end projects, and they are collected in bundles situated along the fibres with

certain intermediate spaces, in the same way, as Topsent (Resultats des Camp, scient. du Prince de

Monaco, Fasc. II, 1892, 87, PI. VII, Fig. 4) mentions and figures for the species determined by him as

H. fo]insoni\ on the other hand the\- are not found in the dermal membrane or in the membrane lining
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the canals. The two other forms, on the contrary, are found scattered in the tissue of the sponge, in

the dermal membrane, and in the membranes lining the canals.

As will be seen, the three mentioned forms of diancistra are well characterized and distinctly

separated; this fact, however, has not hitherto been acknowledged, the smaller forms having been

regarded as developmental phases of the largest one. Thus Ridley and Dendy (Challeng. Report, XX,
]\Ionaxonida 61) sa)- of the small diancistra of the H. esperioides established by them that they seem

to be young forms of the large diancistra. I have had occasion to examine H. esperioides, and it was

seen that the small diancistra of this species are forms having great resemblance to the small diancistra

of the present species; accordingly they are an independent form without any connection with the

large diancistra, neither could they, by a growth by mere apposition, get a form like that of the large

ones'). Topsent, in the work quoted above p. 87, says of the small diancistra in the species deter-

mined by him as H./ohnsoniVtO^-. . . . petits diancistres greles que Ton pent prendre pour des spicules

jeunes on frappes d'un arret de developjjement. > Both these interpretations are untenable, as the small

diancistra, as is shown in the preceding description, are independent forms without any connection

with the development of the large diancistron; as was to be expected, this development takes place

in a quite different way, and they grow only by apposition. 2. Toxa; these are comparatively fine;

they have a strong curve in the middle, while the ends are long and evenly recurved, and most fre-

quently the outermost piece of the ends forms a point which is slightly recurved with a rather sharp

bend. Within the bounds of this description they may be somewhat varying, being higher or flatter,

or somewhat irregular, and they are also often somewhat contort. The length, which is, to a certain

degree, dependent on the degree of curving, may vary between o'oS and o-i57""", and sometimes, in

more flat bows, it may be a little greater; the thickness in the middle is 0-0017— 0'002™". The bows

are found scattered in the tissue, but are not numerotis; the}- are not found in the dermal membrane.

If I have not thought to be justified in determining the present species as H. Jolmsmii Bow.,

the reason is partly that we have no detailed descriiJtion of this species. Bowerbank, as is well

known, in 1864 in the first volume of Mon. of Brit. Sponges, only describes the large diancistron of a

species from Madeira without giving this species a name in the text, only mentioning that it is re-

lated to the genus Hymedesmia\ in the explanation of the figures he calls it Hyincdrsinia Jo/insoni

M. S. He gives two figures of it, from which is seen that it has large diancistra and st\-li. In 1870 O.

Schmidt, in Spong. d. atlant. Gebiet, enumerates a species, which he identifies with that of Bower-

bank, and calls Desiiiacclla Johnsoni, but he gives no distinct description. Topsent, in the work

quoted before, enumerates a species which he determines as Hainacaiifha Johiisoni Bow.
;
of the micro-

sclera in this species he says that large diancistra are alwa\-s found, small fine diancistra almost

always, sometimes sigmata, sometimes bows, and rarely (in one easel rhaphides. Topsent, however,

gives no measurings of the different forms. Now it is rather certain that Topsent has had before

I) Ridley and Dend}-, PI. XVII, fig. 2 d, figure one of these small diancistra, and say in the explanation of the plate:

young diancistron, showing tlie hooks still united to the shaft by a thin web<, which fact is also shown in the figure; this

interpretation, however, is wrong, the structure being the same as in the small diancistra of the present species; the fact is

that the edge issuing from the shaft is verj- broad, and comes close to the recurred end, but it is always distinctly separated

from this end. In H. esperioides only two forms of diancistra are found, corresponding to the smallest and the largest of

the present species.
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him more than one species; at least the fact is that the two Haiiiacanf//a-s])&cies I have before me,

the present species and the following one, are entirely constant with regard to their spiculation; one

has always three forms of diancistra and toxa, the other always only one form of diancistra, and

rhaphides, but no toxa. To this constant difference in the spiculation is further, as appears from the

descriptions, added other constant characters. To judge by the forms of microsclera mentioned by

Topsent, it would appear that he has had three species, viz. the present one (all the specimens with

toxa), the following one (the specimen with rhaphides), and a species with sigmata. As has been

shown, we do not at present know with certainty, what H.JoJnisoiii is, and therefore I presume it will

be best by the determination to leave this species out of consideration.

On the other hand there might be some possibility that Halichoudria falciila Bow. is identical

with the present .species, but this fact cannot be decided by Bower bank's description. Thus he

mentions and figures only one form of diancistra; as skeleton-spicule he figures a stylus of common

form, but in the description he uses the term fusiforrai-acuate . The description of the external form

and the surface agrees well with the present species. Finalh' the species is obtained at the Shetland

Islands, which locality is not very far from several of the stations, on which H. Bo'iverbanki is obtained.

The Hymedesmia Joliiiso)ii mentioned by Carter 1. c, seems, by being possessed of toxa, and also by

the description upon the whole, rather certainly to be identical with the present species.

Locality: Station i, 62° 30' Lat. N., 8° 21' Long. W., depth 132 fathoms; station 9, 64° 18' Lat. N.,

27° 00' Long. W., depth 295 fathoms; station 10, 64"" 24' Lat. N., 28° 50' Long. W., depth 788 fathoms;

station 27, 64° 54' Lat. N., 55° 10' Long. W., depth 393 fathoms; station 81, 61° 44' Lat. N., 27" 00' Long. W.,

depth 485 fathoms; station 85, 63° 21' Lat. N., 25^ 21' Long. W., depth 170 fathoms; .station 89, 64'' 45'

Lat. N., 27" 20' Long. W., depth 310 fathoms; station 90, 64' 45' Lat. N., 29^06' Long. W., depth 568 fa-

thoms; station 94, 64"" 56' Lat. N., 36" 19' Long. W., depth 204 fathoms; station 97, 65° 28' Lat. N., 27° 39'

Long. W., depth 450 fathoms; station 98, 65' 38' Lat. N., 26" 27' Long. W., depth 138 fathoms; station 112,

67° 57' Lat. N., 6° 44' Long. W., depth 1267 fathoms (temperature -f- i"i C). Finally it has been taken

on 64° 42' Lat. N., 27° 43' Long. W., depth 426 fathoms (Wandel). All these stations are between ca. 62"

and 68° Lat. N., and are dispersed in the sea between the Faroe Islands and Iceland, to the south of

Iceland, the Denmark Strait, and the Davis Strait. The depth ranges between 132 and 1267 fathoms.

On some of the stations, especially station 89, the species has been taken in very large numbers. On

station 112 with the great depth of 1267 fathoms and the negative bottom temperature only a single

quite small specimen was taken. On the other hand the largest specimens are from the stations i

and 98 with depths of respectively 132 and 138 fathoms.

Gcogr.distr. Carter I.e. mentions his Hyiiicdcsiuia Johiisoni from between Scotland and the

Faroe Islands and from Madeira. According to what is stated above, the species must also be sup-

posed to have been taken on the expedition of the Prince of Monaco 1886—88.

2. H. implicans n. sp.

PI. V, Figs. 6-9, PI. XIX, Fig. I a—e. Figs. 2—6.

1885. "^ Haiiiacautim papillata Vosmaer, Sponges of the ;,Villeni Barents
, Bijdrag. tot de Dierk., 12*:'; Afl.

3die Oedeelt. 28, PI. I, fig. 15 a— b, PL V, figs. 82—86.
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1892. Haiuacautliajolnisoni \-ar. coviflanata, partiiii, specimen rhaphidibus insintctum, Topsent, Resultats

des Campagn. scient. du Prince de Monaco, Fasc. II, 87, PI. \H, fig. 5 b, li.

Formed like a flat cushion, or more or less crust-shaped, provided 7vifh more or fewer, round or

flattened, cottical papilla'. Embodies extraneous bodies copiously, especially in the part turned toivards

the substratum. Outermost the sponge has a rather firm dermal layer provided zuith close-lying spicules

in several layers parallel to the surface^ but otherivise lying in every direction; from these layers close-

standing spicules project, and tlierefore the surface is shaggy. Oscula are found at the s^immits of the

papillce.. The skeleton consists of irregtilarly rtmning, polyspiciilar fibres and scattered spicules. Spongin

wanting. Spicula : Megaselera styli 0-2'/
— o-68"""; microsclera diancistra of one form o-ig

— o-22''""; rka-

phides in trichodragmata o-ii""".

This species has a quite pecuhar way of growing; it grows as thinner or thicker incrustations

on shells of MoUusks, Bryozoa, worm-tubes, stones etc.; but generally it spreads over the body on

which it is growing, grows round it, and embodies it completely; sometimes the substratum has only

been small stones and particles of gravel, and even if it grows on a more extended substratum, it

always includes extraneous bodies copiously, so that, when a specimen is cut through, the lower half

is always found abundantly filled with foreign bodies, especially pebbles and gravel (PL V, fig. 9). These

particles are kept together and surrounded by sponge-tissue. Besides thus having incrusted foreign

bodies, the sponge moreover is most freqiiently somewhat incrusted on the outside, and on account of

its form folds and hollows may be formed, which, as it seems, may be quite closed by coalescings, and

be filled with gravel and the like. Thus these cavities belong originalh- to the surface of the sponge,

and bv the cutting through of a sponge, in which they are found, cavities will accordingly be found

filled with foreign particles, of which cavities some belong to the interior of the sponge, while others

belong to the surface; they may, however, be distinguished from each other by the fact that the sur-

face of the sponge is finely shaggy, and therefore the walls of the cavities, which do not belong to

the interior of the sponge, but have their origin from coalescings, are shaggy from projecting spicules.

The form of the sponge may otherwise be somew^hat varying according to the substratum, on w^hich

it is growing; when growing on large, flat shells, it forms a regular crust or cu.shion, while it is

oftenest more or less irregular, when growing on smaller bodies. The largest specimen in hand,

growing on a Pecten-sheW, has a greatest extent of ca. 47""" and a thickness of 6—7'""'. The other

specimens grow^ especialh- on bi\-alves and Brachiopods, and are most frequently growing on, or have

incrusted, several shells. The surface is set with a larger or smaller number of conical papillae, formed

bv the skin; the papilhe have an average length of 5—7"""; they are either round or flattened. Other-

wise the surface is shaggy- from projecting spicules. The sponge is very cavernous, and especially in

the upper part, where no extraneous bodies are embodied, large cavities are found immediately imder,

the skin; therefore it is of a somewhat vesicular consistency. The colour (in spirit) is grayish white

somewhat transparent, but often it appears to be brownish on account of sand and mud covering it.

Externally the sponge is provided with a rather firm dermal layer furnished with rather close-lying

spicules intercrossing in all directions, but parallel to the surface; they are lying in several layers,

and the part marked off as skin, has a thickness of ca. o-io™'". Through the spicules of the skin other

The Ingolf-Expedition. VI, i. '4
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spicules project rather close to each other; the}' are stuck with one end between the parallel spicules

of the skin, while all the other part projects, so that the skin is very distinctly shaggy (PI. XIX, fig 3).

Oscula and pores: In the examined specimens the pores were only found in small numbers;

they are small and difficult to observe, not going vertically through the dermal layer, and so their

outer opening is only little conspicuous when a piece of stained skin is viewed from above. The size

is measured from o-oii—o-oaS™". Oscula: as before said the surface has a larger or smaller number

of papillae, up to a score in the largest specimens. These papillae are formed by the dermal layer; the

spicules of the skiu are here arranged parallelly to the longitudinal axis of the papilla. On the summit

of the papilla the oscular opening is found; these openings, however, are not round, but are made

by the skin of the papilla being split into a number of narrow lobes, and according to this arrange-

ment the spicules in the outermost part of the papilla are gathered in a like number of bands (PI. XIX,

fig. 5). The papillae may have a somewhat different appearance, which would seem to be due to a

different degree of contraction. In their most extended form they are thin-skinned and translucent, of

a length of 6—7""°, are tapering and often compressed (PI. V, figs. 7
—

8). Then they may be shorter

and shorter, and at the same time they become round and more compact, and the end becomes stubby,

and assumes also a darker colour (PI. V, fig. 6). They may be so short as only to form a quite flat

prominence; at the same time a kind of folding must take place, for when such a papilla is viewed

from above under the microscope it is seen that the very close-packed spicules form, as it were, bands

or partition walls going from the middle towards the periphery (PI. XIX, fig. 6).

The skeleton: As has been said above, the sponge is very cavernous, and therefore its body

consists mostly of more or less membrane-like parts which in the lower part of the sponge surround

and keep together an abundant mass of extraneous bodies, while in the upper part of the sponge they

surround and bound a number of cavities, into which the pores lead, and from some of which oscula

lead out. The skeleton therefore, besides of the mentioned dermal skeleton, consists of some irregular

fibres, partly found in the membrane-like parts separating the cavities, partly running freely here

and there, especially from the lower part to the dermal la\er. The fibres found in the membranes

are j^olyspicular ,
sometimes distinct and well defined, sometimes more dissolved in the membrane.

Besides with these fibres the membrane is also provided with diancistra hing in beautiful rosettes

rather close to each other (PI. XIX, fig. 4). Also the freely running fibres are polyspicular, and have

ratlier many spicula alongside. The thickness of the fibres is generally o-io—0-17™"'. As in the pre-

ceding species diancistra are found in rosettes on the fibres. In the lower part of the sponge fibres

may be found where there is some interval between the incrusted extraneous bodies; where such is

not the case the parts of the tissue between the foreign particles are provided with diancistra placed

in rosettes in large numbers, and onlj' a few needles. Spongin is not seen in the skeleton.

Spicula: a. Megasclera are styli; they are straight or slightly curved, sometimes a somewhat

sharper bend is found at the head end; they are thickest in the middle tapering somewhat to the

rounded end, though not so much as in the styli of the preceding species; the smaller needles are

least tapering, often quite imperceptibly, and sometimes not at all. The opposite end may be some-

what different; most frequently it has a very stubby point that may end in a quite small, pointed

process; in other cases the point is more long and evenly tapering. The length varies very consider-
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ably, from O'Zj
—

0'68'"", the thickness is in proportion 0'005
—

o-oiyS""; a few, qnite fine needles, deve-

lopmental forms, are seen; but besides these, part of the needles l>'ing- between the said limits, especially

the comparatively long and fine ones, are presumably also developmental forms; it is, however, difficult

in all instances to decide with certainty which needles are developmental forms, as the fully developed

needles surely vary much in size; thus needles are found of a length of o'agS""" and a thickness of

0'0ii""°; on account of the proportion between length and thickness these needles convey the impression

of being fully developed, and when the question is of spicules of this length presumably only the

finer ones are developmental forms, b. Alicrosclera: i. Diancistra; in the present siDecies diancistra are

only found of one kind; they are chiefly of the same structure as the large diancistron of the prece-

ding species, but are distinguished from it by being longer and more slender, and generally the shaft

is a little bent; the recurved ends generally form a smaller angle with the shaft than in Bowerbanki;

the edge issuing from the shaft, decreases evenly towards the middle, so that the notch between the

two edges is longer and not so highly conspicuous as in the preceding species. Further these diancistra

are far less contort, not rarely quite plane. The length is between 0-19 and o-22"™, most frequently

it is o-aoS™". The thickness in the middle is o-oo8—o-oio™". The development of the diancistra takes

place in the same way as in the preceding species, as shown on PI. XIX, fig. i c—d. The diancistra

are found in rosettes on the fibres, but this feature is not so distinctly marked as in the preceding

species; further they are, as already mentioned, found in rosettes on the membranes separating the

cavities, and they are also seen in the innermost layer of the dermal layer, which is presumably lined

bv the same membrane, and also here in beautiful rosettes; finally the diancistra are also found abun-

danth- in rosettes in the lower part of the sponge among the extraneous bodies. 2. Rhaphides; these

are especial!)- fine, the thickness is about o-ooo/™", and they have an average length of o-ii"""; they

occur in bundles, trichodragmata, containing a large number of rhaphides; they are found throughout

the sponge, but especially on the membranes and in the innermost part of the dermal layer.

Rn/iarks: In this species <cellules spheruleuses» were found in large numbers in the dermal

layer and the membranes; they are quite globular or fusiform, densely filled with somewhat refringent

granules, and are in spirit of a light }-ellow colour; the size of the round ones is ca. 0-005—O'OoS™'",

the fusiform ones are somewhat longer.

As has been mentioned under the preceding species I think that Topsent 1. c. under his

H. Joluisoiii has comprised more than one .species; the specimen of var. coiuplanata with rhaphides,

mentioned at p. 87, seems undoubtedly to belong to the present species. The H. papillata established

by Vosmaer 1. c, seems bv the occurrence of papillae and upon the whole by its outer characters to

agree with the present species, but the exceedingly incomplete and short description (2' , Hues) gives

no sufficient hold for a determination, and as the mentioned and figured spicules do not agree with

the present species, and rhaphides are not mentioned, the referring is doubtful.

Locality: The present species has xipon the whole been taken on the same stations as the

preceding one, but in smaller numbers. Station 9, 64' 18' Lat. N., 27" 00' Long. W., depth 295 fathoms;

station 10, 64° 24' Lat. N., 28° 50' Long. W., depth 788 fathoms; station 27, 64" 54' Lat. N., 55" 10' Long. W.,

depth 393 fathoms; station 35, 65° 16' Lat. N., 55^ 05' Long. W., depth 362 fathoms; station Si, 61=44'

14*
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Lat. N., 27° 00' Long. W„ depth 485 fathoms; station 85, 63° 21' Lat. N, 25° 21' Long. W., depth 170 fathoms;

station 89, 64° 45' Lat. N., 27° 20' Long. W., depth 310 fathoms; station 94, 64° 56' Lat. N., 36" 19' Long. W.,

depth 204 fathoms. Thirty and odd specimens have been taken in all. According to the localities

the species is spread in the Davis Strait and the Denmark vStrait between ca. 62° and 65° Lat. N., on

depths from 170—788 fathoms.

Gcogr.distr. Where the specimen mentioned by Topsent, 1. c, which I refer to this species,

has been taken cannot be stated, but the collections, as well known, were made from the Bay of

Gascony over the Azores to New Foundland, and accordingly the species reaches down to ca. 38° Lat. N.

The H. papillafa of Vosmaer is taken south of Spitzbergen on depths of 145 and 180 fathoms.

As correctly stated by Topsent I.e., the genus Wviicntla established by O.Schmidt in 1880,

and kei^t in 1887 by Ridley and Dendy in Challeng. Monaxonida together with Gray's genus

Hamacantha established in 1867, will have to be comprised under this genus as a synonym, and

thus Haiiiacaiifha will be the only genus in the subfamily Hauiacaiithiiio'. As certainly charac-

terized as is the genus Haiiiacaiif/ia, as much incertainty is found with regard to some of its species.

Ridley and Dendy are surely right, when they (Challeng. Report, Monaxonida, LXVI) express the

opinion that the H.tibiccu established by O. Schmidt 1880 (Spong. der Meerbus. von Mexiko, H, 83),

which is said to have as well diancistra as chelae
( Doppelankern > Schmidt), is either a Desmacidonid

with sigmata of such a form, that they might be misinterpreted as diancistra, or, what is perhaps

more possible, with diancistra as foreign bodies.

At present the list of the species belonging to Hainacaiitha^ looks as follows:

1864. Hamacantha (Hymedcsmia) Jolivsoni Bow. — Doubtful; the original never described; see before

imder //. Bowcrbaiiki.

1874. •• (Haliclioiidria) falcnla Bow. — Perhaps == FI. Bowcrbanki \\\\\\\\ see this species.

1880. » (Vomcrula) tenda Schmidt. — Stated to have fine oxea
(
feine Umspitzen;. Schm.)

and bows, with transitional links between them.

1880. » (Vpiitcrula) tibiccn Schmidt. — As stated above scarceh' a Hatiincaiitha.

1882. » (Hymcdcsmia) Scluuidtii Cart. — Stated by Carter to have oxea, diancistra and

genuine sigmata').

1885. y papillafa Vosm. — Perhaps = H.ii/iplicaiis mihi; see this species.

1887. * (l^omenila) rspcrioidcs R. and D. — Well characterized species, has of microsclera

sigmata and diancistra of two forms.

Boivcrbariki mihi.

iijiplicans mihi.

') This species (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 5, IX, 297, PI. 11, fig. 21 a—e) might perhaps be identical with H. esperioides

R. and D., as it appears to have diancistra of two forms and sigmata; Carter, to be sure, states it to be possessed of oxea,

but his figure would imply that the question is of styh with highly tapering head ends. When Carter refers Schmidt's
H. Johnsoid from Florida (Spong. Atl. Gebiet.) to his species, this is surely not correct, as it does not appear from the descrip-

tion of Schmidt that his species has real sigmata.
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Plate I.

Page

Fig. I. Pachyckalina Schimdtii ii. sp. '/i 5

— 2. Pachyckalina Schmidtii u. sp. '/i
—

—
3. Siphonochalina pulcherrinia Frstdt. '/i 13

—
4. Siphonochalina pulcherrima Frstdt. A tube cut through, '/i

—

—
5. Halichondria velamentosa Arm. Hans. A calicular specimen; the skin wanting

in some places, '/i 22

— 6. Reniera iirceolus Rathke et Vahl. '/i 35
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Plate 11.

Page

Fig. I. Pachychaliua caiilifera \'osni. '

, 7

— 2. Pachychaliua caitlifera Vosni. Basal part of tlie individnal figured in fig. i,

with genunuke ,
on a fragment of the .shell of a Modiola inodiolus\ in the

middle where the sponge is broken off, vgemmulse are seen uncovered, above

and below tliev are seen fainth' through the tissue,
'/i

—
—

3. Chalina spatula n. sp., attached to a Hydroid stalk together with calcareous

sponges, Ascidians, H\droids, Bryozoa and Octactinia
( Voeringia and Paraueph-

thya).
I

I II

—
4. Halichoiidria obluuga Arm. Hans, "/i 24

—
5. Reuiera tuhulosa Frstdt., on Alcyonidium gelatiuosum. '/i 44

— 6. Reniera laxa n. sp. On the left side of the figure is seen a Balanoid round

which the sponge has grown, '/i 46

—
7. Halichoudn'a ? difficilis n. sp. '/ 1 28

— 8. Rculera hetcrojihrosa n. sp. '/i 47

—
9. Gellius flagellifer R. and D. ', , 71
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Plate m.
Page

Fig. I. HalJchondria coiossea n. sp., seen from above,
'/j 27

2. Haliclwndria coiossea n. sp., side view. V,3

—
3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Halichondria osctilum 11. sp., individuals of different forms. osculum,

a groove with osculum. '/i 23
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Plate IV.

Page

Fig. I. Eiiinastia siticns O. S. A pore papilla. A little more than -
'i 31

— 2. Eiiinastia siiieiis O. S. An oscular papilla. A little more than ^/i
—

—
3. Eiimastia sitieiis O. S. A pore- and oscular papilla. A little more than ^/i . . . .

—

—
4. Euiiiastia si'iieiis O. S. A pore papilla cut through , showing the skeleton. A

little more than '/i
—

—
5.

Eiiinastia sitiens O. S. The end of an oscular papilla, ca.
'^/j

—

— 6. Eiiinastia sitiens O. S., attached to a. Pecten islandictis\ in a couple of the papillae

is seen Aristias tinnidus Kr. '/i
—

—
7. Pctrosia crassa Cart, attached to a little stone together with an Octactinia.

At the lowermost part of the sponge the skin is partly wanting, '/i 54

— 8. Petrosia crassa Cart. One of the most differentiated oscula. ^/i
—

—
9. Petrosia crassa Cart. Section of the sponge through an osculum, showing espe-

cially the radiating canals, and partly those parallel to the surface, '/i
—

— 10. Desniacella Peac/iii Bow. A quite young individual on a fragment of a Sipho.

— II. Desmacella Peachii Bow. A somewhat older individual on a fragment of a

Sipho. iji
—

— 12. Desmacella Peachii Bow. 'i —

—
13. Desmacella Peachii Bow. A calicular specimen, the skin is wanting, and the

edge is damaged. 7i
—

—
14. Biemma annexa O. S. a the place of attachment,

'/i ^5
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Plate V.

Page

Fig. I. Rem'era calamus n. sp. Fragment, '/i 48

— 2. Reniera calamus n. .sp.
Cut through. 7i

~

—
3. Gelliodes plexa n. sp. A leaf-shaped piece viewed from the inside, the skin is

only kept in the middle, '/i 75

—
4. Gelliodes plexa n. sp. A funnel-shaped specimen, the greater part of the upper

edge broken off; the skin wanting on the outside, '/i
—

—
5.

Reniera folium n. sp. 7i 39

— 6. Hamacanlha implicans n. sp. Most of the papillae highl)- contracted. 7'i 104

—
7. Hamacantha implicans n. sp. The papillae stretched out. '/i

—

— 8. Hamacantha implicans n. sp. The papillae stretched out.
'/i

—

—
9. Hamacantha implicans n. sp. Cut through to show the extraneous bodies em-

bodied in the lower part, and the cavities of the upper part.
^

^
_
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Plate VI.

Page

Fig. I. Bieinma rosea Frstdt. The largest piece seen from the pore side; the skin wan-

ting in a few places, '/i 82

— 2. Btefuma rosea Frstdt A piece probably from the middle of the sponge, seen

from the oscnlar side. Vi —

—
3. Phlceodictyon elougaUtm Tops, '/i 59

—
4. Phlceodictyon elongatum Tops., highly incrnsted with sand. '/,

—
—

5. Gellius luridiis n. sp. Somewhat damaged above, bnt less than the two follo-

wing ones, i/i 64

— 6. Gellius liiridjts n. sp. Broken off above, '/i
—

—
7. Gellius liiridiis n. sp. Broken off above,

'/i
—

— 8. Gellius liiridiis n. sp. The preceding specimen (fig. 7) cnt through longitudinally.

Vi -

—
9. Phlceodictyon irregulare n. sp. '/i 61

— 10. Phlceodictyon irregulare n. sp. '/i
—

— II. Phlceodictyon tuber n. sp. '/i 57

— 12. Phlceodictyon tuber n. sp., incrnsted with sand, '/i
—

—
13. Phlceodictyon tuber n. sp., showing a broken off fistula,

'/i
—

—
14. Desmacella gi'oenlandica Frstdt. Skin with oscula closed in different degrees.

Ends of fibres are seen. ca. ^"/i 95
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Plate VII.

Page

Fig. I. Reinera parenchyma n. sp. Vi Zl

— 2. Hamacantha Boiuerbankt n.s^., showing one osculnm; the surface damaged in

places. Vi 99

—
3. Haviacantha Boioerbanki n. sp., showing several oscnla. 7i

—

—
4. Desniacella hamifera n. sp. A leaf-shaped fraginent, the skin almost quite want-

ing- Vi

'

93

—
5.

Desniacella hamifera n. sp. The middle part of a short-stalked, calicular specimen.

Vi
-

6. Desniacella hamifera n. sp. Radial longitudinal section through the wall, showing

the skeleton. 3/2
—

7. Desmacella groenlandica Frstdt. The skin wanting on the outside. Vi 95
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Plate VIII.

Page

Fig. I. Pachychalina Schniidtii xi.f<^. Oxea, a fully developed, b developmental forms,

X 255 5

— 2. Pachyckahna SclimMtii n. sp. Longitudinal section of the skeleton towards the

surface, but not reaching it, x ca. 20. a inward, b outward —

—
3. Pachychalina Schinidtii n. sp. A piece of the skeleton, x 60 —

—
4. Pachychalina caitlifera Vosm. Oxea, a fully developed, b developmental forms,

X 255 7

—
5. Pachychalina caitlifera Vosm. Longitudinal section of the skeleton towards

the surface, x ca. 20. a inward, b outward —

— 6. Pachychalina canli/era Vosm. A piece of the skeleton, x ca. 100; as it is near

the surface the longitudinal fibres are running almost horizontally
—

—
7. Chalina oculata Pall. Oxea. x 255 10

— 8. Chalina spatula n. sp. Oxea, a fully developed, b developmental forms, x 255. 11

—
9. Chalina spatula n. sp. Section of the skeleton at the edge, x ca. 14. A few of

the pohspicular fibres are seen —

— 10. Siphoiiochalina pnlcherrinia Frstdt. Oxea, a fully developed, b developmental

forms, X 255 13

— II. Siphonochalina pulchernina Frstdt. Longitudinal section of the skeleton from

the surface some way inward, x ca. 20. A few polyspicular fibres are seen.

a inward, b outward —

— 12. Siphonochalina n/ollicula n. sp. Oxea, a full)' developed, /; developmental form,

X 255 15

—
13. Siphonochalina niolliciila n. sp. Longitudinal section of the skeleton from the

surface some way inward, x ca. 20. a inward, b outward —

—
14. Siphonochalina uiollicula n. sp. Piece of the skeleton, x ca. 100 —
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Plate IX.

Page

Fig. I. Halichondria panicea Pall. Oxea, x 165 17

— 2. Halichondria gevitrix O. S. Oxea, a of the larger ones, b of the .smaller ones,

c monstrous forms, x 165 18

—
3. Halichondria fibrosa Frstdt. Oxea, a of the larger ones, b of the smaller ones,

c oxeum with a swelling in the middle, x 165 20

—
4. Halichondria velamentosa Arm. Hans. Oxea, x 165 22

—
5. Halichondria velamentosa Arm. Hans. Dermal membrane from the oscular side,

with a few pores, x 54
—

— 6. Halichondjna velamentosa Arm. Hans. Dermal membrane from the pore side,

X 54
-

—
7. Halichondria oscnlitm n.

s\>. Oxea, x 165 23

— 8. Halichondria osculttm n. sp. Dermal membrane, x 38
—

—
9. Halichondria oscrthim n. sp. Membrane from the oscular cavit>', x 33

—

— 10. Halichondria oblonga Arm. Hans. Oxea, x 165 24
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Plate X.

Page

Fig. I. Halichondria tenniderma n. sp. Oxea, a i\\\\\ developed, /; developmental form,

X 165 26

— 2. Halichondria temiiderma n. sp. Section vertical on the surface, showing the

skeleton, x 32
—

—
3. Halichondria colossea n. sp. Oxea of different sizes, x 58 27

—
4. Halichondria colossea n. sp. Dermal membrane with a few incrusted foreign

bodies, x 58
—

—
5. Halichondria colossea n.

sjd.
Canal membrane, x 58

—

— 6 Halichondria colossea n. sp. Section vertical on the surface
,
from a spot where

no projecting spicules are found; a the dermal layer of small spicules
—

—
7. Halichondria colossea n. sp. Section vertical on the surface, from a spot where

projecting spicules are found; a the dermal layer of small spicules
—

— 8. Halichondria ? difficilis n. sp. Oxea of different sizes, a oxeum with a swelling

in the middle, x 165 28

—
9. Eumastia sitiens O. S. Oxea, a fully developed of different sizes, b developmen-

tal forms, X 165 3^

— 10. Eumastia sitiens O. S. Transverse section of an oscular papilla, a oscular canal,

b subdermal cavities, c the fibre lying in the partition wall, x ca. 12
_

—

— II. Eumastia sitiens O. S. Transverse section of a pore papilla, in the middle the

fibre with radiating branches, x ca. 12 —

— 12. Eumastia sitiens O. vS. Wall of pore papilla, x 58
—
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Plate XI.

Page

Fig. I. Renzera urceolus Rathke et Vahl. Oxea, x 255 35

— 2. Reniera parenchyma n. sp. Oxea, x 255 37

—
3. Reniera parenchyma 11. sp. Section through the middle of the skeleton of the

sponge, parallel to the siirface, showing oscular canals and polyspicular longi-

tudinal fibres, x ca. 20 —

—
4. Reniera parenchyma n. sp. Section of the skeleton vertical on the surface,

X ca. 20 —

—
5.

Reniera folium n. sp. Oxea, x 255 39

— 6. Reniera ventilabrum Frstdt. Oxea, x 255 40

—
7. Reniera ventilabrum Frstdt. Skeleton seen from the surface, showing an oscu-

lum and the spicules projecting from the edge of it, x ca. 54
—

— 8. Reniera hyalina n. sp. Oxea, x 255 42

—
9. Reniera clavata Levins.? Oxea, x 255 43

— 10. Reniera cinerea Grant. Oxea, x 255 43

— II. Reniera tttbiilosa Frstdt. Oxea, a fully developed of different sizes, b develop-

mental forms, X 255 44

— lie. Reniera tiibulosa Frstdt. The ends of different oxea. x 485
—

— 12. Reniera tubulosa Frstdt. Section of the skeleton vertical on the surface, x ca. 60 —

—
13. Reniera laxa n. sp. Oxea, x 255 46

—
14. Reniera heterofibrosa n. sp. Oxea, x 255 47

—
15. Reniera calamus n. sp. Oxea, a of the large ones, b of the small ones, x 255.. 48

— 16. Reniera calamus n. sp. Radial longitudinal section of the skeleton, x ca. 60 . . .
—

—
17. Reniera sp. a. Oxeum, x 255 49
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Plate XII.

Page

Fig. I. Rciiiera sp. b. Oxeum, x 255 50

— 2. Reniera sp. c. Oxea, x 255 50

—
3. Reniera Voeringii Ldbk. Oxea, x 255 50

—
4. Metschnikowia spinispicukmt Cart. Spined strongyla, a fully developed, b an

older and a younger developmental form, x 255 52

—
5.

Petrosia crassa Cart. Oxea, a of the larger ones, b of the smaller ones, c short

oxea, strongyla and styli, x 255 54

— 6. PhlcBodictyon tuber n. sp. Oxea, a fully developed, b developmental forms, x 255 57

—
7. Phlceodictyoii tuber n. sp. Section of the skeleton vertical on tlie surface,

showing lamellae, a the outer surface, x ca. 32
—

— 8. PhlcEodictyon elongatuiit Tops. Oxea, a fully developed, b developmental forms,

X 255. c end of oxeum, x 485 59

—
9. Phlceodictyon eloiigatuni Tops. The dermal layer, seen from the outside, a pro-

jecting spiculum is seen, x ca. 100 —

— 10. Phlceodictyon irregulare n. sp. Oxea, a fully developed, b developmental forms,

X 255 61

— II. Geliius arcoferus Vosni. a oxea, x 165, b toxa, fully developed and younger

forms, X 380, c sigmata, x 485 62

— 12. Geliius angulatus Bow.? a oxea, x 165, b ends of different oxea, x 485, c toxa

of different sizes, x 485, d sigmata, x 485 63
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Plate XIIL
Page

Fig. I. Gelluts Inridns n. sp. a oxea, x 165, b toxa of different sizes, x 585, c sigmata

of different sizes, x 585 64

— 2. GelMus Inridiis n. sp. Longitudinal section, showing the dermal layer, lanielloe

and canals, x ca. 2. (After a dried preparation, which makes the skeleton

appear distinctly)
—

—
3. Gellms iiiridus n. sp. Longitudinal section through the dermal layer in a place

where this layer is thick, x ca. 33. a the part marked off as special dermal

layer
—

—
4. GelliHS iitridiis n. sp. Dermal membrane with spicules and pores, x 65

—

—
5. Gel/ius hiridiis n. sp. Piece of skeleton lamella with the holes formed by the

passage of the canals, X2 —

— 6. Gellins Inridiis n. sp. The upper part of fig. 5,
x 18 —

—
7. Gellms luridus n. sp. Spicules from the dermal membrane, showing the

cementing by spongin, x no —

— 8. Gellms limdiis u. sp. Two single spicules with spongin coats, x no —

—
9. Gellins microtoxa n. sp. a oxea, b de\-elopmental forms, x 165, c toxa of diffe-

rent .sizes, X 585, d sigmata of different sizes, e developmental forms, x 585. 67

— 10. Gellms microtoxa n. sp. Dermal membrane with spicules and cellules spheru-

leuses, partly scattered, partly forming a band, >c ca. 65
—

— II. Gellins primitivus n. sp. a oxea of different sizes, x 255, b toxa of different

sizes, X 485 69

— 12. Gellins proximus n. sp. a oxea of different sizes, x 255, b toxa of different

sizes, X 485 70
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Plate XIV.
Page

Fig. I. Gelluis flagelli/ei' R. and D. a oxea, b developmental form, x 165, c flagellate

sigmata, d common sigmata, x 485 71

— 2. Gellius porosns Frstdt. a oxea, x 165, b flagellate sigmata, c one of the thick

sigmata, onh- occurring in small numbers, x 485 73

—
3. Gelliodes plexa n. sp. a oxea, b developmental form, x 165, c toxa of diffe-

rent sizes and stages of development, x 380, d sigmata, x 485 75

—
4. Gelliodes plexa n. sp. Dermal membrane from the osciilar side; the subjacent

skeleton and projecting spicules are seen, x ca. 18 —
—

5. Gelliodes plexa n. sp. Dermal membrane from the pore side, x ca. 18 —
— 6. Gelliodes cojisimilis n. sp. a oxea, b developmental form, x 165, c toxa, d a

developmental form, x 380, e sigmata, x 485 77
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Plate XV.
Page

Fig. I. Oceauapia robusta Bow. a oxea, b a developmental form, x 255, c sigmata,

X 700 78

— 2. Oceauapia robusta Bow. Radial section of the outermost part of the rind,

X ca. 22; a the outermost layer with the projecting spicules
—

—
3. Oceauapia robusta Bow. Piece of the membrane surrounding the canals, with

its skeleton, x ca. 60 —

—
4. Oceauapia robusta Bow. The membrane lining the canals inmostly, with its

spicules and cellules splieruleuses >,
x ca. 60. (A piece from one of the larger

canaLs.)
—

—
5. Bieinina rosea Frstdt. a subtylostyli, b a developmental form, x 120, c head

ends of different subt\'lostyli, x 380, d sigmata, more or less contort, x 485. . . 82

— 6. Biemvia rosea F~rstdt. Dermal membrane from the pore side with projecting

spicula-bundles, x ca. 32
—

—
7. Bieinma rosea Frstdt. The surface seen from the oscular side with more or

less open oscula and projecting spicula-bundles, x ca. 32
—

— 8. Biemiiia rosea Frstdt. Piece of the transverse section from the pore side to

about the middle, showing the columns supporting the skin, subdermal cavities,

and two large canals; the smaller canals are not given, x ca. 32
—

—
9. Bieinma rosea Frstdt. Piece of a transverse section towards the oscular side.

X ca. 32
—
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Plate XVI.
Page

Fig. I. Desinacella capillifera Levins, a styli of common form, b styli of the smaller

form, straight with a more sharp curve at the head end, c irregular styli

from the basal layer, x
"jj, d sigmata of the large form, e sigmata of the

small form, x 485, / rhaphides, single and as trichodragmata, x 255, g com-

mata, x 700 88

— 2. Desinacella Peachii Bow. a styli, b developmental forms, c irregular styli from

the basal layer, x jj, d sigmata of the large form, e sigmadragma, / devel-

opmental form of the large sigma, g sigmata of the small form, x 485, h

rhaphides of the long form, single and as trichodragmata, / rhaphides of the

short form, single and as trichodragmata, x 380, k commata, x 700, / silicious

globules, X 485 90
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Plate XVII.
Page

Fig. I. Desmacella ha^jztfera n. sp. a styli, b developmental forms, c irregular styli from

the basal layer, x 77, d sigmata of the large form, e sigmadrama, f develop-

mental form of the large sigma, g sigmata of the small form, x 485, h rha-

phides of the long form, single and as trichodragma, i rhaphides of the short

form, single and as trichodragmata, x 380, k commata, X' 700, / gemmiila?,

X 255, silicious globules, x 4S5 93

— 2. Desmacella groenlandica Frstdt. a styli, b irregular styli from the basal laj-er,

X 77, c sigmata of the large form, x 485, d sigmata of the small form, x 700,

e rhaphides of the long form, single and as trichodragma, f rhaphides of the

short form, single and as trichodragma, x 255, g commata, x 700, h gemmula?,
X 255, silicious globules, x 485 (gemmula is drawn from the original specimen

of Fristedt) 95

—
3. Bieinma annexa O. S. a tylostyli and subtylost\li ,

b a developmental form,

X 120, c head ends of different needles, x 380, d toxa, x 485, e sigmata of

the larger form, f sigmata of the smaller form, x 485 85
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Plate XVIII.

Page

Fig. I. Hamacaiitha Boiuerbaiiki n. sp. a styli, h developmental forms, x 165, c diancistra

of the largest form, d a series of developmental forms, x 380, e diancistra of

the middle form, f a developmental form, x 700, g the same diancistron, x 380

(b)- this enlargement the edges are not seen), h diancistra of the smallest

form, X 700, / the same diancistron, x 380, the edges are not seen, k toxa,

X380 99

— 2. Haiiiaca7itha Bozverbaiiki n. sp. Dermal membrane with skeleton and projecting

spicules, X 58 —

—
3. Hamacantha Bozverbaiik/ n. sp. Radial section of the skeleton from the surface

inward, x 32. a the skin with spicules —
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Plate XIX.
Page

Fig. I. Hamacautha iinplicaiis n. sp. a styli of different sizes, b developmental forms,

X 165, c diancistra, d two developmental forms, x 380, e rhaphides, single

and as trichodragma, x 380 104

— 2. Hamacantha iniplicaiis n. sp. Dermal membrane with skeleton, x 58
—

—
3. Hamacautha implicans n. sp. Transverse section of skin with projecting spicules,

—
X ca. 54

—

—
4. Hamacantha implicaus n. sp. Piece of a membrane with fibres and diancistra

in rosettes, x 32
—

—
5. Hamacantha intpHcans n. sp. An oscular cone stretched out, x ca. 20 —

— 6. Hamacantha implicans n. sp. An oscular cone contracted, seen from above,

showing the vertical spicules arranged in a bandlike manner, x ca. 20 —
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